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SECTION A- Education

TEXT: First, we have a few questions about your education.

currenrol_w4 A:1. Are you currently enrolled in school of any kind?
0. NO - NOT IN SCHOOL
1. YES – ENROLLED IN SCHOOL FULL TIME
2. YES – ENROLLED IN SCHOOL PART TIME

[IF IS ENROLLED IN SCHOOL FULL TIME OR ENROLLED IN SCHOOL
PART TIME]
In what type(s) of school(s) are you currently enrolled? Check all that apply.
[INSERT LIST A:2_1-A:2_7_TEXT]
currged_w4 A:2_1. GED classes
currvocsch_w4 A:2_2. Vocational or technical school (cosmetology, plumbing, real estate,
mechanics, etc.)
currcommcoll_w4 A:2_3. community/junior college
currcoll_w4 A:2_4. college or university
currgradsch_w4 A:2_5. graduate school (Master’s, Ph.D) or professional school (MBA, JD, MD,
etc.)
currndegree_w4 A:2_6. College courses not for a degree
currother_w4 A:2_7. Other (specify)
0. NO
1. YES
currothertext_w4 A:2_7_TEXT. [TEXT ENTRY]

[IF ENROLLED IN VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL SCHOOL,
COMMUNITY/JUNIOR COLLEGE, COLLEGE OR UNIVERISTY, OR
GRADUATE SCHOOL]
currcollname_w4 A:4. Please give the name of the school where you are taking the most courses.
[TEXT ENTRY]

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE: IN PLACE OF SCHOOL NAME & STATE, IPED CODE
CAN BE SHARED**

[IF ENROLLED IN VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL SCHOOL,
COMMUNITY/JUNIOR COLLEGE, COLLEGE OR UNIVERISTY, OR
GRADUATE SCHOOL]
collegestate_w4 A:10. In which state or territory is the college or university from which you are
taking the most courses?
1. ALABAMA
2. ALASKA
3. AMERICAN SAMOA
4. ARIZONA
5. ARKANSAS
6. CALIFORNIA
7. COLORADO
8. CONNECTICUT
9. DELAWARE
10. FLORIDA
11. GEORGIA
12. GUAM
13. HAWAII
14. IDAHO
15. ILLINOIS
16. INDIANA
17. IOWA
18. KANSAS
19. KENTUCKY
20. LOUISIANA
21. MAINE
22. MARYLAND
23. MASSACHUSETTS
24. MICHIGAN
25. MINNESOTA
26. MISSISSIPPI
27. MISSOURI
28. MONTANA
29. NEBRASKA
30. NEVADA
31. NEW HAMPSHIRE
32. NEW JERSEY
33. NEW MEXICO
34. NEW YORK
35. NORTH CAROLINA
36. NORTH DAKOTA
37. NORTHERN MARIANAS ISLANDS
38. OHIO
39. OKLAHOMA
40. OREGON
41. PENNSYLVANIA
42. PUERTO RICO
43. RHODE ISLAND
44. SOUTH CAROLINA
45. SOUTH DAKOTA
46. TENNESSEE
47. TEXAS
48. UTAH
49. VERMONT
50. VIRGINIA
51. VIRGIN ISLANDS
52. WASHINGTON
53. WASHINGTON D.C.
54. WEST VIRGINIA
55. WISCONSIN
56. WYOMING
57. OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE: IN PLACE OF SCHOOL NAME & STATE, IPED CODE CAN BE SHARED**

[IF ENROLLED IN VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL SCHOOL, COMMUNITY/JUNIOR COLLEGE, COLLEGE OR UNIVERISTY, OR GRADUATE SCHOOL]

currmajor_w4  A:16. What is your current major field or area of study? (If you don’t know, just make your best guess of what you think your major will be.) [TEXT ENTRY]

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE**

Have you received any of the following degrees of diplomas? Check all that apply.

degreenone_w4  A:6  1. No degrees or diplomas

degreehsdipl_w4 A:6  2. High school diploma

degreeged_w4 A:6  3. GED or equivalency degree

degreevoccert_w4 A:6  4. Vocational/technical certificate (cosmetology, plumbing, real estate, mechanics, etc.)

degreeassoc_w4 A:6  5. Associate's degree (AA/AS)

degreebach_w4 A:6  6. Bachelor’s degree (BA/BS)

degreemast_w4 A:6  7. Master’s degree (MA, MSW, MTS, MDiv, etc.)

degreeermw4 A:6  8. PhD or terminal degree (JD, M.D., etc.)

degreeoth_w4 A:6  9. Any other degree or diploma (specify)

0. NO

1. YES

degreeothtext_w4 A:6  9_TEXT. [TEXT ENTRY]

[IF NOT CURRENTLY IN SCHOOL]
A:12a. Ideally, do you intend to return to school within the next ten years to complete more education?

1. NO

2. YES

3. DON’T KNOW/UNSURE

[IF CURRENTLY IN SCHOOL]
A:12b. Ideally, do you intend to return to school within the next ten years to complete more education (beyond the degree or diploma you are currently working on)?

1. NO

2. YES

3. DON’T KNOW/UNSURE

rtrntoschl_w4 A:12 = A:12a & A:12b

0. NO
Which degree(s) do you intend to complete in the next ten years? Check all that apply.

**[INTEND TO COMPLETE]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>intendgedhsdip_w4</td>
<td>GED or other high school equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intendvoccert_w4</td>
<td>Technical or Vocational certificate/degree (cosmetology, plumbing, real estate, mechanics, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intendassoc_w4</td>
<td>Some college or Associate degree (AA/AS), no 4-year degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intendbach_w4</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree (BS, BA, or other 4-year degree)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intendgraduate_w4</td>
<td>Graduate degree (Master’s/PhD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intendprofess_w4</td>
<td>Professional graduate degree (JD, MD, MBA, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intendnodedegree_w4</td>
<td>Continuing education courses not toward a degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intenddnunsure_w4</td>
<td>Don’t know/unsure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**[INTENDED MAJOR/FIELD OF STUDY]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>intendgedhsdipf_w4</td>
<td>TEXT. GED or other high school equivalent [TEXT ENTRY]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intendvoccertf_w4</td>
<td>TEXT. Technical or Vocational certificate/degree (cosmetology, plumbing, real estate, mechanics, etc.) [TEXT ENTRY]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intendassocf_w4</td>
<td>TEXT. Some college or Associate degree (AA/AS), no 4-year degree [TEXT ENTRY]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intendbachf_w4</td>
<td>TEXT. Bachelor’s degree (BS, BA, or other 4-year degree) [TEXT ENTRY]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intendgraduatef_w4</td>
<td>TEXT. Graduate degree (Master’s/PhD) [TEXT ENTRY]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intendprofessf_w4</td>
<td>TEXT. Professional graduate degree (JD, MD, MBA, etc.) [TEXT ENTRY]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intendnodedegreef_w4</td>
<td>TEXT. Continuing education courses not toward a degree [TEXT ENTRY]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intenddnunsuref_w4</td>
<td>TEXT. Don’t know/unsure [TEXT ENTRY]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you do return to school, which degree(s) do you intend to complete in the next ten years? Check all that apply.

**[INTEND TO COMPLETE]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intendgedhsdip2_w4</td>
<td>GED or other high school equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intendvoccert2_w4</td>
<td>Technical or Vocational certificate/degree (cosmetology, plumbing, real estate, mechanics, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intendassoc2_w4</td>
<td>Some college or Associate degree (AA/AS), no 4-year degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intendbach2_w4</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree (BS, BA, or other 4-year degree)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intendgraduate2_w4</td>
<td>Graduate degree (Master’s/PhD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intendprofess2_w4</td>
<td>Professional graduate degree (JD, MD, MBA, etc.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**SECTION A2 - Education Grid**

**[IF HAS RECEIVED BACHELOR’S, MASTER’S, OR PHD/Terminal Degree]**

Please tell us about your first (or only) Bachelor’s degree.

**bach1major_w4 A:10a#1_1_1.TEXT. Major/field of study [TEXT ENTRY]**

**REstricted Data Variable**

**bach1college_w4 A:10a#1_1_2.TEXT. Name of college/university [TEXT ENTRY]**

**REstricted Data Variable: In place of school name & state, IPED code can be shared**

**bach1year_w4 A:10b. In what year did you complete your first (or only) Bachelor’s degree?**

1. 2000 OR BEFORE
2. 2001
3. 2002
4. 2003
5. 2004
6. 2005
7. 2006
8. 2007
9. 2008
10. 2009
11. 2010
12. 2011
13. 2012
14. 2013
A:10c. In which state or territory is the college or university from which you earned your first (or only) Bachelor’s degree?

1. ALABAMA
2. ALASKA
3. AMERICAN SAMOA
4. ARIZONA
5. ARKANSAS
6. CALIFORNIA
7. COLORADO
8. CONNECTICUT
9. DELAWARE
10. FLORIDA
11. GEORGIA
12. GUAM
13. HAWAII
14. IDAHO
15. ILLINOIS
16. INDIANA
17. IOWA
18. KANSAS
19. KENTUCKY
20. LOUISIANA
21. MAINE
22. MARYLAND
23. MASSACHUSETTS
24. MICHIGAN
25. MINNESOTA
26. MISSISSIPPI
27. MISSOURI
28. MONTANA
29. NEBRASKA
30. NEVADA
31. NEW HAMPSHIRE
32. NEW JERSEY
33. NEW MEXICO
34. NEW YORK
35. NORTH CAROLINA
36. NORTH DAKOTA
37. NORTHERN MARIANAS ISLANDS
38. OHIO
39. OKLAHOMA
40. OREGON
41. PENNSYLVANIA
42. PUERTO RICO
43. RHODE ISLAND
44. SOUTH CAROLINA
45. SOUTH DAKOTA
46. TENNESSEE
47. TEXAS
48. UTAH
49. VERMONT
50. VIRGINIA
51. VIRGIN ISLANDS
52. WASHINGTON
53. WASHINGTON D.C.
54. WEST VIRGINIA
55. WISCONSIN
56. WYOMING
57. OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE: IN PLACE OF SCHOOL NAME & STATE, IPED CODE CAN BE SHARED**

[IF HAS RECEIVED BACHELOR’S, MASTER’S, OR PHD/TERMINAL DEGREE]

bach2deg_w4 A:10d. Did you complete a second Bachelor’s degree?
0. NO
1. YES

[IF HAS RECEIVED A SECOND BACHELOR’S DEGREE]

bach2major_w4 A:11a#1_1_1_TEXT. Major/field of study [TEXT ENTRY]

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE**

bach2college_w4 A:11a#1_1_2_TEXT. Name of college/university [TEXT ENTRY]

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE: IN PLACE OF SCHOOL NAME & STATE, IPED CODE CAN BE SHARED**

bach2year_w4 A:11b. In what year did you complete your second Bachelor’s degree?
1. 2000 OR BEFORE
2. 2001
3. 2002
4. 2003
5. 2004
6. 2005
7. 2006
8. 2007
9. 2008
10. 2009
11. 2010
12. 2011
13. 2012
14. 2013
A:11c. In which state or territory is the college or university from which you earned your second Bachelor’s degree?

1. ALABAMA
2. ALASKA
3. AMERICAN SAMOA
4. ARIZONA
5. ARKANSAS
6. CALIFORNIA
7. COLORADO
8. CONNECTICUT
9. DELAWARE
10. FLORIDA
11. GEORGIA
12. GUAM
13. HAWAII
14. IDAHO
15. ILLINOIS
16. INDIANA
17. IOWA
18. KANSAS
19. KENTUCKY
20. LOUISIANA
21. MAINE
22. MARYLAND
23. MASSACHUSETTS
24. MICHIGAN
25. MINNESOTA
26. MISSISSIPPI
27. MISSOURI
28. MONTANA
29. NEBRASKA
30. NEVADA
31. NEW HAMPSHIRE
32. NEW JERSEY
33. NEW MEXICO
34. NEW YORK
35. NORTH CAROLINA
36. NORTH DAKOTA
37. NORTHERN MARIANAS ISLANDS
38. OHIO
39. OKLAHOMA
40. OREGON
41. PENNSYLVANIA
42. PUERTO RICO
43. RHODE ISLAND
44. SOUTH CAROLINA
45. SOUTH DAKOTA
46. TENNESSEE
47. TEXAS
48. UTAH
49. VERMONT
50. VIRGINIA
51. VIRGIN ISLANDS
52. WASHINGTON
53. WASHINGTON D.C.
54. WEST VIRGINIA
55. WISCONSIN
56. WYOMING
57. OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE: IN PLACE OF SCHOOL NAME & STATE, IPED CODE CAN BE SHARED**

[bach3deg_w4] A:11d. Did you complete a third Bachelor’s degree?
0. NO
1. YES

[ bach3major_w4] A:12a#1_1_1_TEXT. Major/field of study [TEXT ENTRY]

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE**

[bach3college_w4] A:12a#1_1_2_TEXT. Name of college/university [TEXT ENTRY]

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE: IN PLACE OF SCHOOL NAME & STATE, IPED CODE CAN BE SHARED**

[bach3year_w4] A:12b. In what year did you complete your third Bachelor’s degree?
1. 2000 OR BEFORE
2. 2001
3. 2002
4. 2003
5. 2004
6. 2005
7. 2006
8. 2007
9. 2008
10. 2009
11. 2010
12. 2011
13. 2012
14. 2013

[bach3state_w4] A:12c. In which state or territory is the college or university from which you earned your third Bachelor’s degree?
1. ALABAMA
2. ALASKA
3. AMERICAN SAMOA
4. ARIZONA
5. ARKANSAS
6. CALIFORNIA
7. COLORADO
8. CONNECTICUT
9. DELAWARE
10. FLORIDA
11. GEORGIA
12. GUAM
13. HAWAII
14. IDAHO
15. ILLINOIS
16. INDIANA
17. IOWA
18. KANSAS
19. KENTUCKY
20. LOUISIANA
21. MAINE
22. MARYLAND
23. MASSACHUSETTS
24. MICHIGAN
25. MINNESOTA
26. MISSISSIPPI
27. MISSOURI
28. MONTANA
29. NEBRASKA
30. NEVADA
31. NEW HAMPSHIRE
32. NEW JERSEY
33. NEW MEXICO
34. NEW YORK
35. NORTH CAROLINA
36. NORTH DAKOTA
37. NORTHERN MARIANAS ISLANDS
38. OHIO
39. OKLAHOMA
40. OREGON
41. PENNSYLVANIA
42. PUERTO RICO
43. RHODE ISLAND
44. SOUTH CAROLINA
45. SOUTH DAKOTA
46. TENNESSEE
47. TEXAS
48. UTAH
49. VERMONT
Please tell us about your first (or only) Master’s degree.

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE: IN PLACE OF SCHOOL NAME & STATE, IPED CODE CAN BE SHARED**

[IF HAS RECEIVED A MASTER’S OR PHD/TERTINAL DEGREE]

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE**

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE: IN PLACE OF SCHOOL NAME & STATE, IPED CODE CAN BE SHARED**

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE**

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE**

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE**

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE**

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE**
10. FLORIDA
11. GEORGIA
12. GUAM
13. HAWAII
14. IDAHO
15. ILLINOIS
16. INDIANA
17. IOWA
18. KANSAS
19. KENTUCKY
20. LOUISIANA
21. MAINE
22. MARYLAND
23. MASSACHUSETTS
24. MICHIGAN
25. MINNESOTA
26. MISSISSIPPI
27. MISSOURI
28. MONTANA
29. NEBRASKA
30. NEVADA
31. NEW HAMPSHIRE
32. NEW JERSEY
33. NEW MEXICO
34. NEW YORK
35. NORTH CAROLINA
36. NORTH DAKOTA
37. NORTHERN MARIANAS ISLANDS
38. OHIO
39. OKLAHOMA
40. OREGON
41. PENNSYLVANIA
42. PUERTO RICO
43. RHODE ISLAND
44. SOUTH CAROLINA
45. SOUTH DAKOTA
46. TENNESSEE
47. TEXAS
48. UTAH
49. VERMONT
50. VIRGINIA
51. VIRGIN ISLANDS
52. WASHINGTON
53. WASHINGTON D.C.
54. WEST VIRGINIA
55. WISCONSIN
56. WYOMING
57. OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES
**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE: IN PLACE OF SCHOOL NAME & STATE, IPED CODE CAN BE SHARED**

[IF HAS RECEIVED A MASTER’S OR PHD/TERMINAL DEGREE]

mast2deg_w4  A:13d. Did you complete a second Master’s degree?
   0. NO
   1. YES

[IF HAS RECEIVED A SECOND MASTER’S DEGREE]
Please tell us about your second Master’s degree.

mast2major_w4  A:14a#1_1_1_TEXT. Major/field of study [TEXT ENTRY]

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE**

mast2college_w4  A:14a#1_1_2_TEXT. Name of college/university [TEXT ENTRY]

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE: IN PLACE OF SCHOOL NAME & STATE, IPED CODE CAN BE SHARED**

mast2year_w4  A:14b. In what year did you complete your second Master’s degree?
   1. 2000 OR BEFORE
   2. 2001
   3. 2002
   4. 2003
   5. 2004
   6. 2005
   7. 2006
   8. 2007
   9. 2008
   10. 2009
   11. 2010
   12. 2011
   13. 2012
   14. 2013

maststate2_w4  A:14c. In which state or territory is the college or university from which you earned your second Master’s degree?
   1. ALABAMA
   2. ALASKA
   3. AMERICAN SAMOA
   4. ARIZONA
   5. ARKANSAS
   6. CALIFORNIA
   7. COLORADO
   8. CONNECTICUT
   9. DELAWARE
   10. FLORIDA
   11. GEORGIA
   12. GUAM
13. HAWAII
14. IDAHO
15. ILLINOIS
16. INDIANA
17. IOWA
18. KANSAS
19. KENTUCKY
20. LOUISIANA
21. MAINE
22. MARYLAND
23. MASSACHUSETTS
24. MICHIGAN
25. MINNESOTA
26. MISSISSIPPI
27. MISSOURI
28. MONTANA
29. NEBRASKA
30. NEVADA
31. NEW HAMPSHIRE
32. NEW JERSEY
33. NEW MEXICO
34. NEW YORK
35. NORTH CAROLINA
36. NORTH DAKOTA
37. NORTHERN MARIANAS ISLANDS
38. OHIO
39. OKLAHOMA
40. OREGON
41. PENNSYLVANIA
42. PUERTO RICO
43. RHODE ISLAND
44. SOUTH CAROLINA
45. SOUTH DAKOTA
46. TENNESSEE
47. TEXAS
48. UTAH
49. VERMONT
50. VIRGINIA
51. VIRGIN ISLANDS
52. WASHINGTON
53. WASHINGTON D.C.
54. WEST VIRGINIA
55. WISCONSIN
56. WYOMING
57. OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE: IN PLACE OF SCHOOL NAME & STATE, IPED CODE CAN BE SHARED**
[IF HAS RECEIVED A SECOND MASTER’S DEGREE]
mast3deg_w4 A:14d. Did you complete a third Master’s degree?
0. NO
1. YES

**A:15 VARIABLES HAVE NO DATA, AS NO R’S HAD EARNED A 3RD MA**

[IF HAS RECEIVED A THIRD MASTER’S DEGREE]
Please tell us about your third Master’s degree.
mast3major_w4 A:15#1_1_1_TEXT. Major/field of study [TEXT ENTRY]
mast3college_w4 A:15#1_1_2_TEXT.Name of college/university [TEXT ENTRY]
mast3year_w4 A:15b. In what year did you complete your third Master’s degree?
1. 2000 OR BEFORE
2. 2001
3. 2002
4. 2003
5. 2004
6. 2005
7. 2006
8. 2007
9. 2008
10. 2009
11. 2010
12. 2011
13. 2012
14. 2013

mast3state_w4 A:15c. In which state or territory is the college or university from which you earned your third Master’s degree?
1. ALABAMA
2. ALASKA
3. AMERICAN SAMOA
4. ARIZONA
5. ARKANSAS
6. CALIFORNIA
7. COLORADO
8. CONNECTICUT
9. DELAWARE
10. FLORIDA
11. GEORGIA
12. GUAM
13. HAWAII
14. IDAHO
15. ILLINOIS
16. INDIANA
17. IOWA
18. KANSAS
19. KENTUCKY
20. LOUISIANA
21. MAINE
22. MARYLAND
23. MASSACHUSETTS
24. MICHIGAN
25. MINNESOTA
26. MISSISSIPPI
27. MISSOURI
28. MONTANA
29. NEBRASKA
30. NEVADA
31. NEW HAMPSHIRE
32. NEW JERSEY
33. NEW MEXICO
34. NEW YORK
35. NORTH CAROLINA
36. NORTH DAKOTA
37. NORTHERN MARIANAS ISLANDS
38. OHIO
39. OKLAHOMA
40. OREGON
41. PENNSYLVANIA
42. PUERTO RICO
43. RHODE ISLAND
44. SOUTH CAROLINA
45. SOUTH DAKOTA
46. TENNESSEE
47. TEXAS
48. UTAH
49. VERMONT
50. VIRGINIA
51. VIRGIN ISLANDS
52. WASHINGTON
53. WASHINGTON D.C.
54. WEST VIRGINIA
55. WISCONSIN
56. WYOMING
57. OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

[IF HAS RECEIVED A PHD/TERMINAL DEGREE]
Please tell us about your first (or only) Ph.D or terminal degree.

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE**

termdeg1major_w4 A:16a#1_1_1_TEXT. Major/field of study [TEXT ENTRY]
termdeg1college_w4 A:16a#1_1_2_TEXT. Name of college/university [TEXT ENTRY]
**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE: IN PLACE OF SCHOOL NAME & STATE, IPED CODE CAN BE SHARED**

termdeg1year_w4  A:16b. In what year did you complete your first (or only) Ph.D or terminal degree?
  1.  2000 OR BEFORE
  2.  2001
  3.  2002
  4.  2003
  5.  2004
  6.  2005
  7.  2006
  8.  2007
  9.  2008
 10.  2009
 11.  2010
 12.  2011
 13.  2012
 14.  2013

termdeg1state_w4  A:16c. In which state or territory is the college or university from which you earned your first (or only) Ph.D or terminal degree?
  1.  ALABAMA
  2.  ALASKA
  3.  AMERICAN SAMOA
  4.  ARIZONA
  5.  ARKANSAS
  6.  CALIFORNIA
  7.  COLORADO
  8.  CONNECTICUT
  9.  DELAWARE
 10.  FLORIDA
 11.  GEORGIA
 12.  GUAM
 13.  HAWAII
 14.  IDAHO
 15.  ILLINOIS
 16.  INDIANA
 17.  IOWA
 18.  KANSAS
 19.  KENTUCKY
 20.  LOUISIANA
 21.  MAINE
 22.  MARYLAND
 23.  MASSACHUSETTS
 24.  MICHIGAN
 25.  MINNESOTA
 26.  MISSISSIPPI
27. MISSOURI
28. MONTANA
29. NEBRASKA
30. NEVADA
31. NEW HAMPSHIRE
32. NEW JERSEY
33. NEW MEXICO
34. NEW YORK
35. NORTH CAROLINA
36. NORTH DAKOTA
37. NORTHERN MARIANAS ISLANDS
38. OHIO
39. OKLAHOMA
40. OREGON
41. PENNSYLVANIA
42. PUERTO RICO
43. RHODE ISLAND
44. SOUTH CAROLINA
45. SOUTH DAKOTA
46. TENNESSEE
47. TEXAS
48. UTAH
49. VERMONT
50. VIRGINIA
51. VIRGIN ISLANDS
52. WASHINGTON
53. WASHINGTON D.C.
54. WEST VIRGINIA
55. WISCONSIN
56. WYOMING
57. OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE: IN PLACE OF SCHOOL NAME & STATE, IPED CODE CAN BE SHARED**

```plaintext
[IF HAS RECEIVED A PHD/TERTIAL DEGREE]
termdeg2_w4 A:16d. Did you complete a second Ph.D or terminal degree?
    0. NO
    1. YES

**A:17 VARIABLES HAVE NO DATA, AS NO R’S HAD RECEIVED A 2ND TERMINAL DEDGREE**

[IF HAS RECEIVED A SECOND PHD/TERTIAL DEGREE]
termdeg2major_w4 A:17a#1_1_1_TEXT. Major/field of study [TEXT ENTRY]
termdeg2college_w4 A:17a#1_1_2_TEXT.Name of college/university [TEXT ENTRY]
```
A:17b. In what year did you complete your second Ph.D or terminal degree?
1. 2000 OR BEFORE
2. 2001
3. 2002
4. 2003
5. 2004
6. 2005
7. 2006
8. 2007
9. 2008
10. 2009
11. 2010
12. 2011
13. 2012
14. 2013

A:17c. In which state or territory is the college or university from which you earned your second Ph.D or terminal degree?
1. ALABAMA
2. ALASKA
3. AMERICAN SAMOA
4. ARIZONA
5. ARKANSAS
6. CALIFORNIA
7. COLORADO
8. CONNECTICUT
9. DELAWARE
10. FLORIDA
11. GEORGIA
12. GUAM
13. HAWAII
14. IDAHO
15. ILLINOIS
16. INDIANA
17. IOWA
18. KANSAS
19. KENTUCKY
20. LOUISIANA
21. MAINE
22. MARYLAND
23. MASSACHUSETTS
24. MICHIGAN
25. MINNESOTA
26. MISSISSIPPI
27. MISSOURI
28. MONTANA
29. NEBRASKA
30. NEVADA
31. NEW HAMPSHIRE  
32. NEW JERSEY  
33. NEW MEXICO  
34. NEW YORK  
35. NORTH CAROLINA  
36. NORTH DAKOTA  
37. NORTHERN MARIANAS ISLANDS  
38. OHIO  
39. OKLAHOMA  
40. OREGON  
41. PENNSYLVANIA  
42. PUERTO RICO  
43. RHODE ISLAND  
44. SOUTH CAROLINA  
45. SOUTH DAKOTA  
46. TENNESSEE  
47. TEXAS  
48. UTAH  
49. VERMONT  
50. VIRGINIA  
51. VIRGIN ISLANDS  
52. WASHINGTON  
53. WASHINGTON D.C.  
54. WEST VIRGINIA  
55. WISCONSIN  
56. WYOMING  
57. OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES
SECTION B- Household Family and Relationships

TEXT: Next, we have some questions about your family and your living arrangements.

currlive_w4  B:1. Where do you live now? That is, where do you stay most often?
   1. MY PARENT’S HOME
   2. ANOTHER PERSON’S HOME
   3. MY OWN PLACE (ALONE OR SHARED WITH A PARTNER OR ROOMMATE)
   4. GROUP QUARTERS, LIKE A DORM, SORORITY OR FRATERNITY HOUSE, BARRACKS, OR A SHELTER
   5. I AM HOMELESS
   6. OTHER (SPECIFY)

currlivetext_w4  B:1_TEXT. [TEXT ENTRY]

[IF LIVES AT OWN PLACE OR IF HAS AN “OTHER” LIVING ARRANGEMENT]

livealone_w4  B:1a. Do you live there alone or with others?
   0. WITH OTHERS
   1. ALONE

[IF AGE 25 OR OLDER]

B:9a. Since age 23, have you had to live with a parent or parental figure for more than six months due to your employment or financial situation?
[IF AGE 24 OR YOUNGER] In the last two years, have you had to live with a parent or parental figure for more than six months due to your employment or financial situation?
   1. NO
   2. YES

[IF AGE 24 OR YOUNGER]

B:9b. In the last two years, have you had to live with a parent or parental figure for more than six months due to your employment or financial situation?
   1. NO
   2. YES

boomerang_w4  B:9 = B:9a & B:9b
   0. NO
   1. YES

parentbrkup_w4  B:10. In the past five years, have you been emotionally distressed by the breakup of any of your parental figures’ marriages or marriage-like relationships?
   0. NO
   1. YES

[IF GAVE MOTHER NAME]
D:3a. The last time you took this survey, we asked how well you got along with your mother or mother figure, whom you referred to as [MOTHER NAME] How close or not close do you feel to this person now?
   1. EXTREMELY CLOSE
   2. VERY CLOSE
   3. FAIRLY CLOSE
   4. SOMEWHAT CLOSE
   5. NOT VERY CLOSE
   6. NOT CLOSE AT ALL
   7. SHE IS DECEASED
   8. WE ARE NOT IN CONTACT

[IF DID NOT GIVE MOTHER NAME]
D:3b. The last time you took this survey, we asked you how well you got along with you mother or mother figure. How close do you feel now to the person you identified to us in 2003 as your mother?
   1. EXTREMELY CLOSE
   2. VERY CLOSE
   3. FAIRLY CLOSE
   4. SOMEWHAT CLOSE
   5. NOT VERY CLOSE
   6. NOT CLOSE AT ALL
   7. SHE IS DECEASED
   8. WE ARE NOT IN CONTACT

momclose2_w4 D:3 = D:3a & D:3b
   0. EXTREMELY CLOSE
   1. VERY CLOSE
   2. FAIRLY CLOSE
   3. SOMEWHAT CLOSE
   4. NOT VERY CLOSE
   5. NOT CLOSE AT ALL
   6. SHE IS DECEASED
   7. WE ARE NOT IN CONTACT

[IF GAVE FATHER NAME]
D:10a. The last time you took this survey, we asked how well you got along with your father or father figure, whom you referred to as [FATHER NAME] How close or not close do you feel to this person now?
   1. EXTREMELY CLOSE
   2. VERY CLOSE
   3. FAIRLY CLOSE
   4. SOMEWHAT CLOSE
   5. NOT VERY CLOSE
   6. NOT CLOSE AT ALL
   7. HE IS DECEASED
   8. WE ARE NOT IN CONTACT
[IF DID NOT GIVE FATHER NAME]
D:10b. The last time you took this survey, we asked you how well you got along with you father or father figure. How close do you feel now to the person you identified to us in 2003 as your father?
   1. EXTREMELY CLOSE
   2. VERY CLOSE
   3. FAIRLY CLOSE
   4. SOMEWHAT CLOSE
   5. NOT VERY CLOSE
   6. NOT CLOSE AT ALL
   7. HE IS DECEASED
   8. WE ARE NOT IN CONTACT

\[\text{dadclose2_w4} \quad D:10 = D:10a \& D:10b\]

0. EXTREMELY CLOSE
1. VERY CLOSE
2. FAIRLY CLOSE
3. SOMEWHAT CLOSE
4. NOT VERY CLOSE
5. NOT CLOSE AT ALL
6. SHE IS DECEASED
7. WE ARE NOT IN CONTACT
SECTION F - RELIGION

TEXT: Next, we have some questions for you about religion.

faith1_w4 F:1. How important or unimportant is religious faith in shaping how you live your daily life?
   1. EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
   2. VERY IMPORTANT
   3. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
   4. VERY UNIMPORTANT
   5. NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT

attreg_w4 F:3. Do you attend religious services more than once or twice a year, not counting weddings, baptisms, or funerals?
   0. NO
   1. YES

[churtype_w4 F:4. What religion or denomination is the place where you go to religious services? What kind of church or religious congregation is it? (Give your best guess if you're unsure.)
   1. ADVENTIST/SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST
   2. ANABAPTIST
   3. ANGLICAN
   4. APOSTOLIC
   5. ASSEMBLIES OF GOD (ASSEMBLY OF GOD)
   6. ASSOCIATION OF UNITY CHURCHES
   7. BAPTIST
   8. BIBLE CHURCH/BIBLE BELIEVING
   9. BRETHREN
   10. BUDDHIST
   11. CATHOLIC
   12. CHARISMATIC
   13. CHRISTIAN OR JUST CHRISTIAN
   14. CHRISTIAN AND MISSIONARY ALLIANCE (CMA)
   15. CHRISTIAN SCIENCE (CHRISTIAN SCIENTIST)
   16. CHURCH OF CHRIST (CHURCHES OF CHRIST)
   17. CHURCH OF GOD
   18. CHURCH OF ENGLAND
   19. CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
   20. CALVARY CHAPEL
   21. CONGREGATIONAL
   22. DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
   23. EPISCOPALIAN
   24. EVANGELICAL
   25. EVANGELICAL COVENANT CHURCH
   26. EVANGELICAL UNITED BRETHREN
   27. EVANGELICAL FREE CHURCH
28. FOUR SQUARE
29. FREE METHODIST CHURCH
30. FRIENDS
31. FUNDAMENTALIST
32. HINDU
33. HOLINESS
34. INDEPENDENT
35. INTER-DENOMINATIONAL/INTER-DENOMINATIONAL PROTESTANT
36. ISLAMIC (ISLAM)
37. JEHOVAH'S WITNESS (KINGDOM HALL)
38. JEWISH
39. LATTER DAY SAINT(S)
40. LUTHERAN
41. MENNONITE
42. METHODIST
43. MISSIONARY CHURCH
44. MORAVIAN
45. MORMAN
46. MUSLIM
47. NATION OF ISLAM
48. NATIVE AMERICAN
49. NAZARENE
50. NON-DENOMINATIONAL PROTESTANT
51. ORTHODOX (EASTERN, GREEK, RUSSIAN, ETC.)
52. PAGAN
53. PENTECOSTAL
54. PREBYSYTERIAN
55. PROTESTANT
56. QUAKER
57. REFORMED/CALVINIST
58. ROMAN CATHOLIC
59. SALVATION ARMY
60. UNITARIAN-UNIVERSALIST
61. UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST (UCC)
62. UNITY CHURCH
63. VINEYARD FELLOWSHIP
64. WESLEYAN CHURCH
65. WICCAN
66. WILLOW CREEK
67. OTHER (SPECIFY)
68. DON'T KNOW

churchtype_text_w4  F:4_TEXT. Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]

[baptistgrp_w4]  F:4a. With which Baptist group are you most closely associated? (Give your best guess if you're unsure.)
1. AMERICAN BAPTIST ASSOCIATION
2. AMERICAN BAPTIST CHURCHES IN THE USA (AMERICAN BAPTIST CHURCHES USA)
3. BAPTIST BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
4. BAPTIST BRETHREN
5. BAPTIST GENERAL CONFERENCE
6. BAPTIST MISSIONARY ASSOCIATION
7. CHARISMATIC BAPTIST
8. CONSERVATIVE BAPTIST ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
9. FREE WILL BAPTIST
10. FUNDAMENTALIST BAPTIST (NO DENOMINATION TIES)
11. GENERAL ASSOCIATION OF REGULAR BAPTISTS (GARB)
12. GENERAL BAPTIST
13. INDEPENDENT BAPTIST
14. JUST BAPTIST
15. MISSIONARY BAPTIST
16. NATIONAL BAPTIST CONVENTION OF AMERICA, INC./USA
17. NATIONAL MISSIONARY BAPTIST CONVENTION OF AMERICA
18. NORTH AMERICAN BAPTIST CONFERENCE
19. NORTHERN BAPTIST
20. PRIMITIVE BAPTIST
21. PROGRESSIVE NATIONAL BAPTIST CONVENTION, INC.
22. REFORMED BAPTIST
23. SOUTHERN BAPTIST CONVENTION
24. UNITED BAPTIST
25. UNITED FREE WILL BAPTIST
26. OTHER BAPTIST

[IF METHODIST]

methstgrp_w4 F:4b. With which Methodist group are you most closely associated? (Give your best guess if you're unsure.)
1. AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL (AME)
2. AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL (AME) ZION
3. CHRISTIAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL (CEM)
4. FREE METHODIST
5. JUST METHODIST
6. UNITED METHODIST/UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
7. WESLEYAN METHODIST
8. OTHER METHODIST

[IF PRESBYTERIAN]

prbsiangrp_w4 F:4c. With which Presbyterian group are you most closely associated? (Give your best guess if you're unsure.)
1. ASSOCIATE REFORMED PRESBYTERIAN
2. BIBLE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
3. CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
4. EVANGELICAL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH (EPA)
5. JUST PRESBYTERIAN
6. ORTHODOX PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH (OPC)
7. PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN AMERICA (PCS)
8. PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE USA (PCUSA)
9. REFORMED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCHES OF NORTH AMERICA (RPC)
10. OTHER PRESBYTERIAN

[IF LUTHERAN]

luthangrp_w4 F:4d. With which Lutheran group are you most closely associated? (Give your best guess if you're unsure.)
1. AMERICAN LUTHERAN CHURCH
2. EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH IN AMERICA (ELCA)
3. FREE LUTHERAN
4. LUTHERAN BRETHREN
5. LUTHERAN CHURCH IN AMERICA (LCA)
6. JUST LUTHERAN
7. MISSOURI SYNOD
8. WISCONSIN SYNOD
9. OTHER LUTHERAN

[IF REFORMED/CALVINIST]

refmedgrp_w4 F:4e. With which reformed group are you most closely associated? (Give your best guess if you're unsure.)
1. CHRISTIAN REFORMED CHURCH (CRC)
2. DUTCH REFORMED
3. JUST REFORMED
4. REFORMED CHURCH IN AMERICA (RCA)
5. OTHER REFORMED

[IF CONGREGATIONAL]

congalgrp_w4 F:4f. With which Congregational group are you most closely associated? (Give your best guess if you're unsure.)
1. BIBLE CHURCH
2. CONSERVATIVE CONGREGATIONAL CHRISTIAN
3. CONGREGATION CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
4. JUST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
5. UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST (USS)
6. OTHER CONGREGATIONAL

[IF CHURCH OF CHRIST (CHURCHES OF CHRIST)]

chchstgrp_w4 F:4g. With which Church of Christ group are you most closely associated? (Give your best guess if you're unsure.)
1. CHURCH (CHURCHES) OF CHRIST
2. CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST
3. UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST (USS)
4. JUST CHURCH/CHURCHES OF CHRIST
5. OTHER CHURCH OR CHURCHES OF CHRIST
[IF ATTENDS RELIGIOUS SERVICES]

F:5. About how often do you usually attend religious services there?
1. MORE THAN ONCE A WEEK
2. ONCE A WEEK
3. 2-3 TIMES A MONTH
4. ONCE A MONTH
5. MANY TIMES A YEAR
6. A FEW TIMES A YEAR

[IF ATTENDS RELIGIOUS SERVICES]

F:6. Do you attend religious services at any other religious congregation?
0. NO
1. YES

[IF ATTENDS RELIGIOUS SERVICES AT ANOTHER CONGREGATION]

F:7. What religion or denomination is this other place where you go to religious services? What kind of church or religious congregation is it? (Give your best guess if you're unsure.)
1. ADVENTIST/SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST
2. ANABAPTIST
3. ANGLICAN
4. APOSTOLIC
5. ASSEMBLIES OF GOD (ASSEMBLY OF GOD)
6. ASSOCIATION OF UNITY CHURCHES
7. BAPTIST
8. BIBLE CHURCH/BIBLE BELIEVING
9. BRETHREN
10. BUDDHIST
11. CATHOLIC
12. CHARISMATIC
13. CHRISTIAN OR JUST CHRISTIAN
14. CHRISTIAN AND MISSIONARY ALLIANCE (CMA)
15. CHRISTIAN SCIENCE (CHRISTIAN SCIENTIST)
16. CHURCH OF CHRIST (CHURCHES OF CHRIST)
17. CHURCH OF GOD
18. CHURCH OF ENGLAND
19. CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
20. CALVARY CHAPEL
21. CONGREGATIONAL
22. DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
23. EPISCOPALIAN
24. EVANGELICAL
25. EVANGELICAL COVENANT CHURCH
26. EVANGELICAL UNITED BRETHREN
27. EVANGELICAL FREE CHURCH
28. FOUR SQUARE
29. FREE METHODIST CHURCH
30. FRIENDS
31. FUNDAMENTALIST
32. HINDU
33. HOLINESS
34. INDEPENDENT
35. INTER-DENOMINATIONAL/INTER-DENOMINATIONAL
    PROTESTANT
36. ISLAMIC (ISLAM)
37. JEHOVAH’S WITNESS (KINGDOM HALL)
38. JEWISH
39. LATTER DAY SAINT(S)
40. LUTHERAN
41. MENNONITE
42. METHODIST
43. MISSIONARY CHURCH
44. MORAVIAN
45. MORMAN
46. MUSLIM
47. NATION OF ISLAM
48. NATIVE AMERICAN
49. NAZARENE
50. NON-DENOMINATIONAL PROTESTANT
51. ORTHODOX (EASTERN, GREEK, RUSSIAN, ETC.)
52. PAGAN
53. PENTECOSTAL
54. PREBENETERICAN
55. PROTESTANT
56. QUAKER
57. REFORMED/CALVINIST
58. ROMAN CATHOLIC
59. SALVATION ARMY
60. UNITARIAN-UNIVERALIST
61. UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST (UCC)
62. UNITY CHURCH
63. VINEYARD FELLOWSHIP
64. WESLEYAN CHURCH
65. WICCAN
66. WILLOW CREEK
67. OTHER (SPECIFY)
68. DON’T KNOW

othchur_text_w4 F:7_TEXT. Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]

[IF ATTENDS RELIGIOUS SERVICES AT ANOTHER CONGREGATION]

othchat_w4 F:8. About how often do you usually attend religious services there?
   1. MORE THAN ONCE A WEEK
   2. ONCE A WEEK
   3. 2-3 TIMES A MONTH
   4. ONCE A MONTH
   5. MANY TIMES A YEAR
6. A FEW TIMES A YEAR

[IF DOES NOT ATTEND RELIGIOUS SERVICES]

relaffil_w4
F:9. Do you think of yourself as part of a particular religion, denomination, or church?

0. NO
1. YES

[IF CONSIDERS SELF PART OF A DENOMINATION OR ATTENDS RELIGIOUS SERVICES]

relig1_w4
F:10. Regardless of where you may attend religious services or not, do you generally consider yourself to be Catholic, another kind of Christian, Jewish, Muslim, another religion, or not religious?

1. CATHOLIC
2. PROTESTANT, NON-CATHOLIC CHRISTIAN, OTHER KIND OF CHRISTIAN
3. JEWISH
4. MORMON/LDS
5. MUSLIM/ISLAMIC
6. BUDDHIST
7. ORTHODOX (EASTERN, GREEK, RUSSIAN, ETC.)
8. HINDU
9. NATIVE AMERICAN
10. NATION OF ISLAM
11. PAGAN OR WICCAN
12. SATANIST
13. TWO RELIGIONS
14. NOT RELIGIOUS
15. OTHER (SPECIFY)
16. DON’T KNOW

relig1_text_w4
F:10_TEXT. Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]

[IF BELONGS TO TWO RELIGIONS]

half1_w4
F:12. Is the first religion Catholic, another kind of Christian, Jewish, Muslim, or another religion?

1. CATHOLIC
2. PROTESTANT, NON-CATHOLIC CHRISTIAN, OTHER KIND OF CHRISTIAN
3. JEWISH
4. MORMON/LDS
5. MUSLIM/ISLAMIC
6. BUDDHIST
7. ORTHODOX (EASTERN, GREEK, RUSSIAN, ETC.)
8. HINDU
9. NATIVE AMERICAN
10. NATION OF ISLAM
11. PAGAN OR WICCAN
12. SATANIST
13. OTHER (SPECIFY)
14. DON’T KNOW

**half1_text_w4**

F:12 _TEXT_. Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]

**half2_w4**

[IF BELONGS TO TWO RELIGIONS]

F:15. Is the second religion Catholic, another kind of Christian, Jewish, Muslim, or another religion?

1. CATHOLIC
2. PROTESTANT, NON-CATHOLIC CHRISTIAN, OTHER KIND OF CHRISTIAN
3. JEWISH
4. MORMON/LDS
5. MUSLIM/ISLAMIC
6. BUDDHIST
7. ORTHODOX (EASTERN, GREEK, RUSSIAN, ETC.)
8. HINDU
9. NATIVE AMERICAN
10. NATION OF ISLAM
11. PAGAN OR WICCAN
12. SATANIST
13. OTHER (SPECIFY)
14. DON’T KNOW

**half2_text_w4**

F:15 _TEXT_. Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]

[IF DOES NOT BELONG RELIGION/DENOMINATION, OTHER, OR DON’T KNOW]

**atheist1_w4**

F:11. Do you consider yourself to be an atheist, agnostic, just not religious, or something else?

1. ATHEIST
2. AGNOSTIC
3. NOT RELIGIOUS
4. SOMETHING ELSE

**jewtype1_w4**

[IF JEWISH]

F:13. Do you consider yourself to be religiously Jewish or mostly culturally Jewish?

1. RELIGIOUS
2. CULTURAL
3. BOTH

**cathalf_w4**

[IF CATHOLIC]

F:18a. In addition to Catholic, do you consider yourself to be of any other religion?

0. NO
1. YES
[IF PROTESTANT, NON-CATHOLIC CHRISTIAN, OR OTHER KIND OF CHRISTIAN]

prothalf_w4
F:18b. In addition to Protestant, Non-Catholic Christian or other kind of Christian, do you consider yourself to be of any other religion?
0. NO
1. YES

[IF JEWISH]

jewhalf_w4
F:18c. In addition to Jewish, do you consider yourself to be of any other religion?
0. NO
1. YES

[IF MORMON/LDS]

ldshalf_w4
F:18d. In addition to Mormon/LDS, do you consider yourself to be of any other religion?
0. NO
1. YES

[IF MUSLIM/ISLAMIC]

muslimhalf_w4
F:18e. In addition to Muslim/Islamic, do you consider yourself to be of any other religion?
0. NO
1. YES

[IF BUDDHIST]

buddhisthalf_w4
F:18f. In addition to Buddhist, do you consider yourself to be of any other religion?
0. NO
1. YES

[IF ORTHODOX]

orthohalf_w4
F:18g. In addition to Orthodox (Eastern, Greek, Russian, etc.), do you consider yourself to be of any other religion?
0. NO
1. YES

[IF HINDU]

hinduhalf_w4
F:18h. In addition to Hindu, do you consider yourself to be of any other religion?
0. NO
1. YES

[IF NATIVE AMERICAN]

natamerhalf_w4
F:18i. In addition to Native American religion, do you consider yourself to be of any other religion?
0. NO
1. YES
### NATIONAL STUDY OF YOUTH AND RELIGION

**[IF NATION OF ISLAM]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>natislmhalf_w4</th>
<th>F:18j. In addition to following Nation of Islam, do you consider yourself to be of any other religion?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0. NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**[IF PAGAN OR WICCAN]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>paganhalf_w4</th>
<th>F:18k. In addition to Pagan or Wiccan, do you consider yourself to be of any other religion?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0. NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**[IF SATANIST]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>satanhalf_w4</th>
<th>F:18l. In addition to Satanist, do you consider yourself to be of any other religion?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0. NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**[IF CATHOLIC AND IS PART OF ANOTHER RELIGION]**

Which other religions are you? Check all that apply.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cath1_w4</th>
<th>F:19a_1. Protestant, non-Catholic Christian, other kind of Christian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cath2_w4</td>
<td>F:19a_2. Jewish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cath3_w4</td>
<td>F:19a_3. Mormon/LDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cath4_w4</td>
<td>F:19a_4. Muslim/Islamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cath5_w4</td>
<td>F:19a_5. Buddhist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cath6_w4</td>
<td>F:19a_6. Orthodox (Eastern, Greek, Russian, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cath7_w4</td>
<td>F:19a_7. Hindu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cath8_w4</td>
<td>F:19a_8. Native American</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cath9_w4</td>
<td>F:19a_9. Nation of Islam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cath10_w4</td>
<td>F:19a_10. Pagan or Wiccan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cath11_w4</td>
<td>F:19a_11. Satanist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cath12_w4</td>
<td>F:19a_12. Other (specify)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cath12_text_w4</td>
<td>F:19a_12_TEXT. Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cath13_w4</td>
<td>F:19a_13. Don’t know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0. NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**[IF PROTESTANT, NON-CATHOLIC CHRISTIAN, OR OTHER KIND OF CHRISTIAN AND IS PART OF ANOTHER RELIGION]**

Which other religions are you? Check all that apply.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>prot1_w4</th>
<th>F:19b_1. Catholic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>prot2_w4</td>
<td>F:19b_2. Jewish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prot3_w4</td>
<td>F:19b_3. Mormon/LDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prot4_w4</td>
<td>F:19b_4. Muslim/Islamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prot5_w4</td>
<td>F:19b_5. Buddhist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prot6_w4</td>
<td>F:19b_6. Orthodox (Eastern, Greek, Russian, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prot7_w4</td>
<td>F:19b_7. Hindu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prot8_w4</td>
<td>F:19b_8. Native American</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
prot9_w4 F:19b_9. Nation of Islam
prot10_w4 F:19b_10. Pagan or Wiccan
prot11_w4 F:19b_11. Satanist
prot12_w4 F:19b_12. Other (specify)
prot12_text_w4 F:19b_12_TEXT. Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]
prot13_w4 F:19b_13. Don’t know
    0. NO
    1. YES

[IF JEWS AND IS PART OF ANOTHER RELIGION]
Which other religions are you? Check all that apply.

jew1_w4 F:19c_1. Catholic
jew2_w4 F:19c_2. Protestant, non-Catholic Christian, other kind of Christian
jew3_w4 F:19c_3. Mormon/LDS
jew4_w4 F:19c_4. Muslim/Islamic
jew5_w4 F:19c_5. Buddhist
jew6_w4 F:19c_6. Orthodox (Eastern, Greek, Russian, etc.)
jew7_w4 F:19c_7. Hindu
jew8_w4 F:19c_8. Native American
jew9_w4 F:19c_9. Nation of Islam
jew10_w4 F:19c_10. Pagan or Wiccan
jew11_w4 F:19c_11. Satanist
jew12_w4 F:19c_12. Other (specify)
jew12_text_w4 F:19c_12_TEXT. Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]
jew13_w4 F:19c_13. Don’t know
    0. NO
    1. YES

[IF MORMON/LDS AND IS PART OF ANOTHER RELIGION]
Which other religions are you? Check all that apply.
lgs1_w4 F:19d_1. Catholic
lgs2_w4 F:19d_2. Protestant, non-Catholic Christian, other kind of Christian
lgs3_w4 F:19d_3. Jewish
lgs4_w4 F:19d_4. Muslim/Islamic
lgs5_w4 F:19d_5. Buddhist
lgs6_w4 F:19d_6. Orthodox (Eastern, Greek, Russian, etc.)
lgs7_w4 F:19d_7. Hindu
lgs8_w4 F:19d_8. Native American
lgs9_w4 F:19d_9. Nation of Islam
lgs10_w4 F:19d_10. Pagan or Wiccan
lgs11_w4 F:19d_11. Satanist
lgs12_w4 F:19d_12. Other (specify)
lgs12_text_w4 F:19d_12_TEXT. Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]
lgs13_w4 F:19d_13. Don’t know
    0. NO
    1. YES
Which other religions are you? Check all that apply.

**[IF MUSLIM/ISLAMIC AND IS PART OF ANOTHER RELIGION]**

muslim1_w4 F:19e_1. Catholic
muslim2_w4 F:19e_2. Protestant, non-Catholic Christian, other kind of Christian
muslim3_w4 F:19e_3. Jewish
muslim4_w4 F:19e_4. Mormon/LDS
muslim5_w4 F:19e_5. Buddhist
muslim6_w4 F:19e_6. Orthodox (Eastern, Greek, Russian, etc.)
muslim7_w4 F:19e_7. Hindu
muslim8_w4 F:19e_8. Native American
muslim9_w4 F:19e_9. Nation of Islam
muslim10_w4 F:19e_10. Pagan or Wiccan
muslim11_w4 F:19e_11. Satanist
muslim12_w4 F:19e_12. Other (specify)
muslim12_text_w4 F:19e_12_TEXT. Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]
muslim13_w4 F:19e_13. Don’t know
   0. NO
   1. YES

**[IF BUDDHIST AND IS PART OF ANOTHER RELIGION]**

buddhist1_w4 F:19f_1. Catholic
buddhist2_w4 F:19f_2. Protestant, non-Catholic Christian, other kind of Christian
buddhist3_w4 F:19f_3. Jewish
buddhist4_w4 F:19f_4. Mormon/LDS
buddhist5_w4 F:19f_5. Muslim/Islamic
buddhist6_w4 F:19f_6. Orthodox (Eastern, Greek, Russian, etc.)
buddhist7_w4 F:19f_7. Hindu
buddhist8_w4 F:19f_8. Native American
buddhist9_w4 F:19f_9. Nation of Islam
buddhist10_w4 F:19f_10. Pagan or Wiccan
buddhist11_w4 F:19f_11. Satanist
buddhist12_w4 F:19f_12. Other (specify)
buddhist12_text_w4 F:19f_12_TEXT. Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]
buddhist13_w4 F:19f_13. Don’t know
   0. NO
   1. YES

**[IF ORTHODOX AND IS PART OF ANOTHER RELIGION]**

orthodox1_w4 F:19g_1. Catholic
orthodox2_w4 F:19g_2. Protestant, non-Catholic Christian, other kind of Christian
orthodox3_w4 F:19g_3. Jewish
orthodox4_w4 F:19g_4. Mormon/LDS
orthodox5_w4 F:19g_5. Muslim/Islamic
orthodox6_w4 F:19g_6. Buddhist
orthodox7_w4 F:19g_7. Hindu
Which other religions are you? Check all that apply.

- [ ] Catholic
- [ ] Protestant, non-Catholic Christian, other kind of Christian
- [ ] Jewish
- [ ] Mormon/LDS
- [ ] Muslim/Islamic
- [ ] Buddhist
- [ ] Orthodox (Eastern, Greek, Russian, etc.)
- [ ] Hindu
- [ ] Nation of Islam
- [ ] Pagan or Wiccan
- [ ] Satanist
- [ ] Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]
- [ ] Don’t know
  - [ ] NO
  - [ ] YES

[IF NATIVE AMERICAN AND IS PART OF ANOTHER RELIGION]
Which other religions are you? Check all that apply.

- [ ] Catholic
- [ ] Protestant, non-Catholic Christian, other kind of Christian
- [ ] Jewish
- [ ] Mormon/LDS
- [ ] Muslim/Islamic
- [ ] Buddhist
- [ ] Orthodox (Eastern, Greek, Russian, etc.)
- [ ] Hindu
- [ ] Nation of Islam
- [ ] Pagan or Wiccan
- [ ] Satanist
- [ ] Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]
- [ ] Don’t know
  - [ ] NO
  - [ ] YES
[IF NATION OF ISLAM AND IS PART OF ANOTHER RELIGION]
Which other religions are you? Check all that apply.

- natislam1_w4 F:19j_1. Catholic
- natislam2_w4 F:19j_2. Protestant, non-Catholic Christian, other kind of Christian
- natislam3_w4 F:19j_3. Jewish
- natislam4_w4 F:19j_4. Mormon/LDS
- natislam5_w4 F:19j_5. Muslim/Islamic
- natislam6_w4 F:19j_6. Buddhist
- natislam7_w4 F:19j_7. Orthodox (Eastern, Greek, Russian, etc.)
- natislam8_w4 F:19j_8. Hindu
- natislam9_w4 F:19j_9. Native American
- natislam10_w4 F:19j_10. Pagan or Wiccan
- natislam11_w4 F:19j_11. Satanist
- natislam12_w4 F:19j_12. Other (specify)
- natislam12_text_w4 F:19j_12_TEXT. Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]
- natislam13_w4 F:19j_13. Don’t know
  0. NO
  1. YES

[IF PAGAN OR WICCAN AND IS PART OF ANOTHER RELIGION]
Which other religions are you? Check all that apply.

- pagan1_w4 F:19k_1. Catholic
- pagan2_w4 F:19k_2. Protestant, non-Catholic Christian, other kind of Christian
- pagan3_w4 F:19k_3. Jewish
- pagan4_w4 F:19k_4. Mormon/LDS
- pagan5_w4 F:19k_5. Muslim/Islamic
- pagan6_w4 F:19k_6. Buddhist
- pagan7_w4 F:19k_7. Orthodox (Eastern, Greek, Russian, etc.)
- pagan8_w4 F:19k_8. Hindu
- pagan9_w4 F:19k_9. Native American
- pagan10_w4 F:19k_10. Nation of Islam
- pagan11_w4 F:19k_11. Satanist
- pagan12_w4 F:19k_12. Other (specify)
- pagan12_text_w4 F:19k_12_TEXT. Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]
- pagan13_w4 F:19k_13. Don’t know
  0. NO
  1. YES

[IF SATANIST AND IS PART OF ANOTHER RELIGION]
Which other religions are you? Check all that apply.

- satanist1_w4 F:19l_1. Catholic
- satanist2_w4 F:19l_2. Protestant, non-Catholic Christian, other kind of Christian
- satanist3_w4 F:19l_3. Jewish
- satanist4_w4 F:19l_4. Mormon/LDS
- satanist5_w4 F:19l_5. Muslim/Islamic
- satanist6_w4 F:19l_6. Buddhist
satanist7_w4  F:191_7. Orthodox (Eastern, Greek, Russian, etc.)
satanist8_w4  F:191_8. Hindu
satanist9_w4  F:191_9. Native American
satanist10_w4 F:191_10. Nation of Islam
satanist11_w4 F:191_11. Pagan or Wiccan
satanist12_w4 F:191_12. Other (specify)
satanist12_text_w4 F:191_12_TEXT. Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]
satanist13_w4 F:191_13. Don’t know
  0. NO
  1. YES

relchange_w4  F:20. Over the past five years, have you become more religious, less religious, or stayed about the same?
  1. BECOME MORE RELIGIOUS
  2. BECOME LESS RELIGIOUS
  3. STAYED ABOUT THE SAME

[IF HAS BECOME MORE RELIGIOUS IN PAST FIVE YEARS]
morerelig_w4 F:21a. Why have you become more religious? Please explain briefly. [TEXT ENTRY]

[IF HAS BECOME LESS RELIGIOUS IN PAST FIVE YEARS]
lessrelig_w4 F:21b. Why have you become less religious? Please explain briefly. [TEXT ENTRY]

sschl_w4      F:22. In the past 12 months, how often, if at all, have you attended a religious Sunday school or other religious education class? (Not including any college courses.)
  1. MORE THAN ONCE A WEEK
  2. ONCE A WEEK
  3. ALMOST EVERY WEEK
  4. A FEW TIMES A MONTH
  5. ONCE A MONTH
  6. A FEW TIMES A YEAR
  7. NEVER

[IF CATHOLIC, PROTESTANT/NON-CATHOLIC CHRISTIAN/OTHER KIND OF CHRISTIAN, JEWISH, MORMON/LDS, MUSLIM/ISLAMIC, BUDDHIST, ORTHODOX, HINDU, NATIVE AMERICAN, NATION OF ISLAM, PAGAN/WICCAN, SATANIST, OF TWO RELIGIONS, ATHEIST, AGNOSTIC, OR SOMETHING ELSE]
doubts1_w4    F:23a. In the past year, how many doubts, if any, have you had about whether your religious beliefs are true?
  1. MANY DOUBTS
  2. SOME DOUBTS
  3. A FEW DOUBTS
  4. NO DOUBTS
5. DOES NOT APPLY

[IF NOT RELIGIOUS]

doubts2_w4  F:23b. In the past year, how many doubts, if any, have you had about being non-religious?
   1. MANY DOUBTS
   2. SOME DOUBTS
   3. A FEW DOUBTS
   4. NO DOUBTS
   5. DOES NOT APPLY

[IF ATHEIST OR AGNOSTIC]

doubts3_w4  F:23c. In the past year, how many doubts, if any, have you had about whether your beliefs about religion are true?
   1. MANY DOUBTS
   2. SOME DOUBTS
   3. A FEW DOUBTS
   4. NO DOUBTS
   5. DOES NOT APPLY

[IF PROTESTANT, NON-CATHOLIC CHRISTIAN, OR OTHER KIND OF CHRISTIAN]

prprot1_w4  F:25a. Which of the following best describes you?
   1. FUNDAMENTALIST PROTESTANT
   2. EVANGELICAL PROTESTANT
   3. MAINLINE PROTESTANT
   4. THEOLOGICALLY LIBERAL PROTESTANT
   5. SOMETHING ELSE
   6. DON’T KNOW/UNSURE

[IF ATTENDS RELIGIOUS SERVICES AT A CATHOLIC CHURCH]

prcath1_w4  F:25b. Which of the following best describes you?
   1. TRADITIONAL CATHOLIC
   2. MODERATE CATHOLIC
   3. LIBERAL CATHOLIC
   4. SOMETHING ELSE
   5. DON’T KNOW/UNSURE
SECTION C - Marriage and Cohabitation

TEXT: Thank you for your answers to our questions so far. Our next section asks about your romantic relationships.

marstat_w4  C:1. What is your current marital status?
   1. NEVER MARRIED
   2. CURRENTLY ENGAGED TO BE MARRIED
   3. MARRIED
   4. IN A CIVIL UNION, REGISTERED DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP, OR COMMON-LAW MARRIAGE
   5. MARRIED, BUT SEPARATED
   6. DIVORCED
   7. WIDOWED
   [IF NEVER MARRIED, SKIP TO C:37]

[IF ENGAGED]

engcohab_w4  C:17. Are you currently living with your fiancé/fiancée?
   0. NO
   1. YES

marnum_w4  C:18. How many times have you been legally married, including your current marriage, if applicable?
   0. ZERO
   1. ONCE
   2. TWICE
   3. THREE TIMES
   4. FOUR TIMES
   5. FIVE OR MORE TIMES
   [IF MARRIED, SEPARATED, DIVORCED, OR WIDOWED AND MARRIED MORE THAN ONCE]

agemar1_w4  C:3a. How old were you when you first got married?
   1. 17 OR YOUNGER
   2. 18
   3. 19
   4. 20
   5. 21
   6. 22
   7. 23
   8. 24
   9. 25
   10. 26
   11. 27
   12. 28
   13. 29
   14. 30 OR OLDER
[IF MARRIED ONCE, MARRIED ONCE BUT SEPARATED, DIVORCED AND MARRIED ONCE, OR WIDOWED AND MARRIED ONCE]

agemar2_w4  C:3a1. How old were you when you got married?
1. 17 OR YOUNGER
2. 18
3. 19
4. 20
5. 21
6. 22
7. 23
8. 24
9. 25
10. 26
11. 27
12. 28
13. 29
14. 30 OR OLDER

agemar_w4  AGEFIRSTMAR = C3a & C3a1
0. 17 OR YOUNGER
1. 18
2. 19
3. 20
4. 21
5. 22
6. 23
7. 24
8. 25
9. 26
10. 27
11. 28
12. 29
13. 30 OR OLDER

[IF MARRIED OR MARRIED BUT SEPARATED]

partsex1_w4  C:19. Which of the following best describes your spouse?
1. MALE
2. FEMALE
3. TRANSGENDERED OR GENDERQUEER

[IF ENGAGED]

partsex2_w4  C:20. Which of the following best describes your fiancé/fiancée?
1. MALE
2. FEMALE
3. TRANSGENDERED OR GENDERQUEER
partsex3_w4  C:21. Which of the following best describes your partner?
   1. MALE
   2. FEMALE
   3. TRANSGENDERED OR GENDERQUEER

partsex4_w4  C:22. Which of the following best describes your former spouse?
   1. MALE
   2. FEMALE
   3. TRANSGENDERED OR GENDERQUEER

partsex5_w4  C:23. Which of the following best describes your former spouse?
   1. MALE
   2. FEMALE
   3. TRANSGENDERED OR GENDERQUEER

partsex6_w4  C:24. Which of the following best describes your most recent former spouse?
   1. MALE
   2. FEMALE
   3. TRANSGENDERED OR GENDERQUEER

partsex7_w4  C:25. Which of the following best describes your most recent former spouse?
   1. MALE
   2. FEMALE
   3. TRANSGENDERED OR GENDERQUEER

divorceever_w4  C:26a. Have you ever been divorced?
   0. NO
   1. YES

divorcenum1_w4  C:26b1. How many times, if ever, have you been divorced?
0. NEVER
1. ONCE
2. TWICE

[IF ENGAGED AND MARRIED THREE TIMES, IN A CIVIL UNION/REGISTERED DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP/COMMON-LAW MARRIAGE AND MARRIED THREE TIMES, MARRIED FOUR TIMES, MARRIED FOUR TIMES BUT SEPARATED, OR WIDOWED AND MARRIED FOUR TIMES]

divorcenum2_w4 C:26c1. How many times, if ever, have you been divorced?

0. NEVER
1. ONCE
2. TWICE
3. THREE TIMES

[IF DIVORCED AND MARRIED TWICE]

divorcenum3_w4 C:26b2. How many times have you been divorced?

1. ONCE
2. TWICE

[IF ENGAGED AND MARRIED FOUR TIMES OR IN A CIVIL UNION/REGISTERED DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP/COMMON-LAW MARRIAGE AND MARRIED FOUR TIMES]

divorcenum4_w4 C:26d1. How many times, if ever, have you been divorced?

0. NEVER
1. ONCE
2. TWICE
3. THREE TIMES
4. FOUR TIMES

[IF DIVORCED AND MARRIED FOUR TIMES]

divorcenum5_w4 C:26d2. How many times have you been divorced?

1. ONCE
2. TWICE
3. THREE TIMES
4. FOUR TIMES
5. FIVE OR MORE TIMES

[IF ENGAGED AND MARRIED FIVE OR MORE TIMES, IF IN A CIVIL UNION/REGISTERED DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP/COMMON-LAW MARRIAGE AND MARRIED FIVE OR MORE TIME, IF MARRIED AND MARRIED FIVE OR MORE TIMES, IF SEPARATED AND MARRIED FIVE OR MORE TIMES, IF WIDOWED AND MARRIED FIVE OR MORE TIMES]

divorcenum6_w4 C:26e1. How many times, if ever, have you been divorced?

0. NEVER
1. ONCE
2. TWICE
3. THREE TIMES
4. FOUR TIMES
5. FIVE OR MORE TIMES

[IF DIVORCED AND MARRIED FIVE OR MORE TIMES]

\texttt{divorcenum7_w4} \quad C:26e2. How many times have you been divorced?
1. ONCE
2. TWICE
3. THREE TIMES
4. FOUR TIMES
5. FIVE OR MORE TIMES

[IF DIVORCED AND MARRIED THREE TIMES]

\texttt{divorcenum8_w4} \quad C:26c2. How many times have you been divorced?
1. ONCE
2. TWICE
3. THREE TIMES

\texttt{divnum_w4} \quad \texttt{DIVNUM = NUMBER OF DIVORCES (CODED FROM C:26a-c)}
0. 0
1. 1
2. 2

[IF IN A CIVIL UNION, REGISTERED DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP, OR COMMON-LAW MARRIAGE]

\texttt{relatlength_w4} \quad C:27. How long have you been in your current romantic relationship?
0. LESS THAN A YEAR
1. 1 YEAR
2. 2 YEARS
3. 3 YEARS
4. 4 YEARS
5. 5 YEARS
6. 6 YEARS
7. 7 YEARS
8. 8 YEARS
9. 9 YEARS
10. 10 YEARS
11. 11 YEARS
12. 12 YEARS
13. 13 YEARS
14. 14 YEARS
15. 15 YEARS OR MORE

[IF ENGAGED]

\texttt{engaglenth_w4} \quad C:28. How long have you been engaged to your current fiancé/fiancée?
0. LESS THAN A YEAR
1. 1 YEAR
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. 2 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 3 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 4 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. 5 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. 6 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. 7 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. 8 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. 9 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. 10 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. 11 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. 12 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. 13 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. 14 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. 15 YEARS OR MORE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[IF MARRIED ONCE OR MARRIED ONCE BUT SEPARATED]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marital Length 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0. LESS THAN A YEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. 1 YEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 2 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 3 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 4 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. 5 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. 6 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. 7 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. 8 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. 9 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. 10 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. 11 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. 12 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. 13 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. 14 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. 15 YEARS OR MORE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[IF MARRIED TWICE, MARRIED THREE TIMES, MARRIED FOUR TIMES, MARRIED FIVE OR MORE TIMES, MARRIED TWICE BUT SEPARATED, MARRIED THREE TIMES BUT SEPARATED, MARRIED FOUR TIMES BUT SEPARATED, OR MARRIED FIVE OR MORE TIMES BUT SEPARATED]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marital Length 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0. LESS THAN A YEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. 1 YEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 2 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 3 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 4 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. 5 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. 6 YEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. 7 YEARS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8. 8 YEARS
9. 9 YEARS
10. 10 YEARS
11. 11 YEARS
12. 12 YEARS
13. 13 YEARS
14. 14 YEARS
15. 15 YEARS OR MORE

[IF DIVORCED AND MARRIED ONCE OR WIDOWED AND MARRIED ONCE]

marlength3_w4 C:31. How long were you married to your former spouse?
   0. LESS THAN A YEAR
   1. 1 YEAR
   2. 2 YEARS
   3. 3 YEARS
   4. 4 YEARS
   5. 5 YEARS
   6. 6 YEARS
   7. 7 YEARS
   8. 8 YEARS
   9. 9 YEARS
  10. 10 YEARS
  11. 11 YEARS
  12. 12 YEARS
  13. 13 YEARS
  14. 14 YEARS
  15. 15 YEARS OR MORE

[IF MARRIED TWICE, MARRIED THREE TIMES, MARRIED FOUR TIMES, OR MARRIED FIVE OR MORE TIMES]

Please answer the following questions about your first marriage.

mar1state_w4 C:32_1. What is the status of your first marriage?
   1. SEPARATED
   2. DIVORCED
   3. WIDOWED

mar1length_w4 C:32_2. How long were you married for the first time?
   0. LESS THAN A YEAR
   1. 1 YEAR
   2. 2 YEARS
   3. 3 YEARS
   4. 4 YEARS
   5. 5 YEARS
   6. 6 YEARS
   7. 7 YEARS
   8. 8 YEARS
   9. 9 YEARS
Please answer the following questions about your second marriage.

mar2stat_w4 C:33_1. What is the status of your second marriage?
1. SEPARATED
2. DIVORCED
3. WIDOWED

mar2length_w4 C:33_2. How long were you married for the second time?
0. LESS THAN A YEAR
1. 1 YEAR
2. 2 YEARS
3. 3 YEARS
4. 4 YEARS
5. 5 YEARS
6. 6 YEARS
7. 7 YEARS
8. 8 YEARS
9. 9 YEARS
10. 10 YEARS
11. 11 YEARS
12. 12 YEARS
13. 13 YEARS
14. 14 YEARS
15. 15 YEARS OR MORE

Please answer the following questions about your third marriage.

mar3stat_w4 C:34_1. What is the status of your third marriage?
1. SEPARATED
2. DIVORCED
3. WIDOWED

mar3length_w4 C:34_2. How long were you married for the third time?
0. LESS THAN A YEAR
1. 1 YEAR
2. 2 YEARS
3. 3 YEARS
4. 4 YEARS
5. 5 YEARS
6. 6 YEARS
7. 7 YEARS
8. 8 YEARS
9. 9 YEARS
10. 10 YEARS
11. 11 YEARS
12. 12 YEARS
13. 13 YEARS
14. 14 YEARS
15. 15 YEARS OR MORE

[IF ENGAGED AND MARRIED FOUR TIMES, IN A CIVIL UNION/REGISTERED DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP/COMMON-LAW MARRIAGE AND MARRIED FOUR TIMES, IF DIVORCED AND MARRIED FOUR TIMES, IF WIDOWED AND MARRIED FOUR TIMES, OR MARRIED FIVE OR MORE TIMES]

Please answer the following questions about your fourth marriage.

mar4stat_w4 C:35_1. What is the status of your fourth marriage?
1. SEPARATED
2. DIVORCED
3. WIDOWED

mar4length_w4 C:35_2. How long were you married for the fourth time?
0. LESS THAN A YEAR
1. 1 YEAR
2. 2 YEARS
3. 3 YEARS
4. 4 YEARS
5. 5 YEARS
6. 6 YEARS
7. 7 YEARS
8. 8 YEARS
9. 9 YEARS
10. 10 YEARS
11. 11 YEARS
12. 12 YEARS
13. 13 YEARS
14. 14 YEARS
15. 15 YEARS OR MORE

[IF ENGAGED AND MARRIED FIVE OR MORE TIMES, IN A CIVIL UNION/REGISTERED DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP/COMMON-LAW]
MARRIAGE AND MARRIED FIVE OR MORE TIMES, IF DIVORCED AND MARRIED FIVE OR MORE TIMES, OR IF WIDOWED AND MARRIED THREE TIMES]

Please answer the following questions about your most recent marriage.

mar5stat_w4 C:36_1. What is the status of your most recent marriage?

1. SEPARATED
2. DIVORCED
3. WIDOWED

mar5length_w4 C:36_2. How long did your most recent marriage last?

0. LESS THAN A YEAR
1. 1 YEAR
2. 2 YEARS
3. 3 YEARS
4. 4 YEARS
5. 5 YEARS
6. 6 YEARS
7. 7 YEARS
8. 8 YEARS
9. 9 YEARS
10. 10 YEARS
11. 11 YEARS
12. 12 YEARS
13. 13 YEARS
14. 14 YEARS
15. 15 YEARS OR MORE

[IF NEVER MARRIED, DIVORCED, OR WIDOWED]

dating_w4 C:37. Which of the following best describes you?

1. NOT DATING, NO ROMANTIC RELATIONSHIPS
2. CASUALLY DATING ONE PERSON
3. IN A SERIOUS DATING RELATIONSHIP
4. COHABITING (LIVING WITH A PARTNER WITH WHOM YOU SHARE A SEXUAL RELATIONSHIP)
5. CASUALLY DATING MORE THAN ONE PERSON

[COHABITING, IN A SERIOUS DATING RELATIONSHIP, OR CASUALLY DATING ONE PERSON]

partsex8_w4 C:38. Which of the following best describes your romantic partner?

1. MALE
2. FEMALE
3. TRANSGENDERED OR GENDERQUEER

[IF NEVER MARRIED]

R:20. Suppose your life turns out so that you never get married. Would that bother you a great deal, some, a little, or not at all?

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOME
3. A LITTLE
4. NOT AT ALL

[IF IN A CIVIL UNION, REGISTERED DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP, OR COMMON-LAW MARRIAGE AND NEVER LEGALLY MARRIED]
C:39. Suppose your life turns out that you never get married. Would that bother you a great deal, some, a little, or not at all?
   1. A GREAT DEAL
   2. SOME
   3. A LITTLE
   4. NOT AT ALL

[IF DIVORCED OR WIDOWED]
C:40. Suppose your life turns out so that you don’t get remarried. Would that bother you a great deal, some, a little, or not at all?
   1. A GREAT DEAL
   2. SOME
   3. A LITTLE
   4. NOT AT ALL

[IF MARRIED OR MARRIED BUT SEPARATED]
C:41. Although you are married, suppose your life had been different and you had never gotten married. Would that bother you a great deal, some, a little, or not at all?
   1. A GREAT DEAL
   2. SOME
   3. A LITTLE
   4. NOT AT ALL

[IF ENGAGED AND NEVER LEGALLY MARRIED]
C:42a. Although you are engaged to be married, suppose your life had been different, and that it had turned out so that you never got married. Would that bother you a great deal, some, a little, or not at all?
   1. A GREAT DEAL
   2. SOME
   3. A LITTLE
   4. NOT AT ALL

C:42b. Although you are engaged to be married, and have been married before, suppose your life had been different, and that it had turned out so that you never got married. Would that bother you a great deal, some, a little, or not at all?
   1. A GREAT DEAL
   2. SOME
   3. A LITTLE
4. NOT AT ALL

[IF COHABITING OR LIVING WITH FIANCE(E)]
In what year and month did you move in with your current romantic partner?

cohabyear_w4 C:43_1. Year
1. 1995
2. 1996
3. 1997
4. 1998
5. 1999
6. 2000
7. 2001
8. 2002
9. 2003
10. 2004
11. 2005
12. 2006
13. 2007
14. 2008
15. 2009
16. 2010
17. 2011
18. 2012
19. 2013

cohabmonth_w4 C:43_2. Month
1. JANUARY
2. FEBRUARY
3. MARCH
4. APRIL
5. MAY
6. JUNE
7. JULY
8. AUGUST
9. SEPTEMBER
10. OCTOBER
11. NOVEMBER
12. DECEMBER

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE**

[IF IN A CIVIL UNION/REGISTERED DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP/COMMON-LAW MARRIAGE]

plantomarry_w4 C:45. Do you and your current partner have plans to get legally married?
1. NO, WE WILL NOT BE GETTING MARRIED
2. IT’S POSSIBLE, BUT WE’VE NEVER SERIOUSLY DISCUSSED IT
3. IT’S POSSIBLE AND WE’VE TALKED ABOUT IT SOME
4. YES, BUT NOTHING’S FIRM YET
5. YES, WE’RE PLANNING ON GETTING MARRIED EVENTUALLY
6. WE WOULD LIKE TO GET MARRIED BUT IT IS ILLEGAL
7. OTHER (WHY/WHY NOT?)

C:45_TEXT. Other (why/why not?) [TEXT ENTRY]

leavepartner1_w4  C:46a. In the past twelve months, have you ever seriously considered leaving your spouse/partner?
0. NO
1. YES

leavepartner2_w4  C:46b. In the past twelve months, have you ever seriously considered leaving your current romantic partner?
0. NO
1. YES

leavepartner3_w4  C:47. In the past twelve months, have you and your spouse/partner talked to each other about separating?
1. NO
2. YES, I BROUGHT IT UP THE FIRST TIME
3. YES, MY SPOUSE/PARTNER BROUGHT IT UP THE FIRST TIME
4. YES, BUT I’M NOT SURE WHO BROUGHT IT UP THE FIRST TIME

spousrel1_w4  C:3b. What was your current spouse/partner’s religious preference or affiliation when you first met? (Give your best guess if you’re unsure)
1. CATHOLIC
2. CHRISTIAN/ANOTHER KIND OF CHRISTIAN/PROTESTANT
3. JEWISH
4. MUSLIM/ISLAMIC
5. ANOTHER RELIGION
6. NOT RELIGIOUS

C:46b. In the past twelve months, have you ever seriously considered leaving your current romantic partner?
0. NO
1. YES

leavepartner2_w4  C:46b. In the past twelve months, have you ever seriously considered leaving your current romantic partner?
0. NO
1. YES

leavepartner3_w4  C:47. In the past twelve months, have you and your spouse/partner talked to each other about separating?
1. NO
2. YES, I BROUGHT IT UP THE FIRST TIME
3. YES, MY SPOUSE/PARTNER BROUGHT IT UP THE FIRST TIME
4. YES, BUT I’M NOT SURE WHO BROUGHT IT UP THE FIRST TIME

spousrel1_w4  C:3b. What was your current spouse/partner’s religious preference or affiliation when you first met? (Give your best guess if you’re unsure)
1. CATHOLIC
2. CHRISTIAN/ANOTHER KIND OF CHRISTIAN/PROTESTANT
3. JEWISH
4. MUSLIM/ISLAMIC
5. ANOTHER RELIGION
6. NOT RELIGIOUS
C:48. About how often does your current spouse/partner usually attend religious services?
1. MORE THAN ONCE A WEEK
2. ONCE A WEEK
3. 2-3 TIMES A MONTH
4. ONCE A MONTH
5. MANY TIMES A YEAR
6. A FEW TIMES A YEAR
7. ONCE A YEAR OR LESS
8. NEVER

[IF DIVORCED AND MARRIED ONCE OR WIDOWED AND MARRIED ONCE]

C:49. What was your former spouse’s religious preference or affiliation when you first met? (Give your best guess if you’re unsure)
1. CATHOLIC
2. CHRISTIAN/ANOTHER KIND OF CHRISTIAN/PROTESTANT
3. JEWISH
4. MUSLIM/ISLAMIC
5. ANOTHER RELIGION
6. NOT RELIGIOUS

[IF DIVORCED AND MARRIED ONCE OR WIDOWED AND MARRIED ONCE]

C:50a. About how often did your former spouse usually attend religious services?
1. MORE THAN ONCE A WEEK
2. ONCE A WEEK
3. 2-3 TIMES A MONTH
4. ONCE A MONTH
5. MANY TIMES A YEAR
6. A FEW TIMES A YEAR
7. ONCE A YEAR OR LESS
8. NEVER

[IF DIVORCED AND MARRIED TWICE, DIVORCED AND MARRIED THREE TIMES, DIVORCED AND MARRIED FOUR TIMES, DIVORCED AND MARRIED FIVE OR MORE TIMES, WIDOWED AND MARRIED TWICE, WIDOWED AND MARRIED THREE TIMES, WIDOWED AND MARRIED FOUR TIMES, OR WIDOWED AND MARRIED FIVE OR MORE TIMES]

C:50b. About how often did your most recent former spouse usually attend religious services?
1. MORE THAN ONCE A WEEK
2. ONCE A WEEK
3. 2-3 TIMES A MONTH
4. ONCE A MONTH
5. MANY TIMES A YEAR
6. A FEW TIMES A YEAR
7. ONCE A YEAR OR LESS
8. NEVER

[IF DIVORCED AND MARRIED MORE THAN ONCE OR WIDOWED AND MARRIED MORE THAN ONCE]

spousrel3_w4
C:51. What was your most recent former spouse’s religious preference or affiliation when you first met? (Give your best guess if you’re unsure)
   1. CATHOLIC
   2. CHRISTIAN/ANOTHER KIND OF CHRISTIAN/PROTESTANT
   3. JEWISH
   4. MUSLIM/ISLAMIC
   5. ANOTHER RELIGION
   6. NOT RELIGIOUS

[IF ENGAGED, MARRIED, IN A CIVIL UNION/REGISTERED DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP/COMMON-LAW MARRIAGE, MARRIED BUT SEPARATED, OR COHABITING]

metspourel1_w4
C:3c. What was your religious preference or affiliation when you first met your current spouse/partner?
   1. CATHOLIC
   2. CHRISTIAN/ANOTHER KIND OF CHRISTIAN/PROTESTANT
   3. JEWISH
   4. MUSLIM/ISLAMIC
   5. ANOTHER RELIGION
   6. NOT RELIGIOUS

[IF DIVORCED AND MARRIED ONCE OR WIDOWED AND MARRIED ONCE]

metspourel2_w4
C:52. What was your religious preference or affiliation when you first met your former spouse?
   1. CATHOLIC
   2. CHRISTIAN/ANOTHER KIND OF CHRISTIAN/PROTESTANT
   3. JEWISH
   4. MUSLIM/ISLAMIC
   5. ANOTHER RELIGION
   6. NOT RELIGIOUS

[IF DIVORCED AND MARRIED MORE THAN ONCE OR WIDOWED AND MARRIED MORE THAN ONCE]

metspourel3_w4
C:53. What was your religious preference or affiliation when you first met your most recent former spouse?
   1. CATHOLIC
   2. CHRISTIAN/ANOTHER KIND OF CHRISTIAN/PROTESTANT
   3. JEWISH
   4. MUSLIM/ISLAMIC
   5. ANOTHER RELIGION
   6. NOT RELIGIOUS
mismatchrel_w4

C:3d. At any point during your current romantic relationship, have either you or your spouse/partner converted to a different religion?

0. NO  
1. YES

mismatchrel2_w4

C:3e. Who converted?

1. SPOUSE/PARTNER  
2. SELF  
3. BOTH

mismatchrel3_w4

C:3f. To what religion did your spouse convert? [TEXT ENTRY]

mismatchrel4_w4

C:3g. To what religion did you convert? [TEXT ENTRY]

numcohab_w4

C:12. How many, if any, romantic partners to whom you were NOT married, and with whom you shared a sexual relationship have you ever lived with ("cohabited" with, not counting mere dating or "sleeping over")? [TEXT ENTRY]

marcohab1_w4

C:54. Was the romantic partner you lived with (cohabited with) the person you married?

0. NO  
1. YES

marcohab2_w4

C:55. Was the romantic partner you lived with (cohabited with) one of the people you married?

0. NO  
1. YES

marcohab3_w4

C:16. Was one of the [INSERT ANSWER FROM C:12] romantic partners you lived with (cohabited with) the person you married?

0. NO  
1. YES

[IF HAS COHABITED MORE THAN ONCE AND HAD BEEN MARRIED TWICE, THREE TIMES, FOUR TIMES, OR FIVE OR MORE TIMES]
marcohab4_w4  C:66. How many of the [INSERT ANSWER FROM C:12] romantic partners you lived with (cohabited with) did you eventually marry? [TEXT ENTRY]

[IF NEVER MARRIED AND COHABITING, MARRIED BUT SEPARATED, DIVORCED, OR WIDOWED]

cohabok_w4  C:14. In the future, would you ever consider living with (cohabiting with) a romantic partner who you were not married to?

0. NO
1. YES

[IF MARRIED]

relathappy1_w4  C:67. Taking all things together, how would you describe your marriage?

1. EXTREMELY HAPPY
2. MOSTLY HAPPY
3. SOMEWHAT HAPPY
4. A LITTLE HAPPY
5. NOT AT ALL HAPPY

[IF ENGAGED, IN A CIVIL UNION/REGISTERED DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP/COMMON-LAW MARRIAGE, COHABITING, OR IN A SERIOUS DATING RELATIONSHIP]

relathappy2_w4  C:68. Taking all things together, how would you describe your current romantic relationship?

1. EXTREMELY HAPPY
2. MOSTLY HAPPY
3. SOMEWHAT HAPPY
4. A LITTLE HAPPY
5. NOT AT ALL HAPPY

marry1age_w4  R:15. What do you think is the ideal age to get married? [TEXT ENTRY]
SECTION H - Occupation/Employment

TEXT: Next, we have a few questions about work.

**currempl_w4**

H:22. What is your current primary occupation?
1. MANAGEMENT OCCUPATIONS
2. BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL OPERATIONS OCCUPATIONS
3. COMPUTER AND MATHEMATICAL OCCUPATIONS
4. ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING OCCUPATIONS
5. LIFE, PHYSICAL, AND SOCIAL SCIENCE OCCUPATIONS
6. COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL SERVICES OCCUPATIONS
7. CLERGY OR MINISTRY WORK OCCUPATIONS
8. LEGAL OCCUPATIONS
9. EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND LIBRARY OCCUPATIONS
10. ARTS, DESIGN, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTS, AND MEDIA OCCUPATIONS
11. HEALTHCARE PRACTITIONERS AND TECHNICAL OCCUPATIONS (FOR EXAMPLE, RN, MD)
12. HEALTHCARE SUPPORT OCCUPATIONS (FOR EXAMPLE, TECHNICIAN, ORDERLY)
13. FULL-TIME CAREGIVER AND/OR HOMEMAKER
14. PROTECTIVE SERVICE OCCUPATIONS (FOR EXAMPLE, FIREFIGHTER, POLICE OFFICER, SECURITY, EMT)
15. ARMED FORCES OR MILITARY
16. FOOD PREPARATION AND SERVING-RELATED OCCUPATIONS
17. BUILDING AND GROUNDS CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE OCCUPATIONS
18. PERSONAL CARE AND SERVICE OCCUPATIONS
19. SALES AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS
20. OFFICE AND ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT OCCUPATIONS
21. FARMING, FISHING, AND FORESTRY OCCUPATIONS
22. CONSTRUCTION AND EXTRACTION OCCUPATIONS
23. INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, AND REPAIR OCCUPATIONS
24. PRODUCTION OCCUPATIONS (FOR EXAMPLE, MANUFACTURING, FACTORY WORK)
25. TRANSPORTATION AND MATERIAL-MOVING OCCUPATIONS
26. NON-LEGAL JOBS, BLACK MARKET ECONOMY
27. NOT CURRENTLY IN THE WORKFORCE
28. OTHER (SPECIFY)
29. STUDENT

**currempl_text_w4**

H:22_TEXT. Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]

[IF ENGAGED TO BE MARRIED, MARRIED, IN A CIVIL UNION, SEPARATED, IN A SERIOUS DATING RELATIONSHIP, OR COHABITING]

**spouseempl1_w4**

H:23a. What is your spouse or partner's current primary occupation?
1. MANAGEMENT OCCUPATIONS
2. BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL OPERATIONS OCCUPATIONS
3. COMPUTER AND MATHEMATICAL OCCUPATIONS
4. ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING OCCUPATIONS
5. LIFE, PHYSICAL, AND SOCIAL SCIENCE OCCUPATIONS
6. COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL SERVICES OCCUPATIONS
7. CLERGY OR MINISTRY WORK OCCUPATIONS
8. LEGAL OCCUPATIONS
9. EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND LIBRARY OCCUPATIONS
10. ARTS, DESIGN, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTS, AND MEDIA OCCUPATIONS
11. HEALTHCARE PRACTITIONERS AND TECHNICAL OCCUPATIONS (FOR EXAMPLE, RN, MD)
12. HEALTHCARE SUPPORT OCCUPATIONS (FOR EXAMPLE, TECHNICIAN, ORDERLY)
13. STUDENT
14. FULL-TIME CAREGIVER AND/OR HOMEMAKER
15. PROTECTIVE SERVICE OCCUPATIONS (FOR EXAMPLE, FIREFIGHTER, POLICE OFFICER, SECURITY, EMT)
16. ARMED FORCES OR MILITARY
17. FOOD PREPARATION AND SERVING-RELATED OCCUPATIONS
18. BUILDING AND GROUNDS CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE OCCUPATIONS
19. PERSONAL CARE AND SERVICE OCCUPATIONS
20. SALES AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS
21. OFFICE AND ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT OCCUPATIONS
22. FARMING, FISHING, AND FORESTRY OCCUPATIONS
23. CONSTRUCTION AND EXTRACTION OCCUPATIONS
24. INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, AND REPAIR OCCUPATIONS
25. PRODUCTION OCCUPATIONS (FOR EXAMPLE, MANUFACTURING, FACTORY WORK)
26. TRANSPORTATION AND MATERIAL-MOVING OCCUPATIONS
27. NON-LEGAL JOBS, BLACK MARKET ECONOMY
28. NOT CURRENTLY IN THE WORKFORCE
29. OTHER (SPECIFY)

spouseempl1_text_w4
H:23a_TEXT. Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]

[IF DIVORCED OR WIDOWED AND MARRIED ONCE]

spouseempl2_w4
H:23b. What was your former spouse's primary occupation?
1. MANAGEMENT OCCUPATIONS
2. BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL OPERATIONS OCCUPATIONS
3. COMPUTER AND MATHEMATICAL OCCUPATIONS
4. ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING OCCUPATIONS
5. LIFE, PHYSICAL, AND SOCIAL SCIENCE OCCUPATIONS
6. COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL SERVICES OCCUPATIONS
7. CLERGY OR MINISTRY WORK OCCUPATIONS
8. LEGAL OCCUPATIONS
9. EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND LIBRARY OCCUPATIONS
10. ARTS, DESIGN, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTS, AND MEDIA OCCUPATIONS
11. HEALTHCARE PRACTITIONERS AND TECHNICAL OCCUPATIONS (FOR EXAMPLE, RN, MD)
12. HEALTHCARE SUPPORT OCCUPATIONS (FOR EXAMPLE, TECHNICIAN, ORDERLY)
13. STUDENT
14. FULL-TIME CAREGIVER AND/OR HOMEMAKER
15. PROTECTIVE SERVICE OCCUPATIONS (FOR EXAMPLE, FIREFIGHTER, POLICE OFFICER, SECURITY, EMT)
16. ARMED FORCES OR MILITARY
17. FOOD PREPARATION AND SERVING-RELATED OCCUPATIONS
18. BUILDING AND GROUNDS CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE OCCUPATIONS
19. PERSONAL CARE AND SERVICE OCCUPATIONS
20. SALES AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS
21. OFFICE AND ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT OCCUPATIONS
22. FARMING, FISHING, AND FORESTRY OCCUPATIONS
23. CONSTRUCTION AND EXTRACTION OCCUPATIONS
24. INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, AND REPAIR OCCUPATIONS
25. PRODUCTION OCCUPATIONS (FOR EXAMPLE, MANUFACTURING, FACTORY WORK)
26. TRANSPORTATION AND MATERIAL-MOVING OCCUPATIONS
27. NON-LEGAL JOBS, BLACK MARKET ECONOMY
28. WAS NOT IN THE WORKFORCE WHILE WE WERE MARRIED
29. OTHER (SPECIFY)

spouseempl2_text_w4

H:23b_TEXT. Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]

[IF DIVORCED OR WIDOWED AND MARRIED MORE THAN ONCE]

spouseempl3_w4

H:23c. What was your most recent former spouse's primary occupation?
1. MANAGEMENT OCCUPATIONS
2. BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL OPERATIONS OCCUPATIONS
3. COMPUTER AND MATHEMATICAL OCCUPATIONS
4. ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING OCCUPATIONS
5. LIFE, PHYSICAL, AND SOCIAL SCIENCE OCCUPATIONS
6. COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL SERVICES OCCUPATIONS
7. CLERGY OR MINISTRY WORK OCCUPATIONS
8. LEGAL OCCUPATIONS
9. EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND LIBRARY OCCUPATIONS
10. ARTS, DESIGN, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTS, AND MEDIA OCCUPATIONS
11. HEALTHCARE PRACTITIONERS AND TECHNICAL OCCUPATIONS (FOR EXAMPLE, RN, MD)
12. HEALTHCARE SUPPORT OCCUPATIONS (FOR EXAMPLE, TECHNICIAN, ORDERLY)
13. STUDENT
14. FULL-TIME CAREGIVER AND/OR HOMEMAKER
15. PROTECTIVE SERVICE OCCUPATIONS (FOR EXAMPLE, FIREFIGHTER, POLICE OFFICER, SECURITY, EMT)
16. ARMED FORCES OR MILITARY
17. FOOD PREPARATION AND SERVING-RELATED OCCUPATIONS
18. BUILDING AND GROUNDS CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE OCCUPATIONS
19. PERSONAL CARE AND SERVICE OCCUPATIONS
20. SALES AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS
21. OFFICE AND ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT OCCUPATIONS
22. FARMING, FISHING, AND FORESTRY OCCUPATIONS
23. CONSTRUCTION AND EXTRACTION OCCUPATIONS
24. INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, AND REPAIR OCCUPATIONS
25. PRODUCTION OCCUPATIONS (FOR EXAMPLE, MANUFACTURING, FACTORY WORK)
26. TRANSPORTATION AND MATERIAL-MOVING OCCUPATIONS
27. NON-LEGAL JOBS, BLACK MARKET ECONOMY
28. WAS NOT IN THE WORKFORCE WHILE WE WERE MARRIED
29. OTHER (SPECIFY)

spouseempl3_text_w4
H:23c_TEXT. Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]

workhrs1_w4
H:6. How many hours in a typical week are you currently working for pay? [TEXT ENTRY]

[IF NOT WORKING FOR PAY]

nowork1_w4
H:6a. Have you been actively looking for a job in the last 2 weeks?
  0. NO
  1. YES

[IF WORKING FOR PAY]

newjob_w4
H:6b. Have you been actively looking for a different or another job in the past 6 weeks?
  0. NO
  1. YES

jobat35_w4
A:19. What job or occupation do you think you will have when you are 35 years old? [TEXT ENTRY]
Politic

politicaffl1_w4  GSS1. We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals and conservatives. Below is a seven-point scale of political views that people might hold, arranged from extremely liberal to extremely conservative. Where would you place yourself on this scale?

1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
2. LIBERAL
3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
4. MODERATE
5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
6. CONSERVATIVE
7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE
8. DON’T KNOW

politicaffl2_w4  GSS2. Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Republican, Democrat, Independent, or what?

1. STRONG DEMOCRAT
2. NOT STRONG DEMOCRAT
3. INDEPENDENT, NEAR DEMOCRAT
4. INDEPENDENT
5. INDEPENDENT, NEAR REPUBLICAN
6. NOT STRONG REPUBLICAN
7. STRONG REPUBLICAN
8. OTHER PARTY
9. DON’T KNOW

politicaffl2_text_w4  GSS2_TEXT. Other party [TEXT ENTRY]

politicintrst_w4  KN3. In general, how interested are you in politics and public affairs?

1. VERY INTERESTED
2. SOMEWHAT INTERESTED
3. SLIGHTLY INTERESTED
4. NOT AT ALL INTERESTED

KN4. How often does the subject of politics come up in each of the following?

[INSERT LIST KN4_1-KN4_5]

politicwork_w4  KN4_1. at work
politicchurch_w4  KN4_2. at your church or place of worship
politicfriend_w4  KN4_3. in conversations with friends
politicfamily_w4  KN4_4. in conversations with family
politicinternet_w4  KN4_5. in conversations on an internet message board or blog

1. A LOT
2. SOME
3. HARDLY EVER
4. NEVER
5. DOES NOT APPLY
Have you ever been (or are you now) involved in any of the following political movements? [INSERT LIST KN7_1-KN7_2]

- KN7_1. Tea Party Movement
- KN7_2. Occupy Wall Street (or a local Occupy group)

0. NO
1. YES

People sometimes are involved in civic and political activities. In the past 12 months, have you... (check all that apply) [INSERT LIST SVPOL1_1-SVPOL1_8]

- SVPOL1_1. Attended a political protest or rally
- SVPOL1_2. Contacted a government official
- SVPOL1_3. Volunteered or worked for a presidential campaign
- SVPOL1_4. Volunteered or worked for another political candidate, issue, or cause
- SVPOL1_5. Given money to a presidential campaign
- SVPOL1_6. Given money to another political candidate, issue, or cause
- SVPOL1_7. Commented about politics on a message board or internet site
- SVPOL1_8. Held a publicly elected office

0. NO
1. YES

[IF HAS WORKED ON A POLITICAL CAMPAIGN]

- SVPOL2. Was this the first time you were involved in a political campaign?

0. NO
0. YES

Please indicate which TWO of the issues below are the most important challenges you think our country is dealing with today:

- MOPS1_1. Abortion
- MOPS1_2. The unemployment rate
- MOPS1_3. Illegal immigration
- MOPS1_4. Education
- MOPS1_5. Same-sex marriage
- MOPS1_6. The environment
- MOPS1_7. Social security
- MOPS1_8. Health care reform
- MOPS1_9. The deficit
- MOPS1_10. The housing crisis
- MOPS1_11. Income inequality
- MOPS1_12. Taxes

0. NO
1. YES

JDH1. Below are several behaviors that you might perform in the future. For each, decide whether you would do it because it is personally what you want to
do, because it is the right thing to do, or if you would probably not do it. [INSERT LIST JDH1_1-JDH1_3]

votereg_w4 JDH1_1. Vote regularly in elections
givereg_w4 JDH1_2. Give regularly to charity

expressopin_w4 JDH1_3. Express your opinion even if your opinion is not popular
  1. IT IS PERSONALLY WHAT I WOULD WANT TO DO
  2. IT IS THE RIGHT THING TO DO
  3. I WOULD PROBABLY NOT DO IT

whyhelp_w4 JDH2. In your view, what is the most important reason for helping people in your community?
  1. IT MAKES YOU FEEL GOOD PERSONALLY
  2. IT MIGHT HELP YOU GET AHEAD
  3. EVERYONE HAS A RESPONSIBILITY TO HELP OTHERS
  4. YOUR RELIGIOUS AND PHILOSOPHICAL BELIEFS ENCOURAGE YOU TO
  5. SOME OTHER REASON

whyhelp_text_w4 JDH2_TEXT. Some other reason [TEXT ENTRY]

nationdecline_w4 JDH3. In general, do you think the United States is in a decline as a nation, are we holding steady, or is the nation improving?
  1. DECLINING
  2. HOLDING STEADY
  3. IMPROVING

We all know that Americans have certain rights, such as the right to free speech and to a free public education. Now consider what obligations or responsibilities, if any, we have toward others. Below are two activities that Americans might feel obligated to do. For each one, indicate whether you feel it is an absolutely essential obligation for us as Americans, a very important obligation, a somewhat important obligation, or is it entirely a matter of personal preference? [INSERT LIST JDH6_1-JDH6_2]

volntrrationale_w4 JDH6_1. Volunteering time to a community service
dntbldrrationale_w4 JDH6_2. Donating blood or organs to help with medical needs
  1. ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL OBLIGATION
  2. VERY IMPORTANT OBLIGATION
  3. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT OBLIGATION
  4. ENTIRELY A MATTER OF PERSONAL PREFERENCE

In the past 12 months, which of the following activities, if any, have you done? Check all that apply. [INSERT LIST H:25_1-H:25_7]

signedpet_w4 H:25_1. signed a petition for social or political causes
boycott_w4 H:25_3. boycotted or supported products for social or political reasons
fininvest_w4 H:25_4. made financial investment decisions for social or political reasons

commmtg_w4 H:25_6. attended community meetings to support or oppose local issues

protest_w4 H:25_7. participated in demonstrations, protests, or marches
  0. NO
1. YES

preselect1_w4  
H:26. Did you vote in the 2012 U.S. Presidential election?  
0. NO  
1. YES  
2. I AM NOT ELIGIBLE TO VOTE  

[IF VOTED IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION IN 2012]

preselect2_w4  
H:27. For whom did you vote in the 2012 U.S. Presidential election?  
1. OBAMA/BIDEN  
2. ROMNEY/Ryan  
3. ANOTHER CANDIDATE
SECTION H- Activities

TEXT: In this next section, we'll discuss some of the activities that you're involved in.

relact_w4  
H:1. Now we want to find out about your organized activities such as groups, clubs, sports, or extracurricular activities. Please think of all the organized activities with which you are involved. How many of these activities are organized by a religious organization—not including regular worship services? [TEXT ENTRY]

notrelact_w4  
H:3. Now, with how many other activities such as groups, clubs, or sports, not organized by a religious group, are you involved? [TEXT ENTRY]

given_w4  
H:8. In the past year, have you donated any of your own money to any organizations or causes, altogether totaling more than $25? (including donations to a church, synagogue, mosque, temple, or other religious organization)
   0. NO
   1. YES

   [IF HAS DONATED MONEY]

dollarsgiven_w4  
H:24. In the past year, about how many total dollars of your own money have you donated to organizations or causes? (including donations to a church, synagogue, mosque, temple, or other religious organization) $[TEXT ENTRY]

volunter_w4  
H:11. In the past year have you done any organized volunteer work or community service?
   0. NO
   1. YES

   [IF HAS VOLUNTEERED]

volnum2_w4  
H:13. About how many times in the past year did you do volunteer work or community service work? [TEXT ENTRY]

   [IF HAS VOLUNTEERED]

volrel_w4  
H:14. About how many of these [INSERT ANSWER FROM H:13] times that you have volunteered or performed community service in the past year was this activity organized by a religious organization or congregation? [TEXT ENTRY]

helped_w4  
H:17. In the past year, how much, if at all, did you help homeless people, needy neighbors, family friends, or other people in need, directly, not through an organization (includes giving money, providing assistance, or donating material goods)?
   1. A LOT
   2. SOME
   3. A LITTLE
   4. NONE
blooddon_w4

H:28. In the past 12 months, have you donated blood for which you did not receive pay?
   0. NO
   1. YES
   2. I AM NOT ELIGIBLE TO GIVE BLOOD
SECTION I (+F&IS)- Religion 2

TEXT: Thank you for your answers to our questions so far. We are about one quarter of the way through the survey. Feel free to take a break at any point. If you need to stop the survey and come back to it later in the day or on a different day, please make sure that you use the same computer and browser. This will guarantee that you are able to start in the same place in the survey rather than having to start it all over again. To restart the survey after shutting it down, simply reclick the link you used to start the survey in the first place. Next, we have some questions about your beliefs.

Do you believe... [INSERT LIST I:1_1-I:1_6]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>afterlife_w4</th>
<th>I:1_1. that there is life after death?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>angels_w4</td>
<td>I:1_2. in the existence of angels?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demons_w4</td>
<td>I:1_3. in the existence of demons or evil spirits?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>astrology_w4</td>
<td>I:1_4. in astrology, that stars and planets affect people’s fates?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miracles_w4</td>
<td>I:1_5. in the possibility of divine miracles from God?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reincar_w4</td>
<td>I:1_6. in reincarnation, that people have lived previous lives?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. DEFINITELY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. MAYBE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. NOT AT ALL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Do you believe in God? [IF BELIEVES IN GOD OR IS UNSURE]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>god_w4</th>
<th>I:2. Do you believe in God?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0. NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. DON’T KNOW/UNSURE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[IF BELIEVES IN GOD OR IS UNSURE]

How distant or close do you feel to God most of the time? [IF DOES NOT EXPRESS DISBELIEF IN GOD]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>godclose_w4</th>
<th>I:3. How distant or close do you feel to God most of the time?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. EXTREMELY CLOSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. VERY CLOSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. SOMewhat CLOSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. SOMEWHAT DISTANT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. VERY DISTANT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. EXTREMELY DISTANT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. DOES NOT APPLY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the past 5 years have you... [INSERT LIST A-C]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>prayansr_w4</th>
<th>F:2_1. experienced a definite answer to prayer or specific guidance from God?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>miracle_w4</td>
<td>F:2_2. witnessed or experienced what you believe was a miracle from God?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comitgod_w4</td>
<td>F:2_3. made a new or renewed personal commitment to live your life for God?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0. NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. MAYBE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[IF DOES NOT EXPRESS DISBELIEF IN GOD]

Do you believe that there will come a judgment day when God will reward some and punish others?
I:5. Which of the following views comes closest to your own view of God?
0. GOD IS A PERSONAL BEING INVOLVED IN THE LIVES OF PEOPLE TODAY
1. GOD CREATED THE WORLD, BUT IS NOT INVOLVED IN THE WORLD NOW
2. GOD IS NOT PERSONAL, BUT SOMETHING LIKE A COSMIC LIFE FORCE
3. NONE OF THESE VIEWS

I:6. Which of the following comes closest to your beliefs about Jesus Christ?
0. JESUS WAS THE SON OF GOD WHO WAS RAISED FROM THE DEAD
1. JESUS WAS AN IMPORTANT HUMAN TEACHER BUT WAS NOT THE SON OF GOD
2. JESUS NEVER REALLY EXISTED
3. SOMETHING ELSE
4. I AM UNSURE WHAT I BELIEVE ABOUT JESUS

I:7. Which of the following comes closest to your beliefs about the origins of the world?
0. GOD CREATED THE WORLD
1. THE WORLD IS THE PRODUCT OF PURELY NATURAL FORCES LIKE THE BIG BANG OR EVOLUTION
2. BOTH
3. NONE OF THESE VIEWS

I:8. Do you believe it is possible that God may have used evolution to create the world over a long period of time?
0. NO
1. YES, GOD MAY HAVE USED EVOLUTION

I:9. Do you believe in heaven as a place where at least some people go after death?
0. NO
1. YES
2. DON’T KNOW/UNSURE

[IF BELIEVES HEAVEN IS A PLACE SOME PEOPLE GO AFTER DEATH]
whoheaven_w4 I:10. Which of the following comes closest to your beliefs about who goes to heaven?
   1. ALL PEOPLE GO TO HEAVEN
   2. ONLY GOOD PEOPLE GO TO HEAVEN
   3. ONLY PEOPLE WHOSE SINS ARE FORGIVEN THROUGH FAITH IN JESUS CHRIST GO TO HEAVEN
   4. SOMETHING ELSE
   5. I DON’T REALLY KNOW WHO GOES TO HEAVEN
   6. I DON’T CARE WHO GOES TO HEAVEN

spiritual_w4 I:11. Some people say that they are “spiritual but not religious.” How true or not would you say that is of you?
   1. VERY TRUE
   2. SOMEWHAT TRUE
   3. NOT TRUE AT ALL

Do you include in your own spirituality any practices from the following traditions? Check all that apply.

incasian_w4 I:20_1. BUDDHISM, HINDUISM, ZEN, OR OTHER ASIAN RELIGIONS
incpagan_w4 I:20_2. WICCA, WITCHCRAFT, OR OTHER PAGAN RELIGIONS
incjew_w4 I:20_3. JUDAISM
incislam_w4 I:20_4. ISLAM
incchrst_w4 I:20_5. CHRISTIANITY
incother_w4 I:20_6. ANY OTHER RELIGIOUS TRADITION
incnospiri_w4 I:20_7. I DO NOT PRACTICE SPIRITUALITY
incnone_w4 I:20_8. NONE OF THESE
   0. NO
   1. YES

okayconv_w4 I:21. Is it okay for religious people to try to convert other people to their faith, or should everyone leave everyone else alone?
   0. LEAVE OTHERS ALONE
   1. OKAY TO CONVERT

[IF CATHOLIC, PROTESTANT/NON-CATHOLIC CHRISTIAN/OTHER CHRISTIAN, JEWISH, MORMON/LDS, MUSLIM/ISLAMIC, BUDDHIST, ORTHODOX, HINDU, NATIVE AMERICAN, NATION OF ISLAM, PAGAN/WICCAN, SATANIST, OF TWO RELIGIONS, OR OF ANOTHER RELIGION]

tworell_w4 I:22. Do you think it is okay for someone of your religion to also practice other religions, or should people only practice one religion?
   0. SHOULD ONLY PRACTICE ONE RELIGION
   1. OKAY TO PRACTICE OTHER RELIGIONS

viewrel_w4 I:24. Which of the following statements comes closest to your own views about religion?
   1. ONLY ONE RELIGION IS TRUE
   2. MANY RELIGIONS MAY BE TRUE
3. THERE IS VERY LITTLE TRUTH IN ANY RELIGION

[IF CATHOLIC]

congmust1_w4  I:25a. Some people say that in order for Catholics to be truly religious and spiritual, they need to be involved in a church. Do you agree or disagree?
   0. DISAGREE
   1. AGREE

[IF PROTESTANT, NON-CATHOLIC CHRISTIAN, OR OTHER CHRISTIAN]

congmust2_w4  I:25b. Some people say that in order for Christians to be truly religious and spiritual, they need to be involved in a church. Do you agree or disagree?
   0. DISAGREE
   1. AGREE

[IF ORTHODOX]

congmust3_w4  I:25f. Some people say that in order for Orthodox Christians to be truly religious and spiritual, they need to be involved in a church. Do you agree or disagree?
   0. DISAGREE
   1. AGREE

[IF JEWISH]

congmust4_w4  I:25c. Some people say that in order for Jews to be truly religious and spiritual, they need to be involved in a synagogue. Do you agree or disagree?
   0. DISAGREE
   1. AGREE

[IF MUSLIM/ISLAMIC]

congmust5_w4  I:25d. Some people say that in order for Muslims to be truly religious and spiritual, they need to be involved in a mosque. Do you agree or disagree?
   0. DISAGREE
   1. AGREE

[IF BUDDHIST, HINDU, NATIVE AMERICAN, PAGAN/WICCAN, OR SATANIST]

congmust6_w4  I:25e. Some people say that in order for people of your religious tradition to be truly religious and spiritual, they need to be involved in a religious congregation. Do you agree or disagree?
   0. DISAGREE
   1. AGREE

[IF MORMON/LDS]

congmust7_w4  I:25g. Some people say that in order for Mormons to be truly religious and spiritual, they need to be involved in a ward. Do you agree or disagree with this idea?
   0. DISAGREE
   1. AGREE
I:26. Some people think that it is okay to pick and choose their religious beliefs without having to accept the teachings of their religious faith as a whole. Do you agree or disagree that this is okay?
   0. DISAGREE
   1. AGREE

Please rate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements.
[INSERT LIST IS_1-IS_10]

is1_w4 IS_1. It is foolish to tell the truth when big profits can be made by lying.
is2_w4 IS_2. Regardless of concerns about principles, in today’s world you have to be practical, adapt to opportunities, and do what is most advantageous for you.
is3_w4 IS_3. The reason it is important to tell the truth is because of what others will do to you if you don’t, not because of any issue of right and wrong.
is4_w4 IS_4. The true test of character is a willingness to stand by one’s principles, no matter what price one has to pay.
is5_w4 IS_5. There are no principles worth dying for.
is6_w4 IS_6. If one believes something is right, one must stand by it, even if it means losing friends or missing out on profitable opportunities.
is7_w4 IS_7. Lying is sometimes necessary to accomplish important, worthwhile goals.
is8_w4 IS_8. If done for the right reasons, even lying or cheating are OK.
is9_w4 IS_9. One’s principles should not be compromised regardless of possible gain.
is10_w4 IS_10. Some transgressions are wrong and cannot be legitimately justified or defended regardless of how much one tries.
   1. STRONGLY AGREE
   2. AGREE
   3. NEITHER DISAGREE NOR AGREE
   4. DISAGREE
   5. STRONGLY DISAGREE
SECTION MM- Attachment to God

**THIS SECTION IS RESTRICTED FOR THE TIME BEING**

[IF NOT ATHEIST, AGNOSTIC, OR NOT RELIGIOUS]

TEXT: We have a few more questions about your beliefs. Some of them may seem repetitive. Please simply answer all of them as well as you can.

How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statements? [INSERT LIST MM_19-MM_31]

mm1_w4 MM_18. I often feel angry at God for letting bad things happen to me.
mm2_w4 MM_19. I often get angry with God for not taking care of me as much as I would like.
mm3_w4 MM_20. I often feel angry at God for seeming to ignore my pleas.
mm4_w4 MM_21. I often worry about whether God is pleased with me.
mm5_w4 MM_22. I worry a lot about damaging my relationship with God.
mm6_w4 MM_23. I often get anxious about how my choices may affect my relationship with God.
mm7_w4 MM_24. I have a close, warm relationship with God.
mm8_w4 MM_25. My ties to God are strong.
mm9_w4 MM_26. I feel God is a close companion in my life.
mm10_w4 MM_27. God has always been there for me when needed.
mm11_w4 MM_28. God is a steady and dependable presence in my life.
mm12_w4 MM_29. I feel like I can always rely on God.
mm13_w4 MM_30. I feel a close sense of attachment to God.
mm14_w4 MM_31. My bonds to God are unbreakable.

1. AGREE STRONGLY
2. AGREE
3. AGREE SOMEWHAT
4. NEUTRAL
5. DISAGREE SOMEWHAT
6. DISAGREE
7. DISAGREE STRONGLY
SECTION J- Dating

TEXT: Now we would like to ask you some questions about romantic relationships.

datnum_w4 J:4. With how many different people have you been in a committed romantic relationship? If you have never been in a romantic relationship, enter the number 0 in this box. [TEXT ENTRY]

[IF NOT DATING]

philosdate_w4 J:2a1. Which of the following best describes you?
   1. YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE DATING/IN A ROMANTIC RELATIONSHIP NOW.
   2. YOU WOULD RATHER KEEP THINGS CASUAL NOW THAN BE IN A RELATIONSHIP.
   3. YOU ARE NOT AT ALL INTERESTED IN ANY KIND OF DATING OR RELATIONSHIP RIGHT NOW.

[IF HAS BEEN IN ONE COMMITTED RELATIONSHIP, IS NOT CURRENTLY IN A RELATIONSHIP, AND HAS NEVER BEEN MARRIED]

datrel1_w4 J:5aa1. Did the person you dated hold religious beliefs that are different from yours? (not just a different denomination)
   0. NO
   1. YES
   2. DON’T KNOW

[IF HAS BEEN IN TWO OR MORE COMMITTED RELATIONSHIPS AND IS NOT CURRENTLY IN A RELATIONSHIP]

datrel3_w4 J:5ad. Did your most recent committed romantic partner hold religious beliefs that were different from yours? (not just a different denomination)
   0. NO
   1. YES
   2. DON’T KNOW

[IF HAVE BEEN IN MORE THAN ONE COMMITTED RELATIONSHIP]

datrel2_w4 J:7. How many, if any, of the [INSERT NUMBER FROM J:4] people you have ever been in a committed relationship with held religious beliefs that were different from yours? (not just a different denomination) If none, enter 0 in this box. [TEXT ENTRY]

[IF CASUALLY DATING ONE PERSON, IN A SERIOUS DATING RELATIONSHIP, OR COHABITING]

dating2_w4 J:2a. Thinking about your current relationship, how likely is it that you will eventually marry your current romantic partner?
   1. VERY LIKELY
   2. SOMEWHAT LIKELY
   3. SOMEWHAT UNLIKELY
   4. UNLIKELY
[IF IN A SERIOUS DATING RELATIONSHIP, COHABITING, ENGAGED, OR CASUALLY DATING ONE PERSON]

dating3_w4  J:2b. For how long have you been in a romantic relationship with your partner?
0. LESS THAN A YEAR
1. 1 YEAR
2. 2 YEARS
3. 3 YEARS
4. 4 YEARS
5. 5 YEARS
6. 6 YEARS
7. 7 YEARS
8. 8 YEARS
9. 9 YEARS
10. 10 YEARS
11. 11 YEARS
12. 12 YEARS
13. 13 YEARS
14. 14 YEARS
15. 15 OR MORE YEARS

[IF CASUALLY DATING ONE PERSON OR IN A SERIOUS DATING RELATIONSHIP]

datrel4_w4  J:5ab. Does the person you are dating hold religious beliefs that are different from yours? (not just a different denomination)
0. NO
1. YES
2. DON’T KNOW

[IF CASUALLY DATING ONE PERSON AND HAS DATED AT LEAST ONE PERSON WITH DIFFERENT RELIGIOUS BELIEFS OR IF IN A SERIOUS DATING RELATIONSHIP AND HAS DATED AT LEAST ONE PERSON WITH DIFFERENT RELIGIOUS BELIEFS]

datattend_w4  J:11. About how often does the person you are dating attend religious services?
1. MORE THAN ONCE A WEEK
2. ONCE A WEEK
3. 2-3 TIMES A MONTH
4. ONCE A MONTH
5. MANY TIMES A YEAR
6. A FEW TIMES A YEAR
7. ONCE A YEAR OR LESS
8. NEVER
Sex and Contraception

TEXT: The next set of questions are about physical involvement and sex, and may be a little sensitive. Please be honest in all of the answers that you give. As a reminder, we are bound by law to keep all of your answers strictly confidential.

**physcontact_w4**

L:24. With how many people, if any, have you ever willingly had intimate physical contact (more than just kissing)? Give us your best estimate. [TEXT ENTRY]

[IF HAS NEVER WILLINGLY HAD INTIMATE PHYSICAL CONTACT, SKIP TO L:29]

**oralage_w4**

L:3. How old were you when you first willingly had oral sex? (Give your best guess if you are unsure.)

1. 12 OR YOUNGER
2. 13
3. 14
4. 15
5. 16
6. 17
7. 18
8. 19
9. 20
10. 21
11. 22
12. 23
13. 24
14. 25
15. 26
16. 27
17. 28
18. 29
19. 30 OR OLDER
20. I HAVE NEVER WILLINGLY HAD ORAL SEX.

[IF HAS WILLINGLY HAD ORAL SEX]

**oralnum_w4**

L:4. With how many different people have you ever willingly had oral sex? If you have never willingly had oral sex, please enter the number 0 in this box.

[TEXT ENTRY]

[IF HAS WILLINGLY HAD ORAL SEX WITH ONE PERSON AND HAS BEEN MARRIED AT LEAST ONCE]

**oralstat1_w4**

L:5a. When you first willingly had oral sex, what was the nature of your relationship with this partner?

1. NON-DATING RELATIONSHIP (HOOK UP, FRIENDS WITH BENEFITS, ETC.)
2. CASUAL DATING RELATIONSHIP
3. SERIOUS DATING RELATIONSHIP
4. ENGAGED OR COHABITING
5. MARRIED
6. OTHER RELATIONSHIP TYPE

oralstat1_text_w4  L:5a_TEXT. Other relationship type [TEXT ENTRY]

[IF HAS WILLINGLY HAD ORAL SEX WITH ONE PERSON AND HAS NEVER BEEN MARRIED]

oralstat2_w4  L:5b. When you first willingly had oral sex, what was the nature of your relationship with this partner?
   1. NON-DATING RELATIONSHIP (HOOK UP, FRIENDS WITH BENEFITS, ETC.)
   2. CASUAL DATING RELATIONSHIP
   3. SERIOUS DATING RELATIONSHIP
   4. ENGAGED OR COHABITING
   6. OTHER RELATIONSHIP TYPE

oralstat2_text_w4  L:5b_TEXT. Other relationship type [TEXT ENTRY]

[IF HAS WILLINGLY HAD ORAL SEX WITH MORE THAN ONE PERSON AND HAS BEEN MARRIED AT LEAST ONCE]
Thinking about the first time you willingly had oral sex with these [INSERT ANSWER FROM L:4] partners, with how many were you... (Give your best guess if you are unsure.) [INSERT LIST L:6a_1-L:6a_6]

oralstat3_1_w4  L:6a_1. married?
oralstat3_2_w4  L:6a_2. engaged or cohabiting?
oralstat3_3_w4  L:6a_3. in a serious dating relationship?
oralstat3_4_w4  L:6a_4. in a casual dating relationship?
oralstat3_5_w4  L:6a_5. in a non-dating relationship (hook up, friends with benefits, etc.)?
oralstat3_6_w4  L:6a_6. Other relationship type
[TEXT ENTRY. SUM OF ANSWERS MUST EQUAL ANSWER GIVEN IN L:4]

[IF HAS WILLINGLY HAD ORAL SEX WITH MORE THAN ONE PERSON AND HAS NEVER BEEN MARRIED]
Thinking about the first time you willingly had oral sex with these [INSERT ANSWER FROM L:4] partners, with how many were you... (Give your best guess if you are unsure.) [INSERT LIST L:6b_1-L:6b_5]

oralstat4_1_w4  L:6b_1. engaged or cohabiting?
oralstat4_2_w4  L:6b_2. in a serious dating relationship?
oralstat4_3_w4  L:6b_3. in a casual dating relationship?
oralstat4_4_w4  L:6b_4. in a non-dating relationship (hook up, friends with benefits, etc.)?
oralstat4_5_w4  L:6b_6. Other relationship type
[TEXT ENTRY. SUM OF ANSWERS MUST EQUAL ANSWER GIVEN IN L:4]

[IF HAS WILLINGLY HAD ORAL SEX]
oralprotect_w4 L:11. Thinking of these time(s) you willingly had oral sex, how often did you and your partner(s) use protection against sexually transmitted diseases?
   1. EVERY TIME
   2. ALMOST EVERY TIME
   3. SOME OF THE TIME
   4. NEVER

sexage_w4 L:15. How old were you when you willingly had sexual intercourse for the first time?
   1. 12 OR YOUNGER
   2. 13
   3. 14
   4. 15
   5. 16
   6. 17
   7. 18
   8. 19
   9. 20
   10. 21
   11. 22
   12. 23
   13. 24
   14. 25
   15. 26
   16. 27
   17. 28
   18. 29
   19. 30 OR OLDER
   20. I HAVE NEVER WILLINGLY HAD SEXUAL INTERCOURSE

sexnum_w4 L:17. With how many different people have you ever willingly had sexual intercourse? If you have never willingly had sexual intercourse, please enter the number 0 in this box. [TEXT ENTRY]

sexstat1_w4 L:19a. When you first willingly had sexual intercourse, what was the nature of your relationship with this partner?
   1. NON-DATING RELATIONSHIP (HOOK UP, FRIENDS WITH BENEFITS, ETC.)
   2. CASUAL DATING RELATIONSHIP
   3. SERIOUS DATING RELATIONSHIP
   4. ENGAGED OR COHABITING
   5. MARRIED
   6. OTHER RELATIONSHIP TYPE
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sexstat1_text_w4  
L:19a_TEXT. Other relationship type [TEXT ENTRY]

**[IF HAS WILLINGLY HAD SEXUAL INTERCOURSE WITH ONE PERSON AND HAS NEVER BEEN MARRIED]**

sexstat2_w4  
L:19b. When you first willingly had sexual intercourse, what was the nature of your relationship with this partner?
1. NON-DATING RELATIONSHIP (HOOK UP, FRIENDS WITH BENEFITS, ETC.)
2. CASUAL DATING RELATIONSHIP
3. SERIOUS DATING RELATIONSHIP
4. ENGAGED OR COHABITING
6. OTHER RELATIONSHIP TYPE

sexstat2_text_w4  
L:19b_TEXT. Other relationship type [TEXT ENTRY]

**[IF HAS WILLINGLY HAD SEXUAL INTERCOURSE WITH MORE THAN ONE PERSON AND HAS BEEN MARRIED AT LEAST ONCE]**

Thinking about the first time you willingly had sex with these [INSERT ANSWER FROM L:17] partners, with how many were you... (Give your best guess if you are unsure.) [INSERT LIST L:25a_1-L:25a_6]

sexstat3_1_w4  
L:25a_1. married?
sexstat3_2_w4  
L:25a_2. engaged or cohabiting?
sexstat3_3_w4  
L:25a_3. in a serious dating relationship?
sexstat3_4_w4  
L:25a_4. in a casual dating relationship?
sexstat3_5_w4  
L:25a_5. in a non-dating relationship (hook up, friends with benefits, etc.)?
sexstat3_6_w4  
L:25a_6. Other relationship type

[NUMBER ENTRY. SUM OF ANSWERS MUST EQUAL ANSWER GIVEN IN L:17]

**[IF HAS WILLINGLY HAD SEXUAL INTERCOURSE WITH MORE THAN ONE PERSON AND HAS NEVER BEEN MARRIED]**

Thinking about the first time you willingly had sex with these [INSERT ANSWER FROM L:17] partners, with how many were you... (Give your best guess if you are unsure.) [INSERT LIST L:25b_1-L:25b_5]

sexstat4_1_w4  
L:25b_1. engaged or cohabiting?
sexstat4_2_w4  
L:25b_2. in a serious dating relationship?
sexstat4_3_w4  
L:25b_3. in a casual dating relationship?
sexstat4_4_w4  
L:25b_4. in a non-dating relationship (hook up, friends with benefits, etc.)?
sexstat4_5_w4  
L:25b_6. Other relationship type

[NUMBER ENTRY. SUM OF ANSWERS MUST EQUAL ANSWER GIVEN IN L:17]

**[IF HAS WILLINGLY HAD SEXUAL INTERCOURSE]**

sexrecent_w4  
L:22. When was the last time you willingly had sexual intercourse?
1. WITHIN THE PAST MONTH
2. MORE THAN A MONTH AGO
3. MORE THAN 6 MONTHS AGO
4. MORE THAN A YEAR AGO
[IF HAS WILLINGLY HAD SEXUAL INTERCOURSE WITHIN THE LAST MONTH]

sexrecentnum_w4 L:22a. How many times have you willingly had sexual intercourse in the past four weeks?

0. 0
1. 1
2. 2
3. 3
4. 4
5. 5
6. 6
7. 7
8. 8
9. 9
10. 10
11. 11
12. 12
13. 13
14. 14
15. 15
16. 16
17. 17
18. 18
19. 19
20. 20
21. 21
22. 22
23. 23
24. 24
25. 25
26. 26
27. 27
28. 28
29. 29
30. 30
31. 31
32. 32
33. 33
34. 34
35. 35
36. 36
37. 37
38. 38
39. 39
40. 40
41. 41
42. 42
43. 43
44. 44
45. 45
46. 46
47. 47
48. 48
49. 49
50. 50
51. 51
52. 52
53. 53
54. 54
55. 55
56. 56
57. 57
58. 58
59. 59
60. 60

[IF HAS WILLINGLY HAD SEXUAL INTERCOURSE WITH TWO OR MORE PEOPLE AND HAS WILLINGLY HAD SEXUAL INTERCOURSE TWO OR MORE TIMES IN THE PAST FOUR WEEKS]

sexrecentpart_w4 L:22b. In the past four weeks, with how many different people have you willingly had sexual intercourse?
   1. 1
   2. 2
   3. 3
   4. 4
   5. 5
   6. 6
   7. 7
   8. 8
   9. 9
  10. 10
  11. 11
  12. 12
  13. 13
  14. 14
  15. 15 OR MORE

[IF HAS WILLINGLY HAD SEXUAL INTERCOURSE WITH AT LEAST ONE PERSON]

birthcontrol_w4 L:22d. The most recent time that you willingly had sexual intercourse, did either you or your partner use a form of birth control other than a condom?
   0. NO
   1. YES
   2. DON’T KNOW/UNSURE
3. NOT APPLICABLE; MY MOST RECENT SEXUAL PARTNER WAS THE SAME SEX AS ME.

[IF HAS BEEN MARRIED AT LEAST ONCE]

**cheat_w4**
L:31. Have you ever had sex with someone other than your husband or wife while you were married?
0. NO
1. YES

[IF HAS WILLING HAD SEXUAL INTERCOURSE WITH MORE THAN ONE PERSON]

**sexofpartner_w4**
L:27. Have your sex partners in the past five years been...
1. EXCLUSIVELY MALE
2. MOSTLY MALE, BUT SOME FEMALE
3. ABOUT AS MANY MALE AS FEMALE
4. MOSTLY FEMALE, BUT SOME MALE
5. EXCLUSIVELY FEMALE
6. I HAVE NOT HAD ANY SEX PARTNERS IN THE PAST FIVE YEARS
7. OTHER (SPECIFY)

**sexofpartner1_text_w4**
L:27_TEXT. Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]

[IF HAS WILLINGLY HAD SEXUAL INTERCOURSE WITH ONE PERSON]

**sexofpartner2_w4**
L:28. Which of the following best describes the person with whom you have willingly had sexual intercourse?
1. MALE
2. FEMALE
3. TRANSGENDERED OR GENDERQUEER

**attraction_w4**
L:29. Who are you sexually attracted to?
1. EXCLUSIVELY MALE
2. MOSTLY MALE
3. BOTH MALE AND FEMALE
4. MOSTLY FEMALE
5. EXCLUSIVELY FEMALE
6. OTHER (SPECIFY)
7. NOT SEXUALLY ATTRACTED TO OTHERS

**attraction_text_w4**
L:29_TEXT. Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]

**sexorien_w4**
L:30. Which of the following best describes you?
1. HETEROSEXUAL (STRAIGHT)
2. BISEXUAL
3. HOMOSEXUAL (GAY OR LESBIAN)
4. ASEXUAL (NOT SEXUALLY ATTRACTED TO OTHERS)
5. OTHER. PLEASE SPECIFY.

**sexorien_text_w4**
L:30_TEXT. Other (specify) [TEXT ENTRY]
SECTION M - Pregnancy

[numpreg_w4]  M:1a. How many times, if ever, have you been pregnant? Be sure to include a current pregnancy and any past pregnancies that ended in an abortion, stillbirth, miscarriage, or a live birth even if the baby died. If you have never been pregnant, enter the number 0 in this box. [TEXT ENTRY]

[numimpreg_w4]  M:1b. To your knowledge, how many times, if ever, have you gotten someone pregnant? Be sure to include a current pregnancy and any past pregnancies that ended in an abortion, stillbirth, miscarriage, or a live birth even if the baby died. If you have never gotten someone pregnant, enter the number 0 in this box. [TEXT ENTRY]

[IF HAS BEEN PREGNANT ONCE OR HAS GOTTEN SOMEONE PREGNANT ONCE]
Please answer these questions about the pregnancy. [INSERT LIST M:21_1-M:21_4]

[preg1aoutcome_w4]  M:21_1. How did this pregnancy end?
  1. CURRENTLY PREGNANT
  2. ABORTION
  3. LIVE BIRTH, GAVE UP FOR ADOPTION
  4. LIVE BIRTH, KEPT
  5. MISCARRIAGE
  6. STILL BIRTH
  7. DON’T KNOW

[preg1ayear_w4]  M:21_2. What year did this pregnancy end?
  1. DON’T KNOW
  2. 1995 OR BEFORE
  3. 1996
  4. 1997
  5. 1998
  6. 1999
  7. 2000
  8. 2001
  9. 2002
  10. 2003
  11. 2004
  12. 2005
  13. 2006
  14. 2007
  15. 2008
  16. 2009
  17. 2010
  18. 2011
  19. 2012
preg1amonth_w4  M:21_3. What month did this pregnancy end?
1. DON’T KNOW
2. JANUARY
3. FEBRUARY
4. MARCH
5. APRIL
6. MAY
7. JUNE
8. JULY
9. AUGUST
10. SEPTEMBER
11. OCTOBER
12. NOVEMBER
13. DECEMBER

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE**

preg1aplaned_w4  M:21_4. When you or your partner got pregnant…
1. WE WERE TRYING TO GET PREGNANT
2. WE WERE NOT TRYING TO GET PREGNANT
3. NEITHER OF THE ABOVE

[IF HAS BEEN PREGNANT TWO OR MORE TIMES OR HAS GOTTEN SOMEONE PREGNANT TWO OR MORE TIMES]
Please answer these questions about the first pregnancy. [INSERT LIST M:22a_1-M:22a_4]

preg1outcome_w4  M:22a_1. How did this pregnancy end?
1. CURRENTLY PREGNANT
2. ABORTION
3. LIVE BIRTH, GAVE UP FOR ADOPTION
4. LIVE BIRTH, KEPT
5. MISCARRIAGE
6. STILL BIRTH
7. DON’T KNOW

preg1byear_w4  M:22a_2. What year did this pregnancy end?
1. DON’T KNOW
2. 1995 OR BEFORE
3. 1996
4. 1997
5. 1998
6. 1999
7. 2000
8. 2001
9. 2002
preg1bmonth_w4  M:22a_3. What month did this pregnancy end?
   1. DON’T KNOW
   2. JANUARY
   3. FEBRUARY
   4. MARCH
   5. APRIL
   6. MAY
   7. JUNE
   8. JULY
   9. AUGUST
  10. SEPTEMBER
  11. OCTOBER
  12. NOVEMBER
  13. DECEMBER

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE**

preg1bplanned_w4  M:22a_4. When you or your partner got pregnant...
   1. WE WERE TRYING TO GET PREGNANT
   2. WE WERE NOT TRYING TO GET PREGNANT
   3. NEITHER OF THE ABOVE

[IF HAS BEEN PREGNANT TWO OR MORE TIMES OR HAS GOTTEN SOMEONE PREGNANT TWO OR MORE TIMES]
Please answer these questions about the second pregnancy. [INSERT LIST
M:22b_1-M:22b_4]

preg2outcome_w4  M:22b_1. How did this pregnancy end?
   1. CURRENTLY PREGNANT
   2. ABORTION
   3. LIVE BIRTH, GAVE UP FOR ADOPTION
   4. LIVE BIRTH, KEPT
   5. MISCARRIAGE
   6. STILL BIRTH
   7. DON’T KNOW

preg2year_w4    M:22b_2. What year did this pregnancy end?
1. DON’T KNOW
2. 1995 OR BEFORE
3. 1996
4. 1997
5. 1998
6. 1999
7. 2000
8. 2001
9. 2002
10. 2003
11. 2004
12. 2005
13. 2006
14. 2007
15. 2008
16. 2009
17. 2010
18. 2011
19. 2012
20. 2013

preg2month_w4 M:22b_3. What month did this pregnancy end?
1. DON’T KNOW
2. JANUARY
3. FEBRUARY
4. MARCH
5. APRIL
6. MAY
7. JUNE
8. JULY
9. AUGUST
10. SEPTEMBER
11. OCTOBER
12. NOVEMBER
13. DECEMBER

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE**

preg2planned_w4 M:22b_4. When you or your partner got pregnant…
1. WE WERE TRYING TO GET PREGNANT
2. WE WERE NOT TRYING TO GET PREGNANT
3. NEITHER OF THE ABOVE

[IF HAS BEEN PREGNANT THREE OR MORE TIMES OR HAS GOTTEN SOMEONE PREGNANT THREE OR MORE TIMES]
Please answer these questions about the third pregnancy. [INSERT LIST M:23_1-M:23_4]

preg3outcome_w4 M:23_1. How did this pregnancy end?
1. CURRENTLY PREGNANT
2. ABORTION
3. LIVE BIRTH, GAVE UP FOR ADOPTION
4. LIVE BIRTH, KEPT
5. MISCARRIAGE
6. STILL BIRTH
7. DON’T KNOW

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE**

M:23_4. When you or your partner got pregnant…
1. WE WERE TRYING TO GET PREGNANT
2. WE WERE NOT TRYING TO GET PREGNANT
3. NEITHER OF THE ABOVE

[IF HAS BEEN PREGNANT FOUR OR MORE TIMES OR HAS GOTTEN SOMEONE PREGNANT FOUR OR MORE TIMES]

Please answer these questions about the fourth pregnancy. [INSERT LIST
M:24_1-M:24_4]

preg4outcome_w4 M:24_1. How did this pregnancy end?
1. CURRENTLY PREGNANT
2. ABORTION
3. LIVE BIRTH, GAVE UP FOR ADOPTION
4. LIVE BIRTH, KEPT
5. MISCARRIAGE
6. STILL BIRTH
7. DON’T KNOW

preg4year_w4 M:24_2. What year did this pregnancy end?
1. DON’T KNOW
2. 1995 OR BEFORE
3. 1996
4. 1997
5. 1998
6. 1999
7. 2000
8. 2001
9. 2002
10. 2003
11. 2004
12. 2005
13. 2006
14. 2007
15. 2008
16. 2009
17. 2010
18. 2011
19. 2012
20. 2013

preg4month_w4 M:24_3. What month did this pregnancy end?
1. DON’T KNOW
2. JANUARY
3. FEBRUARY
4. MARCH
5. APRIL
6. MAY
7. JUNE
8. JULY
9. AUGUST
10. SEPTEMBER
11. OCTOBER
12. NOVEMBER
13. DECEMBER

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE**

preg4planned_w4 M:24_4. When you or your partner got pregnant…
1. WE WERE TRYING TO GET PREGNANT
2. WE WERE NOT TRYING TO GET PREGNANT
3. NEITHER OF THE ABOVE

[IF HAS BEEN PREGNANT FIVE OR MORE TIMES OR HAS GOTTEN SOMEONE PREGNANT FIVE OR MORE TIMES] Please answer these questions about the fifth pregnancy. [INSERT LIST M:25_1-M:25_4]

preg5outcome_w4 M:25_1. How did this pregnancy end?
1. CURRENTLY PREGNANT
2. ABORTION
3. LIVE BIRTH, GAVE UP FOR ADOPTION
4. LIVE BIRTH, KEPT
5. MISCARRIAGE
6. STILL BIRTH
7. DON’T KNOW

preg5year_w4 M:25_2. What year did this pregnancy end?
1. DON’T KNOW
2. 1995 OR BEFORE
3. 1996
4. 1997
5. 1998
6. 1999
7. 2000
8. 2001
9. 2002
10. 2003
11. 2004
12. 2005
13. 2006
14. 2007
15. 2008
16. 2009
17. 2010
18. 2011
19. 2012
20. 2013
preg5month_w4  M:25_3. What month did this pregnancy end?
1. DON’T KNOW
2. JANUARY
3. FEBRUARY
4. MARCH
5. APRIL
6. MAY
7. JUNE
8. JULY
9. AUGUST
10. SEPTEMBER
11. OCTOBER
12. NOVEMBER
13. DECEMBER

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE**

preg5planned_w4  M:25_4. When you or your partner got pregnant…
1. WE WERE TRYING TO GET PREGNANT
2. WE WERE NOT TRYING TO GET PREGNANT
3. NEITHER OF THE ABOVE

[IF HAS BEEN PREGNANT SIX OR MORE TIMES OR HAS GOTTEN SOMEONE PREGNANT SIX OR MORE TIMES]
Please answer these questions about the sixth pregnancy. [INSERT LIST M:26_1-M:26_4]

preg6outcome_w4  M:26_1. How did this pregnancy end?
1. CURRENTLY PREGNANT
2. ABORTION
3. LIVE BIRTH, GAVE UP FOR ADOPTION
4. LIVE BIRTH, KEPT
5. MISCARRIAGE
6. STILL BIRTH
7. DON’T KNOW

preg6year_w4  M:26_2. What year did this pregnancy end?
1. DON’T KNOW
2. 1995 OR BEFORE
3. 1996
4. 1997
5. 1998
6. 1999
7. 2000
8. 2001
9. 2002
10. 2003
11. 2004
12. 2005
preg6month_w4  M:26_3. What month did this pregnancy end?
1. DON’T KNOW
2. JANUARY
3. FEBRUARY
4. MARCH
5. APRIL
6. MAY
7. JUNE
8. JULY
9. AUGUST
10. SEPTEMBER
11. OCTOBER
12. NOVEMBER
13. DECEMBER

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE**

preg6planned_w4  M:26_4. When you or your partner got pregnant…
1. WE WERE TRYING TO GET PREGNANT
2. WE WERE NOT TRYING TO GET PREGNANT
3. NEITHER OF THE ABOVE

[IF HAS BEEN PREGNANT SEVEN OR MORE TIMES OR HAS GOTTEN SOMEONE PREGNANT SEVEN OR MORE TIMES]
Please answer these questions about the seventh pregnancy. [INSERT LIST M:27_1-M:27_4]

preg7outcome_w4  M:27_1. How did this pregnancy end?
1. CURRENTLY PREGNANT
2. ABORTION
3. LIVE BIRTH, GAVE UP FOR ADOPTION
4. LIVE BIRTH, KEPT
5. MISCARRIAGE
6. STILL BIRTH
7. DON’T KNOW

preg7year_w4  M:27_2. What year did this pregnancy end?
1. DON’T KNOW
2. 1995 OR BEFORE
3. 1996
preg7month_w4  M:27_3. What month did this pregnancy end?
   1. DON’T KNOW
   2. JANUARY
   3. FEBRUARY
   4. MARCH
   5. APRIL
   6. MAY
   7. JUNE
   8. JULY
   9. AUGUST
  10. SEPTEMBER
  11. OCTOBER
  12. NOVEMBER
  13. DECEMBER

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE

preg7planned_w4  M:27_4. When you or your partner got pregnant…
   1. WE WERE TRYING TO GET PREGNANT
   2. WE WERE NOT TRYING TO GET PREGNANT
   3. NEITHER OF THE ABOVE

[IF HAS BEEN PREGNANT EIGHT OR MORE TIMES OR HAS GOTTEN SOMEONE PREGNANT EIGHT OR MORE TIMES]
Please answer these questions about the eighth pregnancy. [INSERT LIST M:28_1-M:28_4]

preg8outcome_w4  M:28_1. How did this pregnancy end?
   1. CURRENTLY PREGNANT
   2. ABORTION
   3. LIVE BIRTH, GAVE UP FOR ADOPTION
4. LIVE BIRTH, KEPT
5. MISCARRIAGE
6. STILL BIRTH
7. DON’T KNOW

preg8year_w4 | M:28_2. What year did this pregnancy end?
1. DON’T KNOW
2. 1995 OR BEFORE
3. 1996
4. 1997
5. 1998
6. 1999
7. 2000
8. 2001
9. 2002
10. 2003
11. 2004
12. 2005
13. 2006
14. 2007
15. 2008
16. 2009
17. 2010
18. 2011
19. 2012
20. 2013

preg8month_w4 | M:28_3. What month did this pregnancy end?
1. DON’T KNOW
2. JANUARY
3. FEBRUARY
4. MARCH
5. APRIL
6. MAY
7. JUNE
8. JULY
9. AUGUST
10. SEPTEMBER
11. OCTOBER
12. NOVEMBER
13. DECEMBER

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE**

preg8planned_w4 | M:28_4. When you or your partner got pregnant…
1. WE WERE TRYING TO GET PREGNANT
2. WE WERE NOT TRYING TO GET PREGNANT
3. NEITHER OF THE ABOVE
**QUESTIONS WERE AVAILABLE FOR 9TH AND 10TH PREGNANCIES, BUT NO R’S HAD BEEN PREGNANT/GOTTEN SOMEONE PREGNANT MORE THAN 8 TIMES, SO THESE QUESTIONS WERE NEVER ASKED.**
Parenthood

TEXT: This next set of questions is about parenting.

children_w4  S:11. How many children do you have? Please include all living biological children, stepchildren, adopted and foster children
  0.  0
  1.  1
  2.  2
  3.  3
  4.  4
  5.  5
  6.  6
  7.  7
  8.  8
  9.  9
 10. 10
 11. 11
 12. 12
 13. 13
 14. 14
 15. 15 OR MORE

[kif has eleven or more children]

kidslivewith_w4 S:12. How many of these children live with you more than half the time? [TEXT ENTRY]

[coparent_w4 S:13. With how many different people have you had or adopted children? [TEXT ENTRY]

[if has one child]

parenthood1aa_w4 S:1a1_1. What is your relationship to this child?
  0. BIOLOGICAL CHILD
  1. ADOPTED/FOSTER CHILD
  2. STEPCHILD OR STEPCHILD-LIKE RELATIONSHIP
  3. OTHER

parenthood1ab_w4 S:1a1_2. How emotionally close do you feel to this child?
  1. EXTREMELY CLOSE
  2. VERY CLOSE
  3. FAIRLY CLOSE
  4. SOMewhat CLOSE
  5. NOT VERY CLOSE
  6. NOT AT ALL CLOSE

parenthood1ac_w4 S:1a1_3. Does this child live with you more than half the time?
0. NO
1. YES

[IF HAS TWO OR MORE CHILDREN]
Please answer these questions about your child who was born first.

parenthood1ba_w4 S:1a2_1. What is your relationship to this child?
1. BIOLOGICAL CHILD
2. ADOPTED/FOSTER CHILD
3. STEPCHILD OR STEPCHILD-LIKE RELATIONSHIP
4. OTHER

parenthood1bb_w4 S:1a2_2. How close do you feel to this child?
1. EXTREMELY CLOSE
2. VERY CLOSE
3. FAIRLY CLOSE
4. SOMEWHAT CLOSE
5. NOT VERY CLOSE
6. NOT AT ALL CLOSE

parenthood1bc_w4 S:1a2_3. Does this child live with you more than half the time?
0. NO
1. YES

[IF HAS TWO OR MORE CHILDREN]
Please answer these questions about your child who was born second.

parenthood2a_w4 S:2a_1. What is your relationship to this child?
1. BIOLOGICAL CHILD
2. ADOPTED/FOSTER CHILD
3. STEPCHILD OR STEPCHILD-LIKE RELATIONSHIP
4. OTHER

parenthood2b_w4 S:2a_2. How close do you feel to this child?
1. EXTREMELY CLOSE
2. VERY CLOSE
3. FAIRLY CLOSE
4. SOMEWHAT CLOSE
5. NOT VERY CLOSE
6. NOT AT ALL CLOSE

parenthood2c_w4 S:2a_3. Does this child live with you more than half the time?
0. NO
1. YES

[IF HAS THREE OR MORE CHILDREN]
Please answer these questions about your child who was born third.

parenthood3a_w4 S:3a_1. What is your relationship to this child?
1. BIOLOGICAL CHILD
2. ADOPTED/FOSTER CHILD
3.  STEPCHILD OR STEPCHILD-LIKE RELATIONSHIP
4.  OTHER

parenthood3b_w4  S:3a_2. How close do you feel to this child?
1.  EXTREMELY CLOSE
2.  VERY CLOSE
3.  FAIRLY CLOSE
4.  SOMEWHAT CLOSE
5.  NOT VERY CLOSE
6.  NOT AT ALL CLOSE

parenthood3c_w4  S:3a_3. Does this child live with you more than half the time?
0.  NO
1.  YES

[IF HAS FOUR OR MORE CHILDREN]
Please answer these questions about your child who was born fourth.

parenthood4a_w4  S:4a_1. What is your relationship to this child?
1.  BIOLOGICAL CHILD
2.  ADOPTED/FOSTER CHILD
3.  STEPCHILD OR STEPCHILD-LIKE RELATIONSHIP
4.  OTHER

parenthood4b_w4  S:4a_2. How close do you feel to this child?
1.  EXTREMELY CLOSE
2.  VERY CLOSE
3.  FAIRLY CLOSE
4.  SOMEWHAT CLOSE
5.  NOT VERY CLOSE
6.  NOT AT ALL CLOSE

parenthood4c_w4  S:4a_3. Does this child live with you more than half the time?
0.  NO
1.  YES

[IF HAS FIVE OR MORE CHILDREN]
Please answer these questions about your child who was born fifth.

parenthood5a_w4  S:5a_1. What is your relationship to this child?
1.  BIOLOGICAL CHILD
2.  ADOPTED/FOSTER CHILD
3.  STEPCHILD OR STEPCHILD-LIKE RELATIONSHIP
4.  OTHER

parenthood5b_w4  S:5a_2. How close do you feel to this child?
1.  EXTREMELY CLOSE
2.  VERY CLOSE
3.  FAIRLY CLOSE
4. SOMewhat close
5. NOT VERY CLOSE
6. NOT AT ALL CLOSE

care5c_w4 S:5a_3. Does this child live with you more than half the time?
  0. NO
  1. YES

[IF HAS SIX OR MORE CHILDREN]
Please answer these questions about your child who was born sixth.

care6a_w4 S:6a_1. What is your relationship to this child?
  1. BIOLOGICAL CHILD
  2. ADOPTED/FOSTER CHILD
  3. STEPCHILD OR STEPCHILD-LIKE RELATIONSHIP
  4. OTHER

care6b_w4 S:6a_2. How close do you feel to this child?
  1. EXTREMELY CLOSE
  2. VERY CLOSE
  3. FAIRLY CLOSE
  4. SOMEWHAT CLOSE
  5. NOT VERY CLOSE
  6. NOT AT ALL CLOSE

care6c_w4 S:6a_3. Does this child live with you more than half the time?
  0. NO
  1. YES

[IF HAS SEVEN OR MORE CHILDREN]
Please answer these questions about your child who was born seventh.

care7a_w4 S:7a_1. What is your relationship to this child?
  1. BIOLOGICAL CHILD
  2. ADOPTED/FOSTER CHILD
  3. STEPCHILD OR STEPCHILD-LIKE RELATIONSHIP
  4. OTHER

care7b_w4 S:7a_2. How close do you feel to this child?
  1. EXTREMELY CLOSE
  2. VERY CLOSE
  3. FAIRLY CLOSE
  4. SOMEWHAT CLOSE
  5. NOT VERY CLOSE
  6. NOT AT ALL CLOSE

care7c_w4 S:7a_3. Does this child live with you more than half the time?
  0. NO
  1. YES
[IF HAS EIGHT OR MORE CHILDREN]
Please answer these questions about your child who was born eighth.

parenthood8a_w4  S:8a_1. What is your relationship to this child?
  1. BIOLOGICAL CHILD
  2. ADOPTED/FOSTER CHILD
  3. STEPCHILD OR STEPCHILD-LIKE RELATIONSHIP
  4. OTHER

parenthood8b_w4  S:8a_2. How close do you feel to this child?
  1. EXTREMELY CLOSE
  2. VERY CLOSE
  3. FAIRLY CLOSE
  4. SOMEWHAT CLOSE
  5. NOT VERY CLOSE
  6. NOT AT ALL CLOSE

parenthood8c_w4  S:8a_3. Does this child live with you more than half the time?
  0. NO
  1. YES

[IF HAS NINE OR MORE CHILDREN]
Please answer these questions about your child who was born ninth.

parenthood9a_w4  S:9a_1. What is your relationship to this child?
  1. BIOLOGICAL CHILD
  2. ADOPTED/FOSTER CHILD
  3. STEPCHILD OR STEPCHILD-LIKE RELATIONSHIP
  4. OTHER

parenthood9b_w4  S:9a_2. How close do you feel to this child?
  1. EXTREMELY CLOSE
  2. VERY CLOSE
  3. FAIRLY CLOSE
  4. SOMEWHAT CLOSE
  5. NOT VERY CLOSE
  6. NOT AT ALL CLOSE

parenthood9c_w4  S:9a_3. Does this child live with you more than half the time?
  0. NO
  1. YES

[IF HAS TEN CHILDREN]
Please answer these questions about your child who was born tenth.

parenthood10aa_w4  S:10a1_1. What is your relationship to this child?
  1. BIOLOGICAL CHILD
  2. ADOPTED/FOSTER CHILD
  3. STEPCHILD OR STEPCHILD-LIKE RELATIONSHIP
  4. OTHER
parenthood10ab_w4 S:10a1_2. How close do you feel to this child?
1. EXTREMELY CLOSE
2. VERY CLOSE
3. FAIRLY CLOSE
4. SOMEWHAT CLOSE
5. NOT VERY CLOSE
6. NOT AT ALL CLOSE

parenthood10ac_w4 S:10a1_3. Does this child live with you more than half the time?
0. NO
1. YES

[IF HAS MORE THAN TEN CHILDREN]
Please answer these questions about your child who was born tenth. Note: we are only asking questions about the 10 oldest children.

parenthood10ba_w4 S:10a2_1. What is your relationship to this child?
1. BIOLOGICAL CHILD
2. ADOPTED/FOSTER CHILD
3. STEPCHILD OR STEPCHILD-LIKE RELATIONSHIP
4. OTHER

parenthood10bb_w4 S:10a2_2. How close do you feel to this child?
1. EXTREMELY CLOSE
2. VERY CLOSE
3. FAIRLY CLOSE
4. SOMEWHAT CLOSE
5. NOT VERY CLOSE
6. NOT AT ALL CLOSE

parenthood10bc_w4 S:10a2_3. Does this child live with you more than half the time?
0. NO
1. YES

[IF DOES NOT HAVE CHILDREN]

nvrchild1_w4 R:19a. Suppose your life turns out so that you never have or adopt a child/children. Would that bother you a great deal, some, a little, or not at all?
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOME
3. A LITTLE
4. NOT AT ALL

[IF HAS ONE CHILD]

nvrchild2_w4 R:19b. Although you have a child, suppose your life had been different and you had never had or adopted a child/children. Would that bother you a great deal, some, a little, or not at all?
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOME
3. A LITTLE
4. NOT AT ALL

[IF HAS TWO OR MORE CHILDREN]

nvrchild3_w4  R:19c. Although you have children, suppose your life had been different and you had never had or adopted a child/children. Would that bother you a great deal, some, a little, or not at all?
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOME
3. A LITTLE
4. NOT AT ALL

numkidswn4  R:18. In total, how many children do you intend to have? (Give either a single number, or a number or a range of numbers.) [TEXT ENTRY]

[IF PLANS TO HAVE AT LEAST ONE CHILD AND DOES NOT HAVE ANY CHILDREN]

ageparent1_w4  R:31a. Ideally, at what age would you like to become a parent?
0. 20 OR YOUNGER
1. 21
2. 22
3. 23
4. 24
5. 25
6. 26
7. 27
8. 28
9. 29
10. 30
11. 31
12. 32
13. 33
14. 34
15. 35
16. 36 OR OLDER
17. I DO NOT INTEND TO BECOME A PARENT

[IF PLANS TO HAVE AT LEAST ONE CHILD AND HAS AT LEAST ONE CHILD]

ageparent2_w4  R:31b. Ideally, at what age would you have liked to have become a parent for the first time? [TEXT ENTRY]
SECTION K- Risk Behaviors

**drink_w4**

K:1. How often, if at all, do you drink alcohol, such as beer, wine or mixed drinks, not including at religious services?
   1. ONCE A DAY OR MORE
   2. A FEW TIMES A WEEK
   3. ABOUT ONCE A WEEK
   4. A FEW TIMES A MONTH
   5. ABOUT ONCE A MONTH
   6. A FEW TIMES A YEAR
   7. NEVER—I DO NOT DRINK
   8. NEVER—I AM A FORMER PROBLEM DRINKER IN RECOVERY.

[IF EVER DRINKS ALCOHOL AND IS MALE]

K:2a. How many times, if at all, over the past two weeks have you drunk at least 5 drinks in the same night? (One drink is a 12 ounce bottle or can of beer or wine cooler, a 4 ounce glass of wine, or a 1.25 ounce shot of liquor, either straight or in a mixed drink.) (Give your best guess if you are unsure.)
   1. 5 OR MORE TIMES
   2. 3 OR 4 TIMES
   3. ONCE OR TWICE
   4. NEVER

[IF EVER DRINKS ALCOHOL AND IS FEMALE]

K:2b. How many times, if at all, over the past two weeks have you drunk at least 4 drinks in the same night? (One drink is a 12 ounce bottle or can of beer or wine cooler, a 4 ounce glass of wine, or a 1.25 ounce shot of liquor, either straight or in a mixed drink.) (Give your best guess if you are unsure.)
   1. 5 OR MORE TIMES
   2. 3 OR 4 TIMES
   3. ONCE OR TWICE
   4. NEVER

**drunk_w4**

K:2a & K:2b ARE COMBINED INTO K:2

**Have you used any of the following substances?** [INSERT LIST K:15_1_1-K:15_4_4]

- Cigarettes (at least a pack a month)
  - cignever_w4 K:15_1_4. No, never
  - cigonce_w4 K:15_1_1. Yes, once or a few times
  - cigreg5yr_w4 K:15_1_2. Yes, regularly at some point in the past 5 years
  - cigreg4wk_w4 K:15_1_3. Yes, regularly in the past 4 weeks

- Marijuana/pot
  - potnever_w4 K:15_2_4. No, never
  - potonce_w4 K:15_2_1. Yes, once or a few times
  - potreg5yr_w4 K:15_2_2. Yes, regularly at some point in the past 5 years
potreg4wk_w4 \( K:15\_2\_3 \). Yes, regularly in the past 4 weeks

Cocaine, crack, heroin, LSD, PCP, or Ecstasy

hrddrugnever_w4 \( K:15\_3\_4 \). No, never

hrddrugonce_w4 \( K:15\_3\_1 \). Yes, once or a few times

hrddrugreg5yr_w4 \( K:15\_3\_2 \). Yes, regularly at some point in the past 5 years

hrddrugreg4wk_w4 \( K:15\_3\_3 \). Yes, regularly in the past 4 weeks

Nonmedical use of prescription medicine (pain killers, tranquilizers/sedatives, or others)

prscdrugnever_w4 \( K:15\_4\_4 \). No, never

prscdrugonce_w4 \( K:15\_4\_1 \). Yes, once or a few times

prscdrugreg5yr_w4 \( K:15\_4\_2 \). Yes, regularly at some point in the past 5 years

prscdrugreg4wk_w4 \( K:15\_4\_3 \). Yes, regularly in the past 4 weeks

0. NO
1. YES

fight_w4 \( K:5 \). In the past 24 months, how many times have you been in a serious physical fight that involved someone getting hurt?

1. 6 OR MORE TIMES
2. 3 TO 5 TIMES
3. ONCE OR TWICE
4. NEVER

xrated_w4 \( K:6 \). In the past 12 months, how often have you visited a website to view pornography, watched X-rated movies, or looked at other pornographic material?

1. MORE THAN ONCE A DAY
2. ONCE A DAY
3. A FEW TIMES A WEEK
4. ABOUT ONCE A WEEK
5. A FEW TIMES A MONTH
6. ABOUT ONCE A MONTH
7. A FEW TIMES A YEAR
8. NEVER

lifetrauma_w4 \( K:7 \). In the past 24 months have you been traumatized by any life event(s)?
For example: someone you were close to dying; you or someone you were close to having a serious accident or illness; having a near-death experience; being a victim of rape, sexual assault, physical assault, domestic violence, burglary, or other act of violence; losing your home in a fire or natural disaster; being in a combat situation.

0. NO
1. YES

arrested_w4 \( K:8 \). How many times have you ever been arrested?

1. 11 OR MORE TIMES
2. 10 TIMES
3. 9 TIMES
4. 8 TIMES
5. 7 TIMES
6. 6 TIMES
7. 5 TIMES
8. 4 TIMES
9. 3 TIMES
10. TWICE
11. ONCE
12. NEVER

[IF HAS BEEN ARRESTED ONCE].

agearresta_w4 K:9a How old were you when you were arrested?
14. 14 OR YOUNGER
15. 15
16. 16
17. 17
18. 18
19. 19
20. 20
21. 21
22. 22
23. 23
24. 24
25. 25
26. 26
27. 27
28. 28
29. 29
30. 30
31. 31 OR OLDER

[IF HAS BEEN ARRESTED MORE THAN ONCE]

agearrestb_w4 K:9b. How old were you the first time you were arrested?
14. 14 OR YOUNGER
15. 15
16. 16
17. 17
18. 18
19. 19
20. 20
21. 21
22. 22
23. 23
24. 24
25. 25
26. 26
27. 27
28. 28
pleadguilty_w4  K:10. How many times have you ever been convicted of or pled guilty to any charges other than a minor traffic violation?
   1. 11 OR MORE TIMES
   2. 10 TIMES
   3. 9 TIMES
   4. 8 TIMES
   5. 7 TIMES
   6. 6 TIMES
   7. 5 TIMES
   8. 4 TIMES
   9. 3 TIMES
   10. TWICE
   11. ONCE
   12. NEVER

jail_w4  K:11. How many times have you ever spent time in a jail, prison, juvenile detention center or other correctional facility?
   1. 11 OR MORE TIMES
   2. 10 TIMES
   3. 9 TIMES
   4. 8 TIMES
   5. 7 TIMES
   6. 6 TIMES
   7. 5 TIMES
   8. 4 TIMES
   9. 3 TIMES
   10. TWICE
   11. ONCE
   12. NEVER

caraccident_w4  K:12 Since you turned 18, have you been in an automobile accident in which the driver of the car you were in, either yourself or another person, had been drinking alcohol or taking drugs?
   0. NO
   1. YES
SECTION N - Friendships

TEXT: We’ve covered quite a bit of sensitive material, and I appreciate your willingness to answer our questions honestly.

friends_w4

N:1. The next set of questions will ask some things about your friendships. Think of up to five of your closest friends. These may be your co-workers, family members, a romantic partner, people from any groups you belong to, but they should not include your parents. Once you have these friends in your mind, please try to remember them as you answer the next few questions. First, how many friends are you thinking of?

0. 0
1. 1
2. 2
3. 3
4. 4
5. 5

[IF CANNOT THINK OF ANY FRIENDS]

friends2_w4

N:1a. Can you think of anyone you spend time with, talk to, or hang out with? It can be a neighbor, co-worker, a person you know from school, or any family member, except for a parent. How many friends can you think of?

0. 0
1. 1
2. 2
3. 3
4. 4
5. 5

[IF THINKS OF FIVE FRIENDS]

How many, if any, of these five people… [INSERT N:25_1-N:25_21]

friend5_1_w4

N:25_1. drink alcohol excessively?
friend5_2_w4

N:25_2. are similar to you in their beliefs about religion?
friend5_3_w4

N:25_3. are also involved in any religious group or congregation you are a part of?
friend5_4_w4

N:25_4. do you talk with about matters of religious belief and experience?
friend5_5_w4

N:25_5. are of a different race than you?
friend5_6_w4

N:25_6. do drugs?
friend5_7_w4

N:25_7. are religious?
friend5_8_w4

N:25_14. go to or went to college?
friend5_9_w4

N:25_15. had a child before the age of 18?
friend5_10_w4

N:25_16. are female?
friend5_11_w4

N:25_17. have been to jail or charged with a crime in the last 5 years?
friend5_12_w4

N:25_18. regularly engage in casual sex?
friend5_13_w4

N:25_19. are married?
friend5_14_w4

N:25_20. have a child or children?
friend5_15_w4

N:25_21. are out of work?
[IF THINKS OF FOUR FRIENDS]
How many, if any, of these four people… [INSERT N:24_1-N:24_21]

friend4_1_w4  N:24_1. drink alcohol excessively?
friend4_2_w4  N:24_2. are similar to you in their beliefs about religion?
friend4_3_w4  N:24_3. are also involved in any religious group or congregation you are a part of?
friend4_4_w4  N:24_4. do you talk with about matters of religious belief and experience?
friend4_5_w4  N:24_5. are of a different race than you?
friend4_6_w4  N:24_6. do drugs?
friend4_7_w4  N:24_7. are religious?
friend4_8_w4  N:24_14. go to or went to college?
friend4_9_w4  N:24_15. had a child before the age of 18?
friend4_10_w4 N:24_16. are female?
friend4_11_w4 N:24_17. have been to jail or charged with a crime in the last 5 years?
friend4_12_w4 N:24_18. regularly engage in casual sex?
friend4_13_w4 N:24_19. are married?
friend4_14_w4 N:24_20. have a child or children?
friend4_15_w4 N:24_21. are out of work?

0. 0
1. 1
2. 2
3. 3
4. 4

[IF THINKS OF THREE FRIENDS]
How many, if any, of these three people… [INSERT N:23_1-N:23_21]

friend3_1_w4  N:23_1. drink alcohol excessively?
friend3_2_w4  N:23_2. are similar to you in their beliefs about religion?
friend3_3_w4  N:23_3. are also involved in any religious group or congregation you are a part of?
friend3_4_w4  N:23_4. do you talk with about matters of religious belief and experience?
friend3_5_w4  N:23_5. are of a different race than you?
friend3_6_w4  N:23_6. do drugs?
friend3_7_w4  N:23_7. are religious?
friend3_8_w4  N:23_14. go to or went to college?
friend3_9_w4  N:23_15. had a child before the age of 18?
friend3_10_w4 N:23_16. are female?
friend3_11_w4 N:23_17. have been to jail or charged with a crime in the last 5 years?
friend3_12_w4 N:23_18. regularly engage in casual sex?
friend3_13_w4 N:23_19. are married?
friend3_14_w4 N:23_20. have a child or children?
friend3_15_w4 N:23_21. are out of work?
   0. 0
   1. 1
   2. 2
   3. 3

[IF THINKS OF TWO FRIENDS]
How many, if any, of these two people… [INSERT N:22_1-N:22_21]
friend2_1_w4 N:22_1. drink alcohol excessively?
friend2_2_w4 N:22_2. are similar to you in their beliefs about religion?
friend2_3_w4 N:22_3. are also involved in any religious group or congregation you are apart of?
friend2_4_w4 N:22_4. do you talk with about matters of religious belief and experience?
friend2_5_w4 N:22_5. are of a different race than you?
friend2_6_w4 N:22_6. do drugs?
friend2_7_w4 N:22_7. are religious?
friend2_8_w4 N:22_14. go to or went to college?
friend2_9_w4 N:22_15. had a child before the age of 18?
friend2_10_w4 N:22_16. are female?
friend2_11_w4 N:22_17. have been to jail or charged with a crime in the last 5 years?
friend2_12_w4 N:22_18. regularly engage in casual sex?
friend2_13_w4 N:22_19. are married?
friend2_14_w4 N:22_20. have a child or children?
friend2_15_w4 N:22_21. are out of work?
   1. 0
   2. 1
   3. 2

[IF THINKS OF ONE FRIEND]
Is this friend… [INSERT N:21_1-N:21_21]
friend1_1_w4 N:21_1. someone who drinks alcohol excessively?
friend1_2_w4 N:21_2. similar to you in their beliefs about religion?
friend1_3_w4 N:21_3. also involved in any religious group or congregation you are a part of?
friend1_4_w4 N:21_4. someone you talk with about matters of religious belief and experience?
friend1_5_w4 N:21_5. of a different race than you?
friend1_6_w4 N:21_6. someone who does drugs?
friend1_7_w4 N:21_7. religious?
friend1_8_w4 N:21_14. someone who goes to or went to college?
friend1_9_w4 N:21_15. someone who had a child before the age of 18?
friend1_10_w4 N:21_16. female?
friend1_11_w4 N:21_17. someone who has been to jail or charged with a crime in the last 5 years?
friend1_12_w4 N:21_18. someone who regularly engages in casual sex?
friend1_13_w4 N:21_19. married?
friend1_14_w4 N:21_20. someone who has a child or children?
friend1_15_w4 N:21_21. out of work?
   0. NO
1. YES
Section P – Well Being

TEXT: We’re about half way through the survey. Remember, if at any point you’d like to take a break, you can simply walk away from your computer, or shut down and restart later by clicking the link you use to start the survey (but be sure to use the same computer and browser)
The next questions will ask you about your general well being.

future_w4 P:4256_1. How often, if ever, do you think about or plan for the future?
meanless_w4 P:4256_3. How often, if ever, does life feel meaningless to you?
meanlife_w4 P:4256_4. How often, if at all, do you think about the meaning of life?

1. VERY OFTEN
2. FAIRLY OFTEN
3. SOMETIMES
4. RARELY
5. NEVER

body_w4 P:3. In general, how happy or unhappy are you with your body and physical appearance?

1. VERY HAPPY
2. SOMEWHAT HAPPY
3. NEITHER
4. SOMEWHAT UNHAPPY
5. VERY UNHAPPY

How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statements? [INSERT LIST P:1_1 - P:1_15]
control_w4 P:1_1. You have little control over the things that happen to you.
lifeideal_w4 P:1_2. In most ways your life is close to ideal.
grate4_w4 P:1_3. Long amounts of time can go by before you feel grateful to something or someone.
lifeexclent_w4 P:1_4. The conditions of your life are excellent.
purpose1_w4 P:1_5. Your life often seems to lack any clear goals or sense of direction.
solveprob_w4 P:1_6. There is really no way you can solve some of the problems you have.
lifesatis_w4 P:1_7. You are satisfied with your life.
purpose2_w4 P:1_8. You don’t have a good sense of what it is you’re trying to accomplish in life.
getwants_w4 P:1_9. So far you have gotten the important things you want in life.
purpose3_w4 P:1_10. Some people wander aimlessly through life, but you are not one of them.
change_w4 P:1_11. There is little you can do to change many of the important things in your life.
gratitude1_w4 P:1_12. You have so much in life to be thankful for.
risk_w4 P:1_13. You like to take risks.
gratitude2_w4 P:1_14. When you look at the world, you don’t see much to be grateful for.
helpless_w4 P:1_15. You often feel helpless in dealing with the problems of life.

1. STRONGLY AGREE
2. AGREE
How tall are you?

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE (BMI IS AVAILABLE IN THE PUBLIC DATA)**

Over the past 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by any of the following problems? [INSERT LIST P:27_1- P:27_9]

**RESTRICTED DATA VARIABLE (BMI IS AVAILABLE IN THE PUBLIC DATA)**
1. NEARLY EVERY DAY
2. MORE THAN HALF THE DAYS
3. SEVERAL DAYS
4. NOT AT ALL

P:32. How difficult have the problems that you chose above made it for you to do your work, take care of things at home, or get along with other people?
    1. NOT DIFFICULT AT ALL
    2. SOMEWHAT DIFFICULT
    3. VERY DIFFICULT
    4. EXTREMELY DIFFICULT
    5. I HAVE NOT BEEN BOTHERED BY ANY OF THESE PROBLEMS.

During the past 4 weeks, how much were you bothered with: [INSERT LIST P:33a_1-P:33a_16]

P:33a_1: headaches?
P:33a_2: dizziness or faintness?
P:33a_3: pains in heart or chest?
P:33a_4: pains in lower back?
P:33a_5: nausea or upset stomach?
P:33a_6: soreness of your muscles?
P:33a_7: trouble getting your breath?
P:33a_8: hot or cold spells?
P:33a_9: numbness or tingling in parts of your body?
P:33a_10: a lump in your throat?
P:33a_11: feeling weak in parts of your body?
P:33a_12: heavy feelings in your arms or legs?
P:33a_13: worries that there is something wrong with your body?
P:33a_14: worries that you suffer from a disease you have read or heard about?
P:33a_15: many different pains or aches?
P:33a_16: worries about the possibility of having a serious illness?
    1. EXTREMELY
    2. QUITE A BIT
    3. MODERATELY
    4. A LITTLE
    5. NOT AT ALL

During the past 4 weeks, how much were you bothered with: [INSERT LIST P:33b_17-P:33b_32]

P:33b_17: many different symptoms?
P:33b_18: thoughts that your doctor may be wrong if telling you not to worry?
P:33b_19: worries about your health?
P:33b_20: feeling suddenly scared for no reason?
P:33b_21: nervousness or shakiness inside?
P:33b_22: spells of terror or panic?
P:33b_23: worrying too much?
symptom3_8_w4 P:33b_24. feeling fearful?
symptom3_9_w4 P:33b_25. feeling hopelessness about the future?
symptom3_10_w4 P:33b_26. feeling everything is an effort?
symptom3_11_w4 P:33b_27. feeling blue?
symptom3_12_w4 P:33b_28. feelings of worthlessness?
symptom3_13_w4 P:33b_29. thoughts of ending your life?
symptom3_14_w4 P:33b_30. feelings of being trapped or caught?
symptom3_15_w4 P:33b_31. feeling loFjdh9_nely?
symptom3_16_w4 P:33b_32. blaming yourself for things?
   1. EXTREMELY
   2. QUITE A BIT
   3. MODERATELY
   4. A LITTLE
   5. NOT AT ALL

[IF DRINKS ALCOHOL]
Within the past 12 months have you ever: [INSERT LIST P:34_1- P:34_4]
drinkcutdown_w4 P:34_1. felt that you ought to cut down on your drinking?
drinkcriticize_w4 P:34_2. been annoyed with people criticizing your drinking?
drinkfeltbad_w4 P:34_3. felt bad about your drinking?
drinkhangover_w4 P:34_4. had a drink in the morning to steady your nerves or get rid of a hangover?
   0. NO
   1. YES

health_w4 P:35. Overall, would you say your health is:
   1. EXCELLENT
   2. VERY GOOD
   3. GOOD
   4. FAIR
   5. POOR

optimistic_w4 P:36. How optimistic do you feel about your life today compared to five years ago?
   1. MUCH MORE OPTIMISTIC
   2. SOMewhat MORE OPTIMISTIC
   3. A LITTLE MORE OPTIMISTIC
   4. ABOUT THE SAME
   5. A LITTLE LESS OPTIMISTIC
   6. SOMewhat LESS OPTIMISTIC
   7. MUCH LESS OPTIMISTIC

othersneeds_w4 P:37. How much are you focused on the needs and desires of other people, compared to your own needs and desires, compared to five years ago?
   1. MUCH MORE FOCUSED ON OTHER PEOPLE’S NEEDS AND DESIRES THAN MY OWN COMPARED TO FIVE YEARS AGO
2. Somewhat more focused on other people’s needs and desires than my own compared to five years ago
3. About the same
4. Somewhat more focused on my own needs and desires than on others’ compared to five years ago
5. Much more focused on my needs and desires than on others’ compared to five years ago
SECTION Q(+O)- Religion 4

TEXT: Next, we have some questions about your religious practices.

In the past 12 months, have you... [INSERT LIST Q:1_1-Q:1_6]

meditate_w4 Q:1_1. practiced any religious or spiritual meditation techniques, not including prayer?

fasted_w4 Q:1_2. fasted or denied yourself something as a spiritual discipline?

dayrest_w4 Q:1_3. tried to practice a weekly day of rest to keep the Sabbath or “Lord’s Day”?

choir_w4 Q:1_4. played or sung in a religious or musical group or choir?

readrel_w4 Q:1_5. read a devotional, religious, or spiritual book other than scripture?

sharfaith_w4 Q:1_6. shared your own religious faith with someone else not of your faith?
   0. NO
   1. YES

prayalon_w4 Q:2. How often, if ever, do you pray by yourself alone?
   1. MULTIPLE TIMES A DAY
   2. ABOUT ONCE A DAY
   3. A FEW TIMES A WEEK
   4. ABOUT ONCE A WEEK
   5. ONE TO TWO TIMES A MONTH
   6. LESS THAN ONCE A MONTH
   7. NEVER

[IF CATHOLIC, PROTESTANT/NON-CATHOLIC CHRISTIAN/OTHER KIND OF CHRISTIAN, OR ORTHODOX]

readbibl1_w4 Q:4a. How often, if ever, do you read from the Bible to yourself alone?
   1. MANY TIMES A DAY
   2. ABOUT ONCE A DAY
   3. A FEW TIMES A WEEK
   4. ABOUT ONCE A WEEK
   5. ONE TO TWO TIMES A MONTH
   6. LESS THAN ONCE A MONTH
   7. NEVER

[IF JEWISH]

readbibl2_w4 Q:4b. How often, if ever, do you read from the Torah to yourself alone?
   1. MANY TIMES A DAY
   2. ABOUT ONCE A DAY
   3. A FEW TIMES A WEEK
   4. ABOUT ONCE A WEEK
   5. ONE TO TWO TIMES A MONTH
   6. LESS THAN ONCE A MONTH
   7. NEVER

[IF MUSLIM/ISLAMIC]
Q:4c. How often, if ever, do you read from the Koran to yourself alone?
1. MANY TIMES A DAY
2. ABOUT ONCE A DAY
3. A FEW TIMES A WEEK
4. ABOUT ONCE A WEEK
5. ONE TO TWO TIMES A MONTH
6. LESS THAN ONCE A MONTH
7. NEVER

[IF MORMON/LDS, BUDDHIST, HINDU, NATIVE AMERICAN, NATION OF ISLAM, PAGAN/WICCAN, OR SATANIST]
Q:4d. How often, if ever, do you read from sacred scriptures to yourself alone?
1. MANY TIMES A DAY
2. ABOUT ONCE A DAY
3. A FEW TIMES A WEEK
4. ABOUT ONCE A WEEK
5. ONE TO TWO TIMES A MONTH
6. LESS THAN ONCE A MONTH
7. NEVER

Q:6. In the past 24 months, how many, if any, religious retreats or conferences have you participated in?
0. 0
1. 1
2. 2
3. 3
4. 4
5. 5
6. 6
7. 7
8. 8
9. 9
10. 10
11. 11
12. 12
13. 13
14. 14
15. 15
16. 16
17. 17
18. 18
19. 19
20. 20
21. 21
22. 22
23. 23
24. 24
25. 25
[IF CURRENTLY ENROLLED IN COMMUNITY/JUNIOR COLLEGE, COLLEGE/UNIVERISTY, GRADUATE SCHOOL, OR HAS RECEIVED ASSOCIATE’S DEGREE, BACHELOR’S DEGREE, MASTER’S DEGREE, PHD/TERMINAL DEGREE, OR ANY OTHER DEGREE]

ythgrpcoll_w4 O:5b. Are you now or were you ever involved in any college-based religious groups?
  0. NO
  1. YES
  2. DON’T KNOW

mission_w4 Q:7. In the past 5 years, how many times, if any, have you been on a religious missions team or gone on a religious service project?
  0. 0
  1. 1
  2. 2
  3. 3
  4. 4
  5. 5
  6. 6
  7. 7
  8. 8
  9. 9
Q:12. Do you regularly pray to give thanks before or after mealtimes, or not?
0. NO
1. YES

[IF NOT PART OF ‘OTHER RELIGION,’ IF NOT UNSURE OF RELIGION, OR IF NOT NON-RELIGIOUS]

Q:14a. How interested are you in learning more about your religion?
1. VERY INTERESTED
2. SOMewhat INTERESTED
3. NOT VERY
4. NOT AT ALL INTERESTED

[IF NOT PART OF ‘OTHER RELIGION,’ IF NOT UNSURE OF RELIGION, OR IF NOT NON-RELIGIOUS]

Q:14b. How interested are you in learning more about other religions?
1. VERY INTERESTED
2. SOMewhat INTERESTED
3. NOT VERY
4. NOT AT ALL INTERESTED

[IF PART OF ‘OTHER RELIGION,’ IF UNSURE OF RELIGION, OR IF NON-RELIGIOUS]

Q:15. How interested are you in learning more about religion?
1. VERY INTERESTED
2. SOMewhat
3. NOT VERY
4. NOT AT ALL INTERESTED

[IF DOES NOT ATTEND RELIGIOUS SERVICES]

Q:24. In the past two years has anyone invited you to attend religious services with them, or not?
0. NO
1. YES

Q:25. When you are 35, do you think you will be attending religious services?
O:5a. With how many, if any, organized religious groups such as Bible studies or prayer groups (not including regular worship service attendance) are you currently involved?
0. 0
1. 1
2. 2
3. 3
4. 4
5. 5
6. 6
7. 7
8. 8
9. 9
10. 10
11. 11
12. 12
13. 13
14. 14
15. 15
16. 16
17. 17
18. 18
19. 19
20. 20 OR MORE

[ythgrp6_1_w4]
O:6a. About how often do you attend this group's meetings and events?
1. MORE THAN ONCE A WEEK
2. ABOUT ONCE A WEEK
3. 2-3 TIMES A MONTH
4. ABOUT ONCE A MONTH
5. A FEW TIMES A YEAR
6. ALMOST NEVER

[ythgrp6_2_w4]
O:6b. All together, about how often do you attend meetings and events for these groups?
1. MORE THAN ONCE A WEEK
2. ABOUT ONCE A WEEK
3. 2-3 TIMES A MONTH
4. ABOUT ONCE A MONTH
5. A FEW TIMES A YEAR
6. ALMOST NEVER

How strongly do you agree with the following statements? [INSERT LIST Q:32_1-Q:32_5]

**eval1_w4** Q:32_1. I have a lot of respect for organized religion in this country.

**eval2_w4** Q:32_2. Organized religion is usually a big turn-off for me.

**eval4_w4** Q:32_4. Too many religious people in this country these days are negative, angry, and judgmental.

**eval6_w4** Q:32_5. Most mainstream religion is irrelevant to the needs and concerns of most people my age.

   1. STRONGLY AGREE
   2. AGREE
   3. DISAGREE
   4. STRONGLY DISAGREE
   5. DON’T KNOW/UNSURE

**eval3_w4** Q32a. I have very positive feelings about the religious tradition in which I was raised.

   1. STRONGLY AGREE
   2. AGREE
   3. DISAGREE
   4. STRONGLY DISAGREE
   5. DON’T KNOW/UNSURE
   6. DOES NOT APPLY
SECTION MW- Intimate Partner Violence
**THIS SECTION IS RESTRICTED FOR THE TIME BEING

Next, we are going to ask you a few more questions about romantic relationships. Some of these may be hard to answer. We want to assure you that we will keep everything you say during this survey completely confidential. Please be completely honest in your answers to these questions.

TEXT: Below is a list of behaviors that some people have experienced in their romantic relationships. Have you experienced any of these with a romantic or intimate partner?

[IF ENGAGED AND HAS BEEN IN ONE RELATIONSHIP, MARRIED AND HAS BEEN IN ONE RELATIONSHIP, IN A CIVIL UNION/REGISTERED DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP/COMMON-LAW MARRIAGE AND HAS BEEN IN ONE RELATIONSHIP, SEPARATED AND HAS BEEN IN ONE RELATIONSHIP, CASUALLY DATING ONE PERSON AND HAS BEEN IN ONE RELATIONSHIP, CASUALLY DATING MORE THAN ONE PERSON AND HAS BEEN IN ONE RELATIONSHIP, IN A SERIOUS DATING RELATIONSHIP AND HAS BEEN IN ONE RELATIONSHIP, OR COHABITING AND HAS BEEN IN ONE RELATIONSHIP]

[INSERT LIST MW1#1_1_1-MW1#2_9_1]

ipv1_1_1_1_w4 MW1#1_1_1. Current relationship-hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?
ipv1_1_1_2_w4 MW1#1_1_2. Current relationship-hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-Have you done this to your spouse/partner?
ipv1_1_2_1_w4 MW1#1_2_1. Current relationship-refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?
ipv1_1_2_2_w4 MW1#1_2_2. Current relationship-refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-Have you done this to your spouse/partner?
ipv1_1_3_1_w4 MW1#1_3_1. Current relationship-threatened to hurt a partner-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?
ipv1_1_3_2_w4 MW1#1_3_2. Current relationship-threatened to hurt a partner- Have you done this to your spouse/partner?
ipv1_1_4_1_w4 MW1#1_4_1. Current relationship-pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?
ipv1_1_4_2_w4 MW1#1_4_2. Current relationship-pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner- Have you done this to your spouse/partner?
ipv1_1_5_1_w4 MW1#1_5_1. Current relationship-threw an object at a partner that could hurt-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?
ipv1_1_5_2_w4 MW1#1_5_2. Current relationship-threw an object at a partner that could hurt- Have you done this to your spouse/partner?
ipv1_1_6_1_w4 MW1#1_6_1. Current relationship-used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?
ipv1_1_6_2_w4 MW1#1_6_2. Current relationship-used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner- Have you done this to your spouse/partner?
MW1#1_7_1. Current relationship-physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?

MW1#1_7_2. Current relationship-physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body-Have you done this to your spouse/partner?

MW1#1_8_1. Current relationship-pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?

MW1#1_8_2. Current relationship-pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-Have you done this to your spouse/partner?

MW1#1_9_1. Current relationship-physically forced a partner to have sex-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?

MW1#1_9_2. Current relationship-physically forced a partner to have sex-Have you done this to your spouse/partner?

MW1#2_1_1. hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-Not applicable

MW1#2_2_1. refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-Not applicable

MW1#2_3_1. threatened to hurt a partner-Not applicable

MW1#2_4_1. pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner-Not applicable

MW1#2_5_1. threw an object at a partner that could hurt-Not applicable

MW1#2_6_1. used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner-Not applicable

MW1#2_7_1. physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body-Not applicable

MW1#2_8_1. pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-Not applicable

MW1#2_9_1. physically forced a partner to have sex-Not applicable

0. NO
1. YES

[IF ENGAGED AND HAS BEEN IN TWO RELATIONSHIPS, MARRIED AND HAS BEEN IN TWO RELATIONSHIPS, IN A CIVIL UNION/REGISTERED DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP/COMMON-LAW MARRIAGE AND HAS BEEN IN TWO RELATIONSHIPS, SEPARATED AND HAS BEEN IN TWO RELATIONSHIPS, CASUALLY DATING ONE PERSON AND HAS BEEN IN TWO RELATIONSHIPS, CASUALLY DATING MORE THAN ONE PERSON AND HAS BEEN IN TWO RELATIONSHIPS, IN A SERIOUS DATING RELATIONSHIP AND HAS BEEN IN TWO RELATIONSHIPS, OR COHABITING AND HAS BEEN IN TWO RELATIONSHIPS]

[INSERT LIST MW2#1_1_1-MW1#4_9_1]

MW2#1_1_1. Current relationship-hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?

MW2#1_1_2. Current relationship-hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-Have you done this to your spouse/partner?

MW2#1_2_1. Current relationship-refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?
ipv2_1_2_2  MW2#1_2_2. Current relationship-refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-Have you done this to your spouse/partner?

ipv2_1_3_1  MW2#1_3_1. Current relationship-threatened to hurt a partner-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?

ipv2_1_3_2  MW2#1_3_2. Current relationship-threatened to hurt a partner-Have you done this to your spouse/partner?

ipv2_1_4_1  MW2#1_4_1. Current relationship-pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?

ipv2_1_4_2  MW2#1_4_2. Current relationship-pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner-Have you done this to your spouse/partner?

ipv2_1_5_1  MW2#1_5_1. Current relationship-threw an object at a partner that could hurt-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?

ipv2_1_5_2  MW2#1_5_2. Current relationship-threw an object at a partner that could hurt-Have you done this to your spouse/partner?

ipv2_1_6_1  MW2#1_6_1. Current relationship-used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?

ipv2_1_6_2  MW2#1_6_2. Current relationship-used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner-Have you done this to your spouse/partner?

ipv2_1_7_1  MW2#1_7_1. Current relationship-physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?

ipv2_1_7_2  MW2#1_7_2. Current relationship-physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body-Have you done this to your spouse/partner?

ipv2_1_8_1  MW2#1_8_1. Current relationship-pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?

ipv2_1_8_2  MW2#1_8_2. Current relationship-pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-Have you done this to your spouse/partner?

ipv2_1_9_1  MW2#1_9_1. Current relationship-physically forced a partner to have sex-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?

ipv2_1_9_2  MW2#1_9_2. Current relationship-physically forced a partner to have sex-Have you done this to your spouse/partner?

ipv2_2_1_1  MW2#2_1_1. Former relationship-hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-Did your former partner do this to you?

ipv2_2_2_1  MW2#2_2_1. Former relationship-refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-Did your former partner do this to you?

ipv2_2_3_1  MW2#2_3_1. Former relationship-threatened to hurt a partner-Did your former partner do this to you?

ipv2_2_4_1  MW2#2_4_1. Former relationship-pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner-Did your former partner do this to you?

ipv2_2_5_1  MW2#2_5_1. Former relationship-threw an object at a partner that could hurt-Did your former partner do this to you?

ipv2_2_6_1  MW2#2_6_1. Former relationship-used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner-Did your former partner do this to you?

ipv2_2_7_1  MW2#2_7_1. Former relationship-physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body-Did your former partner do this to you?
ipv2_2_8_1  MW2#2_8_1. Former relationship-pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-Did your former partner do this to you?
ipv2_2_9_1  MW2#2_9_1. Former relationship-physically forced a partner to have sex-Did your former partner do this to you?
ipv2_3_1_1  MW2#3_1_1. Former relationship-hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-Did you do this to your former partner?
ipv2_3_2_1  MW2#3_2_1. Former relationship-refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-Did you do this to your former partner?
ipv2_3_3_1  MW2#3_3_1. Former relationship-threatened to hurt a partner-Did you do this to your former partner?
ipv2_3_4_1  MW2#3_4_1. Former relationship-pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner-Did you do this to your former partner?
ipv2_3_5_1  MW2#3_5_1. Former relationship-threw an object at a partner that could hurt-Did you do this to your former partner?
ipv2_3_6_1  MW2#3_6_1. Former relationship-used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner-Did you do this to your former partner?
ipv2_3_7_1  MW2#3_7_1. Former relationship-physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body-Did you do this to your former partner?
ipv2_3_8_1  MW2#3_8_1. Former relationship-pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-Did you do this to your former partner?
ipv2_3_9_1  MW2#3_9_1. Former relationship-physically forced a partner to have sex-Did you do this to your former partner?
ipv2_4_1_1  MW2#4_1_1. Hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-Not applicable
ipv2_4_2_1  MW2#4_2_1. Refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-Not applicable
ipv2_4_3_1  MW2#4_3_1. Threatened to hurt a partner-Not applicable
ipv2_4_4_1  MW2#4_4_1. Pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner-Not applicable
ipv2_4_5_1  MW2#4_5_1. Threw an object at a partner that could hurt-Not applicable
ipv2_4_6_1  MW2#4_6_1. Used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner-Not applicable
ipv2_4_7_1  MW2#4_7_1. Physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body-Not applicable
ipv2_4_8_1  MW2#4_8_1. Pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-Not applicable
ipv2_4_9_1  MW2#4_9_1. Physically forced a partner to have sex-Not applicable

0. NO
1. YES

[IF NOT IN A ROMANTIC RELATIONSHIP AND HAS BEEN IN ONE RELATIONSHIP]
[INSERT LIST MW4#1_1_1-MW4#3_9_1]

ipv4_1_1_1  MW4#1_1_1. Former relationship-hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-Did your former partner do this to you?
ipv4_1_2_1  MW4#1_2_1. Former relationship-refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-Did your former partner do this to you?
MW4#1_3_1. Former relationship-threatened to hurt a partner—Did your former partner do this to you?

MW4#1_4_1. Former relationship—pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner—Did your former partner do this to you?

MW4#1_5_1. Former relationship—threw an object at a partner that could hurt—Did your former partner do this to you?

MW4#1_6_1. Former relationship—used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner—Did your former partner do this to you?

MW4#1_7_1. Former relationship—physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body—Did your former partner do this to you?

MW4#1_8_1. Former relationship—pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want—Did your former partner do this to you?

MW4#1_9_1. Former relationship—physically forced a partner to have sex—Did your former partner do this to you?

MW4#2_1_1. Former relationship—hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her—Did you do this to your former partner?

MW4#2_2_1. Former relationship—refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)—Did you do this to your former partner?

MW4#2_3_1. Former relationship—threatened to hurt a partner—Did you do this to your former partner?

MW4#2_4_1. Former relationship—pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner—Did you do this to your former partner?

MW4#2_5_1. Former relationship—threw an object at a partner that could hurt—Did you do this to your former partner?

MW4#2_6_1. Former relationship—used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner—Did you do this to your former partner?

MW4#2_7_1. Former relationship—physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body—Did you do this to your former partner?

MW4#2_8_1. Former relationship—pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want—Did you do this to your former partner?

MW4#2_9_1. Former relationship—physically forced a partner to have sex—Did you do this to your former partner?

MW4#3_1_1. hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her—Not applicable

MW4#3_2_1. refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)—Not applicable

MW4#3_3_1. threatened to hurt a partner—Not applicable

MW4#3_4_1. pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner—Not applicable

MW4#3_5_1. threw an object at a partner that could hurt—Not applicable

MW4#3_6_1. used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner—Not applicable

MW4#3_7_1. physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body—Not applicable

MW4#3_8_1. pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want—Not applicable

MW4#3_9_1. physically forced a partner to have sex—Not applicable
1. YES

[IF NOT IN A ROMANTIC RELATIONSHIP AND HAS BEEN IN TWO OR MORE RELATIONSHIPS]

[INSERT LIST MW5#1_1_1-MW5#3_9_1]

ipv5_1_1_1
MW5#1_1_1 Former relationship(s)-hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-A former partner did this to me

ipv5_1_1_2
MW5#1_1_2 Former relationship(s)-hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-More than one former partner did this to me.

ipv5_1_2_1
MW5#1_2_1 Former relationship(s)-refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-A former partner did this to me

ipv5_1_2_2
MW5#1_2_2 Former relationship(s)-refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-More than one former partner did this to me.

ipv5_1_3_1
MW5#1_3_1 Former relationship(s)-threatened to hurt a partner-A former partner did this to me

ipv5_1_3_2
MW5#1_3_2 Former relationship(s)-threatened to hurt a partner-More than one former partner did this to me.

ipv5_1_4_1
MW5#1_4_1 Former relationship(s)-pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner-A former partner did this to me

ipv5_1_4_2
MW5#1_4_2 Former relationship(s)-pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner-More than one former partner did this to me.

ipv5_1_5_1
MW5#1_5_1 Former relationship(s)-threw an object at a partner that could hurt-A former partner did this to me

ipv5_1_5_2
MW5#1_5_2 Former relationship(s)-threw an object at a partner that could hurt-More than one former partner did this to me.

ipv5_1_6_1
MW5#1_6_1 Former relationship(s)-used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner-A former partner did this to me

ipv5_1_6_2
MW5#1_6_2 Former relationship(s)-used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner-More than one former partner did this to me.

ipv5_1_7_1
MW5#1_7_1 Former relationship(s)-physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body-A former partner did this to me

ipv5_1_7_2
MW5#1_7_2 Former relationship(s)-physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body-More than one former partner did this to me.

ipv5_1_8_1
MW5#1_8_1 Former relationship(s)-pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-A former partner did this to me

ipv5_1_8_2
MW5#1_8_2 Former relationship(s)-pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-More than one former partner did this to me.

ipv5_1_9_1
MW5#1_9_1 Former relationship(s)-physically forced a partner to have sex-A former partner did this to me

ipv5_1_9_2
MW5#1_9_2 Former relationship(s)-physically forced a partner to have sex-More than one former partner did this to me.

ipv5_2_1_1
MW5#2_1_1 Former relationship(s)-hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-I did this to a former partner

ipv5_2_1_2
MW5#2_1_2 Former relationship(s)-hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-I did this to more than one former partner
Former relationship(s)-refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-I did this to a former partner

Former relationship(s)-refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-I did this to more than one former partner

Former relationship(s)-threatened to hurt a partner-I did this to a former partner

Former relationship(s)-threatened to hurt a partner-I did this to more than one former partner

Former relationship(s)-pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner-I did this to a former partner

Former relationship(s)-pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner-I did this to more than one former partner

Former relationship(s)-threw an object at a partner that could hurt-I did this to a former partner

Former relationship(s)-threw an object at a partner that could hurt-I did this to more than one former partner

Former relationship(s)-used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner-I did this to a former partner

Former relationship(s)-used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner-I did this to more than one former partner

Former relationship(s)-physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body-I did this to a former partner

Former relationship(s)-physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body-I did this to more than one former partner

Former relationship(s)-pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-I did this to a former partner

Former relationship(s)-pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-I did this to more than one former partner

Former relationship(s)-physically forced a partner to have sex-I did this to a former partner

Former relationship(s)-physically forced a partner to have sex-I did this to more than one former partner

hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-Not applicable

refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-Not applicable

threatened to hurt a partner-Not applicable

pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner-Not applicable

threw an object at a partner that could hurt-Not applicable

used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner-Not applicable

physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body-Not applicable

pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-Not applicable

physically forced a partner to have sex-Not applicable
0. NO
1. YES

[IF ENGAGED AND HAS BEEN IN THREE OR MORE RELATIONSHIPS, MARRIED AND HAS BEEN IN THREE OR MORE RELATIONSHIPS, IN A CIVIL UNION/REGISTERED DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP/COMMON-LAW MARRIAGE AND HAS BEEN IN THREE OR MORE RELATIONSHIPS, SEPARATED AND HAS BEEN IN THREE OR MORE RELATIONSHIPS, CASUALLY DATING ONE PERSON AND HAS BEEN IN THREE OR MORE RELATIONSHIPS, CASUALLY DATING MORE THAN ONE PERSON AND HAS BEEN IN THREE OR MORE RELATIONSHIPS, IN A SERIOUS DATING RELATIONSHIP AND HAS BEEN IN THREE OR MORE RELATIONSHIPS, OR COHABITING AND HAS BEEN IN THREE OR MORE RELATIONSHIPS]

[INSERT LIST MW3#1_1_1-MW4#4_9_1]

ipv3_1_1_1 MW3#1_1_1 Current relationship-hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?

ipv3_1_1_2 MW3#1_1_2 Current relationship-hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-Has you done this to your spouse/partner?

ipv3_1_2_1 MW3#1_2_1 Current relationship-refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?

ipv3_1_2_2 MW3#1_2_2 Current relationship-refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-Have you done this to your spouse/partner?

ipv3_1_3_1 MW3#1_3_1 Current relationship-threatened to hurt a partner-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?

ipv3_1_3_2 MW3#1_3_2 Current relationship-threatened to hurt a partner-Do you have this to your spouse/partner?

ipv3_1_4_1 MW3#1_4_1 Current relationship-pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?

ipv3_1_4_2 MW3#1_4_2 Current relationship-pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner-Do you have this done to your spouse/partner?

ipv3_1_5_1 MW3#1_5_1 Current relationship-threw an object at a partner that could hurt-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?

ipv3_1_5_2 MW3#1_5_2 Current relationship-threw an object at a partner that could hurt-Do you have this done to your spouse/partner?

ipv3_1_6_1 MW3#1_6_1 Current relationship-used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?

ipv3_1_6_2 MW3#1_6_2 Current relationship-used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner-Do you have this done to your spouse/partner?

ipv3_1_7_1 MW3#1_7_1 Current relationship-physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?

ipv3_1_7_2 MW3#1_7_2 Current relationship-physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body-Do you have this done to your spouse/partner?

ipv3_1_8_1 MW3#1_8_1 Current relationship-pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current relationship-pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-Have you done this to your spouse/partner?</td>
<td>MW3#1_8_2 Current relationship-pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-Have you done this to your spouse/partner?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current relationship-physically forced a partner to have sex-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?</td>
<td>MW3#1_9_1 Current relationship-physically forced a partner to have sex-Has your spouse/partner done this to you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current relationship-physically forced a partner to have sex-Have you done this to your spouse/partner?</td>
<td>MW3#1_9_2 Current relationship-physically forced a partner to have sex-Have you done this to your spouse/partner?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former relationship(s)-hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-A former partner did this to me</td>
<td>MW3#2_1_1 Former relationship(s)-hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-A former partner did this to me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former relationship(s)-hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-More than one former partner did this to me</td>
<td>MW3#2_1_2 Former relationship(s)-hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-More than one former partner did this to me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former relationship(s)-refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-A former partner did this to me</td>
<td>MW3#2_2_1 Former relationship(s)-refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-A former partner did this to me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former relationship(s)-refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-More than one former partner did this to me</td>
<td>MW3#2_2_2 Former relationship(s)-refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-More than one former partner did this to me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former relationship(s)-threatened to hurt a partner-A former partner did this to me</td>
<td>MW3#2_3_1 Former relationship(s)-threatened to hurt a partner-A former partner did this to me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former relationship(s)-threatened to hurt a partner-More than one former partner did this to me</td>
<td>MW3#2_3_2 Former relationship(s)-threatened to hurt a partner-More than one former partner did this to me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former relationship(s)-pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner-A former partner did this to me</td>
<td>MW3#2_4_1 Former relationship(s)-pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner-A former partner did this to me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former relationship(s)-pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner-More than one former partner did this to me</td>
<td>MW3#2_4_2 Former relationship(s)-pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner-More than one former partner did this to me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former relationship(s)-threw an object at a partner that could hurt-A former partner did this to me</td>
<td>MW3#2_5_1 Former relationship(s)-threw an object at a partner that could hurt-A former partner did this to me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former relationship(s)-threw an object at a partner that could hurt-More than one former partner did this to me</td>
<td>MW3#2_5_2 Former relationship(s)-threw an object at a partner that could hurt-More than one former partner did this to me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former relationship(s)-used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner-A former partner did this to me</td>
<td>MW3#2_6_1 Former relationship(s)-used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner-A former partner did this to me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former relationship(s)-used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner-More than one former partner did this to me</td>
<td>MW3#2_6_2 Former relationship(s)-used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner-More than one former partner did this to me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former relationship(s)-physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body-A former partner did this to me</td>
<td>MW3#2_7_1 Former relationship(s)-physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body-A former partner did this to me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former relationship(s)-physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body-More than one former partner did this to me</td>
<td>MW3#2_7_2 Former relationship(s)-physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body-More than one former partner did this to me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former relationship(s)-pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-A former partner did this to me</td>
<td>MW3#2_8_1 Former relationship(s)-pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-A former partner did this to me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former relationship(s)-pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-More than one former partner did this to me</td>
<td>MW3#2_8_2 Former relationship(s)-pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-More than one former partner did this to me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former relationship(s)-physically forced a partner to have sex-A former partner did this to me</td>
<td>MW3#2_9_1 Former relationship(s)-physically forced a partner to have sex-A former partner did this to me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former relationship(s)-physically forced a partner to have sex-More than one former partner did this to me</td>
<td>MW3#2_9_2 Former relationship(s)-physically forced a partner to have sex-More than one former partner did this to me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former relationship(s)-hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-I did this to a former partner</td>
<td>MW3#3_1_1 Former relationship(s)-hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-I did this to a former partner</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ipv3_3_1_2  MW3#3_1_2  Former relationship(s)-hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-I did this to more than one former partner
ipv3_3_2_1  MW3#3_2_1  Former relationship(s)-refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-I did this to a former partner
ipv3_3_2_2  MW3#3_2_2  Former relationship(s)-refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-I did this to more than one former partner
ipv3_3_3_1  MW3#3_3_1  Former relationship(s)-threatened to hurt a partner-I did this to a former partner
ipv3_3_3_2  MW3#3_3_2  Former relationship(s)-threatened to hurt a partner-I did this to more than one former partner
ipv3_3_4_1  MW3#3_4_1  Former relationship(s)-pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner-I did this to a former partner
ipv3_3_4_2  MW3#3_4_2  Former relationship(s)-pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner-I did this to more than one former partner
ipv3_3_5_1  MW3#3_5_1  Former relationship(s)-threw an object at a partner that could hurt-I did this to a former partner
ipv3_3_5_2  MW3#3_5_2  Former relationship(s)-threw an object at a partner that could hurt-I did this to more than one former partner
ipv3_3_6_1  MW3#3_6_1  Former relationship(s)-used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner-I did this to a former partner
ipv3_3_6_2  MW3#3_6_2  Former relationship(s)-used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner-I did this to more than one former partner
ipv3_3_7_1  MW3#3_7_1  Former relationship(s)-physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body-I did this to a former partner
ipv3_3_7_2  MW3#3_7_2  Former relationship(s)-physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body-I did this to more than one former partner
ipv3_3_8_1  MW3#3_8_1  Former relationship(s)-pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-I did this to a former partner
ipv3_3_8_2  MW3#3_8_2  Former relationship(s)-pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-I did this to more than one former partner
ipv3_3_9_1  MW3#3_9_1  Former relationship(s)-physically forced a partner to have sex-I did this to a former partner
ipv3_3_9_2  MW3#3_9_2  Former relationship(s)-physically forced a partner to have sex-I did this to more than one former partner
ipv3_4_1_1  MW3#4_1_1  hurtfully called a partner names and/or criticize him/her-Not applicable
ipv3_4_2_1  MW3#4_2_1  refused to allow a partner to do things he/she wanted to do (for example, leaving the house, visiting family/friends, etc.)-Not applicable
ipv3_4_3_1  MW3#4_3_1  threatened to hurt a partner-Not applicable
ipv3_4_4_1  MW3#4_4_1  pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved a partner-Not applicable
ipv3_4_5_1  MW3#4_5_1  threw an object at a partner that could hurt-Not applicable
ipv3_4_6_1  MW3#4_6_1  used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a partner-Not applicable
ipv3_4_7_1  MW3#4_7_1  physically attacked the sexual parts of a partner's body-Not applicable
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Response Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ipv3_4_8_1</td>
<td>MW3#4_8_1 pressured a partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want-Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ipv3_4_9_1</td>
<td>MW3#4_9_1 physically forced a partner to have sex-Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0. NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[IF CURRENT SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS HURTFULLY CRITICIZED R AND/OR CALLED R NAMES]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ipv10_w4</td>
<td>MW10. You indicated that your spouse/current romantic partner has hurtfully criticized and/or called you names. About how frequently has this happened since the relationship began?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. ONCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. VERY RARELY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. MONTHLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[IF CURRENT SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS TRIED TO KEEP R FROM DOING THINGS S/HE WANTED TO DO]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ipv11_w4</td>
<td>MW11. You indicated that your spouse/current romantic partner has tried to keep you from doing things you wanted to do. About how frequently has this happened since the relationship began?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. ONCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. VERY RARELY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. MONTHLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[IF CURRENT SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS THREATENED TO HURT R]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ipv12_w4</td>
<td>MW12. You indicated that your spouse/current romantic partner has threatened to hurt you. About how frequently has this happened since the relationship began?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. ONCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. VERY RARELY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. MONTHLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[IF CURRENT SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS PUSHED, GRABBED, OR SHOVED R]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ipv13_w4</td>
<td>MW13. You indicated that your spouse/current romantic partner has pushed, grabbed, or shoved you. About how frequently has this happened since the relationship began?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. ONCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. VERY RARELY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF CURRENT SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS THROWN SOMETHING AT R]

ipv14_w4
MW14. You indicated that your spouse/current romantic partner has thrown something at you. About how frequently has this happened since the relationship began?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF CURRENT SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS USED A KNIFE, GUN OR OTHER WEAPON AGAINST R]

ipv15_w4
MW15. You indicated that your spouse/current romantic partner has used a knife, gun, or other weapon against you. About how frequently has this happened since the relationship began?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF CURRENT SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS PHYSICALLY ATTACKED THE SEXUAL BODY PARTS OF R]

ipv16_w4
MW16. You indicated that your spouse/current romantic partner has physically attacked the sexual parts of your body. About how frequently has this happened since the relationship began?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF CURRENT SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS PRESSURED R TO HAVE SEX IN A WAY R DIDN’T WANT]

ipv17_w4
MW17. You indicated that your spouse/current romantic partner has pressured you to have sex in a way you didn't want. About how frequently has this happened since the relationship began?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF CURRENT SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS PHYSICALLY FORCED R TO HAVE SEX]

ipv18_w4 MW18. You indicated that your spouse/current romantic partner has physically forced you to have sex. About how frequently has this happened since the relationship began?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF R HAS CRITICIZED AND/OR CALLED CURRENT PARTNER/SPOUSE NAMES]

ipv20_w4 MW20. You indicated that you have criticized and/or called your spouse/current romantic partner names. About how frequently has this happened since the relationship began?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF R HAS REFUSED TO ALLOW CURRENT PARTNER/SPOUSE TO DO THINGS HE/SHE WANTED TO DO]

ipv21_w4 MW21. You indicated that you have refused to allow your spouse/current romantic partner to do things he/she wanted to do. About how frequently has this happened since the relationship began?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF R HAS THREATENED TO HURT CURRENT PARTNER/SPOUSE]

ipv22_w4 MW22. You indicated that you have threatened to hurt your spouse/current romantic partner. About how frequently has this happened since the relationship began?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF R HAS PUSHED, GRABBED, SLAPPED, OR SHOVED CURRENT PARTNER/SPouse]

ipv23_w4
MW23. You indicated that you have pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved your spouse/current romantic partner. About how frequently has this happened since the relationship began?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF R HAS THROWN AN OBJECT THAT COULD HURT AT CURRENT PARTNER/SPouse]

ipv24_w4
MW24. You indicated that you have thrown an object that could hurt at your spouse/current romantic partner. About how frequently has this happened since the relationship began?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF R HAS USED A KNIFE, GUN, OR OTHER WEAPON AGAINST CURRENT PARTNER/SPouse]

ipv25_w4
MW25. You indicated that you have used a knife, gun, or other weapon against your spouse/current romantic partner. About how frequently has this happened since the relationship began?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF R HAS PHYSICALLY ATTACKED THE SEXUAL PARTS OF CURRENT PARTNER/SPouse’S BODY]

ipv26_w4
MW26. You indicated that you have physically attacked the sexual parts of your spouse/current romantic partner’s body. About how frequently has this happened since the relationship began?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF R HAS PRESSURED CURRENT PARTNER/SPOUSE TO HAVE SEX IN A WAY HE/SHE DIDN’T WANT]

ipv27_w4
MW27. You indicated that you have pressured your spouse/current romantic partner to have sex in a way he/she didn’t want. About how frequently has this happened since the relationship began?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF R HAS PHYSICALLY FORCED CURRENT PARTNER/SPOUSE TO HAVE SEX]

ipv28_w4
MW28. You indicated that you have physically forced your spouse/current romantic partner to have sex. About how frequently has this happened since the relationship began?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF FORMER SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS HURTFULLY CRITICIZED AND/OR CALLED R NAMES]

ipv30_w4
MW30. You indicated that a former romantic partner hurtfully criticized and/or called you names. About how frequently did this happen during the relationship?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF FORMER SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS REFUSED TO ALLOW R TO DO THINGS R WANTED TO DO]

ipv31_w4
MW31. You indicated that a former romantic partner refused to allow you to do things you wanted to do. About how frequently did this happen during the relationship?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF FORMER SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS THREATENED TO HURT R]

ipv32_w4 MW32. You indicated that a former romantic partner threatened to hurt you. About how frequently did this happen during the relationship?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE
7. [IF FORMER SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS…]

[IF FORMER SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS PUSHED, GRABBED, SLAPPED, OR SHOVED R]

ipv33_w4 MW33. You indicated that a former romantic partner pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved you. About how frequently did this happen during the relationship?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF FORMER SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS THROWN AN OBJECT THAT COULD HURT AT R]

ipv34_w4 MW34. You indicated that a former romantic partner threw an object that could hurt at you. About how frequently did this happen during the relationship?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF FORMER SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS USED A KNIFE, GUN, OR OTHER WEAPON AGAINST R]

ipv35_w4 MW35. You indicated that a former romantic partner used a knife, gun, or other weapon against you. About how frequently did this happen during the relationship?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE
[IF FORMER SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS PHYSICALLY ATTACKED THE SEXUAL PARTS OF R’S BODY]

ipv36_w4 MW36. You indicated that a former romantic partner physically attacked the sexual parts of your body. About how frequently did this happen during the relationship?

1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF FORMER SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS PRESSURED R TO HAVE SEX IN A WAY R DIDN'T WANT]

ipv37_w4 MW37. You indicated that a former romantic partner pressured you to have sex in a way you didn't want. About how frequently did this happen during the relationship?

1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF FORMER SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS PHYSICALLY FORCED R TO HAVE SEX]

ipv38_w4 MW38. You indicated that a former romantic partner physically forced you to have sex. About how frequently did this happen during the relationship?

1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF MORE THAN ONE FORMER SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS HURTFULLY CALLED YOU NAMES AND/OR CRITICIZED R]

ipv40_w4 MW40. You indicated that more than one of your former romantic partners hurtfully called you names and/or criticized you. How many former partners did this to you?

1. 2
2. 3
3. 4
4. 5 OR MORE

[IF MORE THAN ONE FORMER SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS REFUSED TO ALLOW R TO DO THINGS R WANTED TO DO]
MW41. You indicated that more than one of your former romantic partners refused to allow you to do things you wanted to do. How many former partners did this to you?

1. 2
2. 3
3. 4
4. 5 OR MORE

[IF MORE THAN ONE FORMER SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS THREATENED TO HURT R]

MW42. You indicated that more than one of your former romantic partners threatened to hurt you. How many former partners did this to you?

1. 2
2. 3
3. 4
4. 5 OR MORE

[IF MORE THAN ONE FORMER SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS PUNCHED, GRABBED, SLAPPED, OR SHOVED R]

MW43. You indicated that more than one of your former romantic partners pushed, grabbed, slapped, or shoved you. How many former partners did this to you?

1. 2
2. 3
3. 4
4. 5 OR MORE

[IF MORE THAN ONE FORMER SPOUSE/PARTNER HASThrown an object that could hurt at R]

MW44. You indicated that more than one of your former romantic partners threw an object that could hurt at you. How many former partners did this to you?

1. 2
2. 3
3. 4
4. 5 OR MORE

[IF MORE THAN ONE FORMER SPOUSE/PARTNER HAS USED A KNIFE, GUN, OR OTHER WEAPON AGAINST R]

MW45. You indicated that more than one of your former romantic partners used a knife, gun, or other weapon against you. How many former partners did this to you?

1. 2
2. 3
3. 4
4. 5 OR MORE
MW46. You indicated that more than one of your former romantic partners physically attacked the sexual parts of your body. How many former partners did this to you?

1. 2
2. 3
3. 4
4. 5 OR MORE

MW47. You indicated that more than one of your former romantic partners pressured you to have sex in a way you didn’t want. How many former partners did this to you?

1. 2
2. 3
3. 4
4. 5 OR MORE

MW48. You indicated that more than one of your former romantic partners physically forced you to have sex. How many former partners did this to you?

1. 2
2. 3
3. 4
4. 5 OR MORE

MW50. You indicated that you hurtfully criticized and/or called a former romantic partner names. About how frequently did this happen during the relationship?

1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

MW51. You indicated that you refused to allow a former partner to do things he/she wanted to do. About how frequently did this happen during the relationship?

1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF R HAS THREATENED TO HURT A FORMER PARTNER/SPOUSE]

ipv52_w4

MW52. You indicated that you threatened to hurt a former romantic partner. About how frequently did this happen during the relationship?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF R HAS PUSHED, GRABBED, SLAPPED OR SHOVED A FORMER PARTNER/SPOUSE]

ipv53_w4

MW53. You indicated that you pushed, grabbed, slapped or shoved a former romantic partner. About how frequently did this happen during the relationship?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF R HAS THROWN AN OBJECT THAT COULD HURT AT A FORMER PARTNER/SPOUSE]

ipv54_w4

MW54. You indicated that you threw an object that could hurt at a former romantic partner. About how frequently did this happen during the relationship?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF R HAS USED A KNIFE, GUN, OR OTHER WEAPON AGAINST A FORMER ROMANTIC PARTNER A FORMER PARTNER/SPOUSE]

ipv55_w4

MW55. You indicated that you used a knife, gun, or other weapon against a former romantic partner. About how frequently did this happen during the relationship?
1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF R HAS PHYSICALLY ATTACKED THE SEXUAL PARTS OF A FORMER PARTNER/SPOUSE’S BODY]

ipv56_w4 MW56. You indicated that you physically attacked the sexual parts of a former romantic partner's body. About how frequently did this happen during the relationship?

1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF R HAS PRESSURED A FORMER PARTNER/SPOUSE TO HAVE SEX IN A WAY HE/SHE DIDN’T WANT]

ipv57_w4 MW57. You indicated that you pressured a former romantic partner to have sex in a way he/she didn't want. About how frequently did this happen during the relationship?

1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF R HAS PHYSICALLY FORCED A FORMER PARTNER/SPOUSE TO HAVE SEX]

ipv58_w4 MW58. You indicated that you physically forced a former romantic partner to have sex. About how frequently did this happen during the relationship?

1. ONCE
2. VERY RARELY
3. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
4. MONTHLY
5. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
6. ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

[IF R HAS HURTFULLY CRITICIZED AND/OR CALLED MORE THAN ONE FORMER PARTNER/SPOUSE NAMES]

ipv60_w4 MW60. You indicated that you hurtfully criticized and/or called more than one former romantic partner names. How many former partners did you do this to?

1. 2
2. 3
3. 4
4. 5 OR MORE

[IF R HAS YOU REFUSED TO ALLOW MORE THAN ONE FORMER PARTNER/SPOUSE TO DO THINGS THEY WANTED TO DO]
MW61. You indicated that you refused to allow more than one former romantic partner from doing things they wanted to do. How many former partners did you do this to?
1. 2
2. 3
3. 4
4. 5 OR MORE

[IF R HAS THREATENED TO HURT MORE THAN ONE FORMER PARTNER/SPOUSE]

MW62. You indicated that you threatened to hurt more than one former romantic partner. How many former partners did you do this to?
1. 2
2. 3
3. 4
4. 5 OR MORE

[IF R HAS PUSHED, GRABBED, SLAPPED OR SHOVED MORE THAN ONE FORMER PARTNER/SPOUSE]

MW63. You indicated that you pushed, grabbed, or slapped, shoved more than one former romantic partner. How many former partners did you do this to?
1. 2
2. 3
3. 4
4. 5 OR MORE

[IF R HAS THROWN AN OBJECT THAT COULD HURT AT MORE THAN ONE FORMER PARTNER/SPOUSE]

MW64. You indicated that you threw something at more than one former romantic partner. How many former partners did you do this to?
1. 2
2. 3
3. 4
4. 5 OR MORE

[IF R HAS USED A KNIFE, GUN, OR OTHER WEAPON AGAINST MORE THAN ONE FORMER PARTNER/SPOUSE]

MW65. You indicated that you used a knife, gun, or other weapon against more than one former romantic partner. How many former partners did you do this to?
1. 2
2. 3
3. 4
4. 5 OR MORE

[IF R HAS PHYSICALLY ATTACKED THE SEXUAL PARTS OF MORE THAN ONE FORMER PARTNER/SPOUSE’S BODY]
MW66. You indicated that you physically attacked the sexual parts of more than one former romantic partner’s body. How many former partners did you do this to?

1. 2
2. 3
3. 4
4. 5 OR MORE

[IF R HAS PRESSURED MORE THAN ONE FORMER PARTNER/SPOUSE TO HAVE SEX IN A WAY THEY DIDN’T WANT]

MW67. You indicated that you pressured more than one former romantic partner to have sex in a way they didn’t want. How many former partners did you do this to?

1. 2
2. 3
3. 4
4. 5 OR MORE

[IF R HAS PHYSICALLY FORCED MORE THAN ONE FORMER PARTNER/SPOUSE TO HAVE SEX]

MW68. You indicated that you physically forced more than one former romantic partner to have sex. How many former partners did you do this to?

1. 2
2. 3
3. 4
4. 5 OR MORE
SECTION R - Attitudes and Preferences

Now we are going to ask for your opinions about some social issues. Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with each statement. [INSERT LIST R:31_1- R:31_8]

menwrkmenhme_w4 R:31_1. It is much better for everyone if the man earns the main living and the woman takes care of the home and family.

womenmar_w4 R:31_2. A woman can have a fully satisfying life without getting married.

moralrel_w4 R:31_3. Morals are relative, that there are no definite rights and wrongs for everybody.

relprivte_w4 R:31_4. Religion is a private matter that should be kept out of public debates about social and political issues.

manmar_w4 R:31_5. A man can have a fully satisfying life without getting married.

mandecide_w4 R:31_6. Most of the important decisions in the life of the family should be made by the man of the house.

brkmorality_w4 R:31_7. It is sometimes okay to break moral rules if it works to your advantage and you can get away with it.

moralitychnge_w4 R:31_8. The world is always changing and we should adjust our views of what is morally right and wrong to reflect those changes.

Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with each statement. [INSERT LIST R:32_1- R:32_6]

wrkngmom_w4 R:32_1. A working mother can establish as warm and secure a relationship with her children as a mother who does not work.

unmarsex_w4 R:32_2. It is alright for two unmarried people who are not in love to have sex.

datediffrel_w4 R:32_3. In general, people should not date someone of a different religion.

mardiffrel_w4 R:32_4. In general, people should not marry someone of a different religion.

material5_w4 R:32_5. The things I own say a lot about how well I am doing in life.

material4_w4 R:32_6. Shopping and buying things gives me a lot of pleasure.

Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with each statement. [INSERT LIST R:28_1-R:28_3]

divrceok_w4 R:13. Do you think that, in general, a couple without children should end their marriage if it is empty and unfulfilling, or should they stick with it even if they are not happy?

0. STICK WITH IT
1. END IT

How much do you personally care or not about... [INSERT LIST R:28_1-R:28_3]
How much do you agree with the following statements? [INSERT LIST MFQ2_1- MFQ2_11]

mfq2_1_w4  MFQ2_1. Compassion for those who are suffering is the most crucial virtue.
mfq2_2_w4  MFQ2_2. When the government makes laws, the number one principle should be ensuring that everyone is treated fairly.
mfq2_3_w4  MFQ2_3. I am proud of my country's history.
mfq2_4_w4  MFQ2_4. Respect for authority is something all children need to learn.
mfq2_5_w4  MFQ2_5. People should not do things that are disgusting, even if no one is harmed.
mfq2_6_w4  MFQ2_6. It is better to do good than to do bad.
mfq2_7_w4  MFQ2_7. One of the worst things a person can do is hurt a defenseless animal.
mfq2_8_w4  MFQ2_8. Justice is the most important requirement for a society.
mfq2_9_w4  MFQ2_9. People should be loyal to their family members, even when they have done something wrong.
mfq2_10_w4 MFQ2_10. Men and women each have different roles to play in society.
mfq2_11_w4 MFQ2_11. I would call some acts wrong on the grounds that they are unnatural.

1. STRONGLY AGREE
2. MODERATELY AGREE
3. SLIGHTLY AGREE
4. SLIGHTLY DISAGREE
5. MODERATELY DISAGREE
6. STRONGLY DISAGREE

Below is a list of statements that describe things that some people feel help them have the kind of lives they want to. For each statement, please rate how important you personally feel it is for having the kind of life you want to live. [INSERT LIST JDH10_1- JDH10_9]

jdh10_1_w4  JDH10_1. Being able to make a lot of money.
jdh10_2_w4  JDH10_2. Having a fulfilling romantic relationship.
JDH10_3. Having a good family life.
JDH10_4. Helping others in need.
JDH10_5. Having a close relationship with God.
JDH10_6. Having a close set of friends you can count on.
JDH10_7. Having meaningful and challenging work.
JDH10_8. Becoming a famous or important person.
JDH10_9. Travelling and having different experiences.

1. EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
2. VERY IMPORTANT
3. MODERATELY IMPORTANT
4. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
5. NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT

Below you’ll be presented with a variety of situations and be asked to say whether certain behaviors in those situations would be morally wrong. Please use the following scale from 1 to 7 to indicate the degree to which you judge the behavior to be wrong (if at all). [INSERT LIST MELS_1- MELS_12]

MELS_1. Lying about a test score when reporting performance to a teacher.
MELS_2. Faking an injury to collect on insurance.
MELS_3. Parking in a handicapped parking spot when not handicapped.
MELS_4. Using someone else’s toothbrush without his or her permission.
MELS_5. Packing for a trip at the last minute.
MELS_6. Choosing to wake up late, despite having a busy day ahead.
MELS_7. Ignoring a woman struggling to carry bags of groceries.
MELS_8. Ignoring a driver whose car is stuck in the snow.
MELS_9. An 18-year-old woman breaking an abstinence vow to have premarital sex.
MELS_10. Drinking 10 beers at a party and vomiting several times.
MELS_11. Defecating, not washing one’s hands, and then preparing dinner for oneself.
MELS_12. Wearing a pair of pants for three weeks without washing them.

1. 1= NOT AT ALL WRONG; HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH MORALITY.
2. 2
3. 3
4. 4
5. 5
6. 6
7. 7 = VERY WRONG; AN EXTREMELY IMMORAL ACTION.

Q87. Which of the following is the MOST important for leading the kind of life you want to live?
1. BEING ABLE TO MAKE A LOT OF MONEY
2. HAVING A FULFILLING ROMANTIC RELATIONSHIP
3. HAVING A GOOD FAMILY LIFE
4. HELPING OTHERS IN NEED
5. HAVING A CLOSE RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD
6. HAVING A CLOSE SET OF FRIENDS YOU CAN COUNT ON
7. HAVING MEANINGFUL AND CHALLENGING WORK
8. BECOMING A FAMOUS OR IMPORTANT PERSON
9. TRAVELING AND HAVING DIFFERENT EXPERIENCES

leastimplife_w4 Q88. Which of the following is the LEAST important for leading the kind of life you want to live?
1. BEING ABLE TO MAKE A LOT OF MONEY
2. HAVING A FULFILLING ROMANTIC RELATIONSHIP
3. HAVING A GOOD FAMILY LIFE
4. HELPING OTHERS IN NEED
5. HAVING A CLOSE RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD
6. HAVING A CLOSE SET OF FRIENDS YOU CAN COUNT ON
7. HAVING MEANINGFUL AND CHALLENGING WORK
8. BECOMING A FAMOUS OR IMPORTANT PERSON
9. TRAVELING AND HAVING DIFFERENT EXPERIENCES

Each item below contains a statement. We want to know how strongly you agree or disagree with each of these statements. Think about each statement separately, and decide how much you agree with it. There are no right or wrong answers.

[INSERT LIST DPES_1- DPES_14]

dpes1_w4 DPES_1. I get great pleasure from pursuing my goals.
dpes2_w4 DPES_2. I enjoy the feeling of anticipation when I’m looking forward to some event.
dpes3_w4 DPES_3. I am generally a contented person.
dpes4_w4 DPES_4. When I think about my life I experience a deep feeling of contentment.
dpes5_w4 DPES_5. I take great pride in my achievements.
dpes6_w4 DPES_6. I feel strong positive emotion when I do something well.
dpes7_w4 DPES_7. I develop strong emotions toward people I can rely on.
dpes8_w4 DPES_8. I grow to love people who are kind to me.
dpes9_w4 DPES_9. Nurturing others gives me a warm feeling inside.
dpes10_w4 DPES_10. I am a very compassionate person.
dpes11_w4 DPES_11. I find humor in almost everything.
dpes12_w4 DPES_12. Many things are funny to me.
dpes13_w4 DPES_13. I feel wonder almost every day.
dpes14_w4 DPES_14. My life is full of wonder.

1. STRONGLY AGREE
2. AGREE
3. SOMEWHAT AGREE
4. NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE
5. SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
6. DISAGREE
7. STRONGLY DISAGREE

[IF NEVER MARRIED AND NOT ATHEIST, AGnostic, OR NOT RELIGIOUS]
marrelig1_w4  R:30a1. How important is it to you to marry someone who is of your own religion?
1. EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
2. VERY IMPORTANT
3. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
4. NOT VERY IMPORTANT
5. NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL
6. I DO NOT WANT OR PLAN TO GET MARRIED

[IF DIVORCED AND NOT ATHEIST, AGNOSTIC, OR NOT RELIGIOUS OR WIDOWED AND NOT ATHEIST, AGNOSTIC, OR NOT RELIGIOUS]

marrelig2_w4  R:30a2. How important is it to you to marry someone who is of your own religion?
1. EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
2. VERY IMPORTANT
3. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
4. NOT VERY IMPORTANT
5. NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL
6. I DO NOT WANT OR PLAN TO GET MARRIED AGAIN

[IF NEVER MARRIED AND ATHEIST, NEVER MARRIED AND AGNOSTIC, OR NEVER MARRIED AND NOT RELIGIOUS]

marrelig3_w4  R:30b1. How important is it to you to marry someone who is not religious?
1. EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
2. VERY IMPORTANT
3. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
4. NOT VERY IMPORTANT
5. NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL
6. I DO NOT WANT OR PLAN TO GET MARRIED

[IF DIVORCED AND ATHEIST, DIVORCED AND AGNOSTIC, DIVORCED AND NOT RELIGIOUS, WIDOWED AND ATHEIST, WIDOWED AND AGNOSTIC, OR WIDOWED AND NOT RELIGIOUS]

marrelig4_w4  R:30b2. How important is it to you to marry someone who is not religious?
1. EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
2. VERY IMPORTANT
3. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
4. NOT VERY IMPORTANT
5. NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL
6. I DO NOT WANT OR PLAN TO GET MARRIED AGAIN

People have different ideas about what should be accomplished before one is ready to marry. Please tell me how important it is or was to you, personally, to accomplish each of the following things before getting married. [INSERT LIST R:29_1 - R:29_8]

comedu_w4  R:29_1. Complete your education before getting married.
estabcareer_w4  R:29_2. Establish your career before getting married.
liveonown_w4  R:29_4. Live on your own awhile before getting married.
dateenough_w4  R:29_5. Date enough other people before getting married.
trylivewith_w4  R:29_6. Live with the person you are thinking of marrying before getting married.
traveladvent_w4  R:29_7. Travel or have adventures.
norespns_w4  R:29_8. Enjoy a long time without commitments or responsibilities.

1. EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
2. VERY IMPORTANT
3. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
4. NOT VERY IMPORTANT
5. NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT
6. I DO NOT WANT OR PLAN TO GET MARRIED

abstain1_w4  R:17. Do you think that people should wait to have sex until they are married?
1. NOT NECESSARILY
2. YES
3. NO

Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with each statement. [INSERT LIST R:33_1- R:33_3]

soctrust1_w4  R:33_1. Generally speaking, most people can be trusted.
soctrust2_w4  R:33_2. You can’t be too careful in dealing with people.
soctrust3_w4  R:33_3. Most of the time people try to be helpful to others.

0. STRONGLY AGREE
1. MOSTLY AGREE
2. SLIGHTLY AGREE
3. NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE
4. SLIGHTLY DISAGREE
6. MOSTLY DISAGREE
7. STRONGLY DISAGREE

Listed alphabetically below are some characteristics that might describe a person: CARING, COMPASSIONATE, FAIR, FRIENDLY, GENEROUS, HELPFUL, HARDWORKING, HONEST, KIND
The person with these characteristics could be you or it could be someone else. For a moment, visualize in your mind the kind of person who has these characteristics. Imagine how that person would think, feel, and act. When you have a clear image of what this person looks like, answer the following questions. [INSERT LIST MI_1-MI_3]

mi1_w4  MI_1. It would make me feel good to be a person who has these characteristics.
mi2_w4  MI_4. Being someone who has these characteristics is an important part of who I am.
mi3_w4  MI_13. I strongly desire to have these characteristics.

1. COMPLETELY AGREE
2. MOSTLY AGREE
3. SLIGHTLY AGREE
4. NEUTRAL
5. SLIGHTLY DISAGREE
6. MOSTLY DISAGREE
7. COMPLETELY DISAGREE

[IF FEMALE]
How much does each of the following statements sound like you? [INSERT LIST SVf_1-SVf_21]

svf1_w4  SVf_1. Thinking up new ideas and being creative is important to her. She likes to do things in her own original way.
svf2_w4  SVf_2. It is important to her to be rich. She wants to have a lot of money and expensive things.
svf3_w4  SVf_3. She thinks it is important that every person in the world be treated equally. She believes everyone should have equal opportunities in life.
svf4_w4  SVf_4. It is very important to her to show her abilities. She wants people to admire what she does.
svf5_w4  SVf_5. It is important to her to live in secure surroundings. She avoids anything that might endanger her safety.
svf6_w4  SVf_6. She likes surprises and is always looking for new things to do. She thinks it is important to do lots of different things in life.
svf7_w4  SVf_7. She believes that people should do what they’re told. She thinks people should follow rules at all times, even when no one is watching.
svf8_w4  SVf_8. It is important to her to listen to people who are different from her. Even when she disagrees with them, she still wants to understand them.
svf9_w4  SVf_9. It is important to her to be humble and modest and not to draw attention to herself.
svf10_w4 SVf_10. Having a good time is important to her. She likes to “spoil” herself.
svf11_w4 SVf_11. It is important to her to make her own decisions about what she does. She likes to be free and not depend on others.
svf12_w4 SVf_12. It’s very important to her to help the people around her. She wants to care for their well-being.
svf13_w4 SVf_13. Being very successful is important to her. She hopes people will recognize her achievements.
svf14_w4 SVf_14. It is very important to her that the government ensures her safety against all threats. She wants the state to be strong so it can defend its citizens.
svf15_w4 SVf_15. She looks for adventure and likes to take risks. She wants to have an exciting life.
svf16_w4 SVf_16. It is important to her to always behave properly. She avoids doing anything people would say is wrong.
svf17_w4 SVf_17. It is important to her to get respect from others. She wants people to do what she says.
svf18_w4 SVf_18. It is important to her to be loyal to her friends. She wants to devote herself to people close to her.
svf19_w4 SVf_19. She strongly believes that people should care for nature. Looking after the environment is important to her.
svf20_w4 SVf_20. Tradition is important to her. She tries to follow the customs handed down by her religion and family.
SVf21_w4 SVf_21. She seeks every chance she can to have fun. It is important to her to do things that give her pleasure.

1. VERY MUCH LIKE ME
2. LIKE ME
3. SOMEWHAT LIKE ME
4. A LITTLE LIKE ME
5. NOT LIKE ME
6. NOT LIKE ME AT ALL

[IF MALE]
How much does each of the following statements sound like you? [INSERT LIST SVM_1-SVM_21]

svm1_w4 SVM_1. Thinking up new ideas and being creative is important to him. He likes to do things in her own original way.

svm2_w4 SVM_2. It is important to him to be rich. He wants to have a lot of money and expensive things.

svm3_w4 SVM_3. He thinks it is important that every person in the world be treated equally. He believes everyone should have equal opportunities in life.

svm4_w4 SVM_4. It is very important to him to show his abilities. He wants people to admire what he does.

svm5_w4 SVM_5. It is important to him to live in secure surroundings. He avoids anything that might endanger his safety.

svm6_w4 SVM_6. He likes surprises and is always looking for new things to do. He thinks it is important to do lots of different things in life.

svm7_w4 SVM_7. He believes that people should do what they’re told. He thinks people should follow rules at all times, even when no one is watching.

svm8_w4 SVM_8. It is important to him to listen to people who are different from him. Even when he disagrees with them, he still wants to understand them.

svm9_w4 SVM_9. It is important to him to be humble and modest and not to draw attention to himself.

svm10_w4 SVM_10. Having a good time is important to him. He likes to “spoil” himself.

svm11_w4 SVM_11. It is important to him to make his own decisions about what he does. He likes to be free and not depend on others.

svm12_w4 SVM_12. It’s very important to him to help the people around him. He wants to care for their well-being.

svm13_w4 SVM_13. Being very successful is important to him. He hopes people will recognize his achievements.

svm14_w4 SVM_14. It is very important to him that the government ensures his safety against all threats. He wants the state to be strong so it can defend its citizens.

svm15_w4 SVM_15. He looks for adventure and likes to take risks. He wants to have an exciting life.

svm16_w4 SVM_16. It is important to him to always behave properly. He avoids doing anything people would say is wrong.

svm17_w4 SVM_17. It is important to him to get respect from others. He wants people to do what he says.

svm18_w4 SVM_18. It is important to him to be loyal to his friends. He wants to devote himself to people close to him.
svm19_w4  SVm_19. He strongly believes that people should care for nature. Looking after the environment is important to him.

svm20_w4  SVm_20. Tradition is important to him. He tries to follow the customs handed down by him religion and family.

svm21_w4  SVm_21. He seeks every chance he can to have fun. It is important to him to do things that give him pleasure.

  1. VERY MUCH LIKE ME
  2. LIKE ME
  3. SOMEWHAT LIKE ME
  4. A LITTLE LIKE ME
  5. NOT LIKE ME
  6. NOT LIKE ME AT ALL

abortionokay_w4  GSS3. Do you think it should be possible for a pregnant woman to obtain a legal abortion, regardless of the reason?

  1. YES
  2. NO
  3. DON’T KNOW

ssmarriage_w4  Gallup1. Do you think marriages between same-sex couples should or should not be recognized by the law as valid, with the same rights as traditional marriages?

  1. SHOULD BE LEGAL
  2. SHOULD NOT BE LEGAL
  3. DON’T KNOW

jh8_w4  JDH8. Which of these statements best reflects your thinking about human sexual activity – sex is basically a source of pleasure and recreation, or sex has a sacred and spiritual meaning?

  1. A SOURCE OF PLEASURE AND RECREATION
  2. HAS A SACRED OR SPIRITUAL MEANING
  3. OTHER

jh8_text_w4  JDH8_TEXT. Other [TEXT ENTRY]

svsex1_w4  SVSEX1. Imagine that you could live your life over, and do everything just the way that you wanted. How many different people would you have had sexual intercourse with by this point in your life?

  1. NONE
  2. ONE
  3. 2 TO 4
  4. 5 TO 10
  5. 11 TO 20
  6. MORE THAN 20

svsex2_w4  SVSEX2. Imagine now that you could live the rest of your life just the way that you want to. How many different people would you like to have sexual intercourse with from now until the end of your life?

  1. NONE
2. ONE
3. 2 TO 4
4. 5 TO 10
5. 11 TO 20
6. MORE THAN 20

jdh7_w4  JDH7. Some people consider watching pornographic movies to be morally wrong, while others do not. How wrong or right do you, personally, think watching pornographic movies is?
   1. WRONG FOR ALL, AND SHOULD NOT BE LEGALLY TOLERATED
   2. WRONG FOR ALL, BUT SHOULD BE TOLERATED
   3. RIGHT FOR SOME, BUT NOT FOR ME PERSONALLY
   4. RIGHT FOR ME, BUT NOT NECESSARILY FOR OTHERS
   5. RIGHT FOR ALL
   6. NOT A MORAL ISSUE
SECTION T- Finances

TEXT: I appreciate the time you’ve spent answering our questions. The rest of the survey should only take about 5-10 more minutes. Next we have a few questions for you about money.

**earnings_w4**

T:1. How much did you personally earn during the past 12 months, including wages from all jobs, salary, tips, bonuses, overtime and income from self-employment, before taxes and other deductions? Please only report your own income. Do not include the income of a partner, parent, child, or anyone else who contributes financially to your household.

1. I DID NOT EARN ANY MONEY.
2. LESS THAN $10,000
3. $10,000-$19,999
4. $20,000-$29,999
5. $30,000-$39,999
6. $40,000-$49,999
7. $50,000-$59,999
8. $60,000-$69,999
9. $70,000-$79,999
10. $80,000-$89,999
11. $90,000-$99,999
12. $100,000-$124,999
13. $125,000-$149,999
14. $150,000-$174,999
15. $175,000-$199,999
16. $200,000 OR MORE
17. I DON’T KNOW/PREFER NOT TO SAY

**earnings2_w4**

[IF MARRIED OR SEPARATED]  
T:1m. How much did your spouse earn during the past 12 months, including wages from all jobs, salary, tips, bonuses, overtime and income from self-employment, before taxes and other deductions?

1. MY SPOUSE DID NOT EARN ANY MONEY.
2. LESS THAN $10,000
3. $10,000-$19,999
4. $20,000-$29,999
5. $30,000-$39,999
6. $40,000-$49,999
7. $50,000-$59,999
8. $60,000-$69,999
9. $70,000-$79,999
10. $80,000-$89,999
11. $90,000-$99,999
12. $100,000-$124,999
13. $125,000-$149,999
14. $150,000-$174,999
15. $175,000-$199,999
16. $200,000 OR MORE
17. I DON'T KNOW/PREFER NOT TO SAY

[IF IN A CIVIL UNION, DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP, COMMON-LAW MARRIAGE, OR COHABITING]

earnings3_w4

T:1c. How much did your romantic partner earn during the past 12 months, including wages from all jobs, salary, tips, bonuses, overtime and income from self-employment, before taxes and other deductions?

1. MY ROMANTIC PARTNER DID NOT EARN ANY MONEY.
2. LESS THAN $10,000
3. $10,000-$19,999
4. $20,000-$29,999
5. $30,000-$39,999
6. $40,000-$49,999
7. $50,000-$59,999
8. $60,000-$69,999
9. $70,000-$79,999
10. $80,000-$89,999
11. $90,000-$99,999
12. $100,000-$124,999
13. $125,000-$149,999
14. $150,000-$174,999
15. $175,000-$199,999
16. $200,000 OR MORE
17. I DON'T KNOW/PREFER NOT TO SAY

[IF ENGAGED AND LIVING WITH FIANCÉ/FIANCÉE]

earnings4_w4

T:1e. How much did your fiancé/fiancée earn during the past 12 months, including wages from all jobs, salary, tips, bonuses, overtime and income from self-employment, before taxes and other deductions?

1. MY ROMANTIC PARTNER DID NOT EARN ANY MONEY.
2. LESS THAN $10,000
3. $10,000-$19,999
4. $20,000-$29,999
5. $30,000-$39,999
18. $40,000-$49,999
19. $50,000-$59,999
20. $60,000-$69,999
21. $70,000-$79,999
22. $80,000-$89,999
23. $90,000-$99,999
24. $100,000-$124,999
25. $125,000-$149,999
26. $150,000-$174,999
27. $175,000-$199,999
28. $200,000 OR MORE
29. I DON'T KNOW/PREFER NOT TO SAY
[IF NOT DATING, CASUALLY DATING ONE PERSON, IN A SERIOUS DATING RELATIONSHIP, CASUALLY DATING MORE THAN ONE PERSON, OR ENGAGED AND NOT LIVING WITH FIANCÉ/FIANCÉE]

**debt1_w4**

T:2s. Currently, about how much in total do you **personally** owe on credit cards or personal loans, *not including* student loans, home buying loans, or mortgages?

1. I DO NOT OWE ANY MONEY
2. LESS THAN $1,000
3. $1,000-$2,499
4. $2,500-$4,999
5. $5,000-$9,999
6. $10,000-$14,999
7. $15,000-$19,999
8. $20,000-$39,999
9. $40,000 OR MORE
10. I DON’T KNOW/PREFER NOT TO SAY

[IF MARRIED OR SEPARATED]

**debt2_w4**

T:2m. Currently, about how much in total do you and your **spouse** owe on credit cards or personal loans, *not including* student loans, home buying loans, or mortgages?

1. I DO NOT OWE ANY MONEY
2. LESS THAN $1,000
3. $1,000-$2,499
4. $2,500-$4,999
5. $5,000-$9,999
6. $10,000-$14,999
7. $15,000-$19,999
8. $20,000-$39,999
9. $40,000 OR MORE
10. I DON’T KNOW/PREFER NOT TO SAY

[IF IN A CIVIL UNION, DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP, COMMON-LAW MARRIAGE, OR COHABITING]

**debt3_w4**

T:2c. Currently, about how much in total do you and your **romantic partner** owe on credit cards or personal loans, *not including* student loans, home buying loans, or mortgages?

1. I DO NOT OWE ANY MONEY
2. LESS THAN $1,000
3. $1,000-$2,499
4. $2,500-$4,999
5. $5,000-$9,999
6. $10,000-$14,999
7. $15,000-$19,999
8. $20,000-$39,999
9. $40,000 OR MORE
10. I DON’T KNOW/PREFER NOT TO SAY
[IF ENGAGED AND LIVING WITH FIANCÉ/FIANCÉE]

**debt4_w4**

T:2e. Currently, about how much in total do you and your fiancé/fiancée owe on credit cards or personal loans, not including student loans, home buying loans, or mortgages?

1. I DO NOT OWE ANY MONEY
2. LESS THAN $1,000
3. $1,000-$2,499
4. $2,500-$4,999
5. $5,000-$9,999
6. $10,000-$14,999
7. $15,000-$19,999
8. $20,000-$39,999
9. $40,000 OR MORE
10. I DON’T KNOW/PREFER NOT TO SAY

Have your parent, parent-like figures, or other relatives provided any of the following types of financial or material help in the past 12 months? Please check all that apply, or leave all boxes blank if you have received no assistance.

**parhelp1_w4**

T:4a_1. GROCERIES, MORE THAN A FEW MEALS A WEEK, OR MONEY TO BUY GROCERIES

**parhelp2_w4**

T:4a_2. A PLACE TO LIVE, OR MONEY TO PAY RENT OR MORTGAGE

**parhelp3_w4**

T:4a_3. THE USE OF A VEHICLE, OR MONEY TO PAY TRANSPORTATION COSTS (INCLUDING CAR PAYMENTS, GAS, OR INSURANCE)

**parhelp4_w4**

T:4a_4. BABYSITTING YOUR CHILDREN WHILE YOU WORK OR GO TO SCHOOL, OR MONEY TO PAY FOR CHILDCARE

**parhelp5_w4**

T:4a_5. MONEY TO PAY EDUCATIONAL EXPENSES

**parhelp6_w4**

T:4a_6. MONEY TO HELP PAY OTHER BILLS

**parhelp7_w4**

T:4a_7. OTHER (SPECIFY)

**parhelp7_text_w4**

T:4a_7_TEXT. [TEXT ENTRY]

**parhelp8_w4**

T:4a_8. GENERAL SPENDING MONEY

0. NO
1. YES

**parhelpamnt_w4**

T:4b. What is the monetary value of the financial or material help you received from your parents, parent-like figures, or other relatives in the past 12 months, not including educational expenses?

1. NONE
2. LESS THAN $1,000
3. $1,000-$2,499
4. $2,500-$4,999
5. $5,000-$9,999
6. $10,000-$14,999
7. $15,000-$19,999
8. $20,000-$39,999
9. $40,000 OR MORE
10. I DON’T KNOW/PREFER NOT TO SAY
T:5. In the past 12 months, was there a time when you were not able to pay a bill, such as the full amount of rent or mortgage, a gas, electric or other utility bill, car payment, or any other bill because you didn’t have enough money?
   0. NO
   1. YES

T:6. In the past 24 months, have you received any public assistance, such as Medicaid, food stamps, unemployment benefits, or welfare?
   0. NO
   1. YES

[IF NOT HOMELESS]

T:7. If you lost your current source of income (your paycheck, public assistance, or other forms of income), how long could you live at your current address and standard of living?
   1. LESS THAN ONE MONTH
   2. 1 MONTH
   3. 2 MONTHS
   4. 3-4 MONTHS
   5. 5-6 MONTHS
   6. 7-12 MONTHS
   7. MORE THAN A YEAR

T:8. If you emptied all your bank accounts, cashed in your investments, and sold everything you own (including house and car), how much money would you have?
   1. I WOULD NOT HAVE ANY MONEY.
   2. LESS THAN $5,000
   3. $5,000-$9,999
   4. $10,000-$24,999
   5. $25,000-$49,999
   6. $50,000-$74,999
   7. $75,000-$99,999
   8. $100,000-$124,999
   9. $125,000-$149,999
   10. $150,000-$174,999
   11. $175,000-$199,999
   12. $200,000-$299,999
   13. $300,000-$399,999
   14. $400,000-$599,999
   15. $600,000-$799,999
   16. $800,000-$999,999
   17. $1,000,000 OR MORE
   18. I DON’T KNOW/PREFER NOT TO SAY
debtpayoff_w4  T:9. If you paid all your debts in one bill, how much would you have to pay?
Please include the amount of your mortgage, student loans, medical bills, credit cards, car loans, and any other debts you have.
1. I WOULD NOT HAVE TO PAY ANY MONEY.
2. LESS THAN $5,000
3. $5,000-$9,999
4. $10,000-$24,999
5. $25,000-$49,999
6. $50,000-$74,999
7. $75,000-$99,999
8. $100,000-$124,999
9. $125,000-$149,999
10. $150,000-$174,999
11. $175,000-$199,999
12. $200,000-$299,999
13. $300,000-$399,999
14. $400,000-$599,999
15. $600,000-$799,999
16. $800,000-$999,999
17. $1,000,000 OR MORE
18. I DON’T KNOW/PREFER NOT TO SAY

stdliving_w4  T:10. In America, each generation has tried to enjoy a higher standard of living than their parents. Do you think you will have a higher or lower standard of living than your parent(s) (or the person/people who raised you)?
1. MUCH HIGHER THAN PARENTS
2. SOMEWHAT HIGHER
3. ABOUT THE SAME
4. SOMEWHAT LOWER
5. MUCH LOWER THAN PARENTS
SECTION SV

JDH9. Which of the following statements BEST describes your understanding of evil?

1. EVIL IS WHATEVER LIMITS SELF-EXPRESSION AND PERSONAL GROWTH
2. EVIL IS WHATEVER LIMITS HUMAN PROGRESS AND THE ADVANCE OF KNOWLEDGE
3. EVIL IS WHATEVER KEEPS PEOPLE FROM MAKING THEIR OWN DECISIONS AND LIVING THEIR OWN LIVES
4. EVIL IS WHATEVER HURTS SOMEONE OR CAUSES THEM TO SUFFER
5. EVIL IS WHATEVER GOES AGAINST GOD’S WILL AND PURPOSE

How much do you agree with the following statements? [INSERT LIST MM2_1-MM2_5]

MM2_1. Right and wrong should be based on God’s law.
MM2_2. American children should be raised to believe in God
MM2_3. Moral standards should be seen as individualistic: what one person considers to be moral may be judged as immoral by another person.
MM2_4. Questions of what is ethical for everyone can never be resolved because what is moral or immoral is up to the individual to decide.
MM2_5. Moral standards are simply personal rules that indicate how a person should behave, and should not be used when making judgments of others.

1. STRONGLY AGREE
2. AGREE
3. SOMEWHAT AGREE
4. NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE
5. SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
6. DISAGREE
7. STRONGLY DISAGREE

When you decide whether something is right or wrong, to what extent are the following considerations relevant to your thinking? [INSERT LIST MFQ1_1-MFQ1_11]

MFQ1_1. Whether or not someone suffered emotionally.
MFQ1_2. Whether or not some people were treated differently than others
MFQ1_3. Whether or not someone’s actions showed love for his or her country
MFQ1_4. Whether or not someone showed a lack of respect for authority
MFQ1_5. Whether or not someone violated standards of purity and decency.
MFQ1_6. Whether or not someone was good at math
MFQ1_7. Whether or not someone cared for someone weak or vulnerable
MFQ1_8. Whether or not someone acted unfairly
MFQ1_9. Whether or not someone did something to betray his or her group
MFQ1_10. Whether or not someone conformed to the traditions of society
MFQ1_11. Whether or not someone did something disgusting
1. NOT AT ALL RELEVANT (THIS CONSIDERATION HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH MY JUDGEMENTS OF RIGHT AND WRONG)
2. NOT VERY RELEVANT
3. SLIGHTLY RELEVANT
4. SOMewhat RELEVANT
5. VERY RELEVANT
6. EXTREMELY RELEVANT (THIS IS ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTORS WHEN I JUDGE RIGHT AND WRONG)
DGv1. Now we are going to give you the chance to win $10 in a raffle. You have been given 10 raffle tickets. Each ticket has an equal chance of winning the prize. The person who will take this survey next will not be given any tickets for this raffle. You can choose to give all, some, or none of your tickets to this other person, potentially giving him or her the chance to win $10 as well. How many of your 10 raffle tickets would you like to transfer to the next participant?

1. 0
2. 1
3. 2
4. 3
5. 4
6. 5
7. 6
8. 7
9. 8
10. 9
11. 10

DGv2. Now we are going to give you the chance to win $500 in a raffle. You have been given 10 raffle tickets. Each ticket has an equal chance of winning the prize. The person who will take this survey next will not be given any tickets for this raffle. You can choose to give all, some, or none of your tickets to this other person, potentially giving him or her the chance to win $500 as well. How many of your 10 raffle tickets would you like to transfer to the next participant?

1. 0
2. 1
3. 2
4. 3
5. 4
6. 5
7. 6
8. 7
9. 8
10. 9
11. 10

**THE DG VARIABLES ARE RESTRICTED DATA FOR THE TIME BEING**
MISSING DATA

. R SKIPPED
-99. VALID SKIP (SKIP PATTERN)
-98. INVALID SKIP (PROGRAMMING ERROR)

COMPUTED VARIABLES

phone_w4 PHONE
0. R TOOK SURVEY ONLINE
1. R TOOK SURVEY OVER THE PHONE

status_w4 V10 FINISHED
0. R QUIT SURVEY BEFORE THE FINAL QUESTION
1. R COMPLETED SURVEY

pweight_w4 PWEIGHT (PANEL WEIGHT)
-99 JEWISH OVERSAMPLE

rweight_w4 RWEIGHT (LONGITUDINAL WEIGHT)
-99 R DID NOT COMPLETE ALL 4 WAVES OR R IS IN JEWISH OVERSAMPLE

*THE SAS MACRO USED TO CREATE WEIGHT DATA IS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

relatt_w4 RELATT (COMPUTED FROM F:4)
1. EVANGELICAL PROTESTANT
2. MAINLINE PROTESTANT
3. CATHOLIC
4. JEWISH
5. MORMON/LDS
6. OTHER
7. JUST CHRISTIAN
8. BLACK EVANGELICAL PROTESTANT
9. BLACK MAINLINE PROTESTANT
10. INDETERMINATE CHRISTIAN
11. NON ATTENDER
12. UNAFFILIATED

tradrel_w4 TRADREL (IDENTICAL TO RELATT BUT USES IDENTIFICATION INFO ON NON-ATTENDERS TO CLASSIFY IF POSSIBLE)
1. EVANGELICAL PROTESTANT
2. MAINLINE PROTESTANT
3. BLACK EVANGELICAL PROTESTANT
4. BLACK MAINLINE PROTESTANT
5. CATHOLIC
6. JEWISH
7. MORMON/LDS
8. NOT RELIGIOUS
9. OTHER
10. INDETERMINATE CHRISTIAN ATTENDER
11. INDETERMINATE ATTENDER
12. INDETERMINATE CHRISTIAN NON-ATTENDER
13. INDETERMINATE NON-ATTENDER

bntraev_w4  BNTRAEV (BINARY INDICATOR OF EVANGELICAL PROTESTANT, CODED FROM TRADREL)
0. NO
1. YES

bntramnl_w4  BNTRAMNL (BINARY INDICATOR OF MAINLINE PROTESTANT, CODED FROM TRADREL)
0. NO
1. YES

bntrable_w4  BNTRABLE (BINARY INDICATOR OF BLACK EVANGELICAL PROTESTANT, CODED FROM TRADREL)
0. NO
1. YES

bntrablm_w4  BNTRABLM (BINARY INDICATOR OF BLACK MAINLINE PROTESTANT, CODED FROM TRADREL)
0. NO
1. YES

bntracat_w4  BNTRACAT (BINARY INDICATOR OF CATHOLIC, CODED FROM TRADREL)
0. NO
1. YES

bntrajew_w4  BNTRAJEW (BINARY INDICATOR OF JEWISH, CODED FROM TRADREL)
0. NO
1. YES

bntralds_w4  BNTRALDS (BINARY INDICATOR OF MORMON/LATTER DAY SAINTS, CODED FROM TRADREL)
0. NO
1. YES

bntranr_w4  BNTRANR (BINARY INDICATOR OF NOT RELIGIOUS, CODED FROM TRADREL)
0. NO
1. YES

bntraoth_w4  BNTRAOTH (BINARY INDICATOR OF OTHER, CODED FROM TRADREL)
0. NO
1. YES

bntraica_w4  BNTRAICA (BINARY INDICATOR OF INDETERMINATE CHRISTIAN ATTENDER, CODED FROM TRADREL)
0. NO
1. YES

bntraia_w4  BNTRAIA (BINARY INDICATOR OF INDETERMINATE ATTENDER, CODED FROM TRADREL)
0. NO
1. YES

bntraicn_w4  BNTRAICN (BINARY INDICATOR OF INDETERMINATE NON-ATTENDER, CODED FROM TRADREL)
0. NO
1. YES

bntrain_w4  BNTRAIN (BINARY INDICATOR OF INDETERMINATE NON-ATTENDER, CODED FROM TRADREL)
0. NO
1. YES

bmi_w4  BMI = BODY MASS INDEX (POUNDS/INCHES²)*703

bmicat_w4  BMICAT (COMPUTED FROM BMI, USING NIH GUIDELINES)
1. UNDERWEIGHT
2. NORMAL WEIGHT
3. OVERWEIGHT
4. OBESE

jewishos_w4  JEWISHOS = JEWISH OVERSAMPLE (FROM WAVE 1)
0. NO
1. YES

cendiv_w4  CENDIV = CENSUS DIVISION
0. OUTSIDE OF US
1. NEW ENGLAND = CT, ME, MA, NH, RI, VT
2. MID ATLANTIC = NJ, NY, PA
3. EAST NORTH CENTRAL = IN, IL, MI, OH, WI
4. WEST NORTH CENTRAL = IA, KS, MN, MO, NE, ND, SD
5. SOUTH ATLANTIC = DE, DC, FL, GA, MD, NC, SC, VA, WV
6. EAST SOUTH CENTRAL = AL, KY, MS, TN
7. WEST SOUTH CENTRAL = AR, LA, OK, TX
8. MOUNTAIN = AZ, CO, ID, NM, MT, UT, NV, WY
9. PACIFIC = AK, CA, HI, OR, WA

cenreg_w4  CENREG = CENSUS REGION
0. OUTSIDE OF US
1. MIDWEST = EAST NORTH CENTRAL, WEST NORTH CENTRAL
2. NORTHEAST = MID ATLANTIC, NEW ENGLAND
3. SOUTH = EAST SOUTH CENTRAL, SOUTH ATLANTIC, WEST SOUTH CENTRAL
2. WEST = MOUNTAIN, PACIFIC

bnregmw_w4 BNREGMW (BINARY INDICATOR OF MIDWEST CENSUS REGION)
  0. NO
  1. YES

bnregne_w4 BNREGNE (BINARY INDICATOR OF NORTHEAST CENSUS REGION)
  0. NO
  1. YES

bnrego_w4 BNREGO (BINARY INDICATOR OF LIVING OUTSIDE THE US)
  0. NO
  1. YES

bnregso_w4 BNREGSO (BINARY INDICATOR OF SOUTH CENSUS REGION)
  0. NO
  1. YES

bnregwst_w4 BNREGWST (BINARY INDICATOR OF WEST CENSUS REGION)
  0. NO
  1. YES

bncenenc_w4 BNCENENC (BINARY INDICATOR OF EAST NORTH CENTRAL CENSUS DIVISION)
  0. NO
  1. YES

bncenesc_w4 BNCENESC (BINARY INDICATOR OF EAST SOUTH CENTRAL CENSUS DIVISION)
  0. NO
  1. YES

bncenma_w4 BNCENMA (BINARY INDICATOR OF MIDDLE ATLANTIC CENSUS DIVISION)
  0. NO
  1. YES

bncenmnt_w4 BNCENMNT (BINARY INDICATOR OF MOUNTAIN CENSUS DIVISION)
  0. NO
  1. YES

bncenne_w4 BNCENNE (BINARY INDICATOR OF NEW ENGLAND CENSUS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>bncenpac_w4</strong></td>
<td>BNCENPAC (BINARY INDICATOR OF PACIFIC CENSUS DIVISION)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0. NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>bncensa_w4</strong></td>
<td>BNCENSA (BINARY INDICATOR OF SOUTH ATLANTIC CENSUS DIVISION)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0. NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>bncenwnc_w4</strong></td>
<td>BNCENWNC (BINARY INDICATOR OF WEST NORTH CENTRAL CENSUS DIVISION)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0. NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>bncenwsc_w4</strong></td>
<td>BNCENWSC (BINARY INDICATOR OF WEST SOUTH CENTRAL CENSUS DIVISION)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0. NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>edatt_w4</strong></td>
<td>EDATT = EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT (FROM A:6 VARIABLES)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. NO DEGREES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. HIGH SCHOOL OR GED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. AA/VOCTECH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. BA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. GRAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>age_w4</strong></td>
<td>AGE=COMPUTED FROM SURVEY COMPLETION DATE – DATE OF BIRTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>agecats_w4</strong></td>
<td>AGECATS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12. 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13. 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14. 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15. 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16. 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17. 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18. 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20. 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21. 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22. 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23. 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24. 21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IPEDS CODING NOTES

curiped_w4      A:4 IPED.  Current school
bach1iped_w4    A:10IPED. School where R earned first BA
bach2iped_w4    A:11IPED. School where R earned second BA
bach3iped_w4    A:12IPED. School where R earned third BA
mast1iped_w4    A:13IPED. School where R earned first MA
mast2iped_w4    A:14IPED. School where R earned second MA
termdeg1iped_w4 A:16IPED. School where R earned first doctoral/terminal degree

124. Canadian school
752. Swedish school
826. British school
-997.School without IPED code
-998.School with multiple campuses; IPED code could not be identified

DISPLAY ORDER INDICATOR VARIABLES FOR VARIABLES WHOSE RESPONSE OPTIONS WERE RANDOMIZED.

#. ORDER IN WHICH RESPONSE OPTION WAS GIVEN
 . R SKIPPED THE QUESTION (R SAW THE QUESTION BUT DID NOT ANSWER)
-99 VALID SKIP (R DID NOT RECEIVE THE QUESTION, SKIP PATTERN)
-98 INVALID SKIP (R DID NOT RECEIVE THE QUESTION BECAUSE OF A CODING ERROR)

RANDOMIZED VARIABLES: MFQ, JDH10, MELS, DPES, N:25, N:24, N:23, N:22, N:21, MM2, SVf, SVm, G:1, IS, MM, MFQ1